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Witches 
by Amanda Pecor 

Issue no. 143 (Summer 1997) 

Somebody takes a photo 

of the little girl in a witch's suit 

and it stays in the corner of a mirror 

yellowing out. Ten years later 

her brother goes trick-or-treating 

dressed as Superman. 

She lies on her bed 

listening to her parents 

rustle in the house below. 

The soft clack of dishes 

reminds her of the hag 

riding a broomstick over her mother's soapy arms, 

always turning on her black thread, 

refusing to fly straight. 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 The Art of Theater No. 2 with Arthur Miller, born on this day in 1915: “I used to say, you know, 

McCarthy is actually saying certain lines that I recall the witch-hunters saying in Salem.” 

 More poetry from Amanda Pecor, published in Issue 143, Summer 1997? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5e69396129&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5e69396129&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=0b2e35d733&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=ab5f876fbf&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5e69396129&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5e69396129&e=d538c8f2e0
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Stefano Montesi - Corbis/Getty Images News/Getty Images 

Scientists warn we may have already passed some climate tipping points 

By AJ Dellinger 

Nov 28, 2019 

In recent years, governments around the world have rallied around checkpoints for emissions reductions 

designed to limit the effects of climate change. But as we race to lower the levels of greenhouse gases and 

lessen our reliance on fossil fuels, it's possible those efforts will be too little, too late, even if successful. In the 

scientific publication Nature, a number of scientists recently warned that we may have already passed several 

climate tipping points and have entered a "state of planetary emergency." 

The scientists argue that our current understanding of where the so-called tipping points are is wrong. It is 

generally understood that it would require an extreme increase in global temperature, by as much as five 

degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels, to see the most dramatic effects of climate change — events like 

the complete loss of the Amazon rain forest or the West Antarctic ice sheet. Recent research suggests those 

changes could occur with an increase as little as one or two degrees Celsius. Temperatures have already 

exceeded the one-degree mark and are projected to continue rising well past two degrees if dramatic changes 

aren't made soon. 

https://www.mic.com/profile/aj-dellinger-17944492
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03595-0
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03595-0
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This does not bode well for humanity. We have not been ambitious enough in our attempts to mitigate climate 

change. For years now, the United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has set a goal 

to limit the global temperature increase to 1.5 degrees Celsius, arguing that while it will carry some climate-

related challenges, the situation would largely be manageable. The one major, global climate-related 

initiative, the Paris Climate Agreement, sets its goal at preventing a two-degree increase. That half-degree 

makes a huge difference. That seemingly small uptick in temperature could be the difference between the 

Arctic experiencing significant amounts of melting ice, contributing to a sea level rise. It's the difference 

between already drought-prone regions suffering from more extreme heat, stronger and more devastating 

hurricanes and more intense heat waves and other extreme weather events. 

 

Mats Brynolf/Moment/Getty Images 

Making matters even worse is that most signs point to us falling short of even the Paris Climate 

Agreement's insufficiently ambitious goal. According to Climate Action Tracker, an organization monitoring 

the progress of 32 countries that signed onto the Paris Agreement, our current levels of greenhouse gas 

emissions would result in a temperature increase of between 2.4 degrees and 4.3 degrees Celsius, with the 

most likely outcome about 3.2 degrees Celsius by 2100. That's more than double the goal set by the IPCC. 

Even if countries meet their pledges, it might not be enough. Climate Action Tracker's projects current 

https://www.ipcc.ch/
https://www.businessinsider.com/ipcc-climate-change-report-why-2-degree-warming-is-dangerous-2018-10
https://www.businessinsider.com/ipcc-climate-change-report-why-2-degree-warming-is-dangerous-2018-10
https://www.mic.com/p/the-paris-climate-agreement-in-2019-where-countries-stand-on-curbing-emissions-18798245
https://www.mic.com/p/the-paris-climate-agreement-in-2019-where-countries-stand-on-curbing-emissions-18798245
https://climateactiontracker.org/documents/644/CAT_2019-09-19_BriefingUNSG_WarmingProjectionsGlobalUpdate_Sept2019.pdf
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pledges would achieve a temperature increase of between 2.3 and 3.7 degrees Celsius — still well above the 

tipping points that we should be aiming for. It is still possible to cap the global temperature increase at 1.5 

degrees Celsius, but it will require a major undertaking that would cut greenhouse gas emissions by 45 

percent by the year 2030 and reach zero emissions by 2050, according to the UN. 

The problem, according to scientists writing in Nature, is that even if we achieve that goal — which we 

absolutely should be aiming for — we may have already crossed the tipping point for some major and 

irreversable damage. For instance, we may have already done enough damage to lead to major ice collapse. 

Scientists warn that the Amundsen Sea embayment of West Antarctica may already be on the brink of 

collapse, which could result in the entire West Antarctic ice sheet toppling. If that were to happen as 

projected, we could see sea levels rise by as much as three meters. The temperature rise that we have already 

experienced may also be bad enough to result in the loss of as much as 99 percent of all tropical corals, which 

would destroy marine biodiversity and have devastating effects on ocean wildlife and human livelihoods. 

 

hocus-focus/E+/Getty Images 

These types of warnings are not meant as a reason to give up and accept that we will be unable to prevent 

these changes to the planet. Quite the opposite, they are intended to be a rallying call to take the issue 

https://climateactiontracker.org/documents/644/CAT_2019-09-19_BriefingUNSG_WarmingProjectionsGlobalUpdate_Sept2019.pdf
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/11/pr_181008_P48_spm_en.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03595-0
https://www.ipcc.ch/srocc/home/
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/
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seriously. The scientists point to students rallying behind the Global Climate Strike earlier this year as having 

the right mindset. We are in the midst of a global crisis, and it's time to treat it with the appropriate level of 

urgency rather than pushing it off for future generations. 

 

https://www.mic.com/p/scientists-warn-we-may-have-already-passed-some-climate-tipping-points-19410960 

  

https://www.mic.com/p/septembers-global-climate-strike-everything-you-need-to-know-18737456
https://www.mic.com/p/scientists-warn-we-may-have-already-passed-some-climate-tipping-points-19410960
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Hawaiian telescope captures new view of visiting interstellar comet 

By Anthony Wood 

 

 

The new image of interstellar comet 2l/Borisov (left) accompanied by a composite image showing the Earth 

for scale (right) 

Pieter van Dokkum, Cheng-Han Hsieh, Shany Danieli, Gregory Laughlin 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

Scientists have captured a close-up view of the ancient alien comet 2l/Borisov, which is currently 

careening through our solar system before it shoots back out into interstellar space. The comet is 

pictured sporting a massive elongated tail that stretches tens of thousands of miles in its wake. 

2l/Borisov was first spotted in late August, and, to the great excitement of the astronomical community, 

appeared to have originated from outside of our home solar system. Scientists believe that the icy 

https://newatlas.com/author/anthony-wood/
https://newatlas.com/space/second-interstellar-visitor-confirmed-2iborisov/
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traveler may have first formed around an alien star before being shoved into interstellar space by the 

gravitational influence of an orbiting planet. This tumultuous interaction set the comet on a long-haul, 

lonely journey through interstellar space, which is currently being punctuated by a brief sojourn in our 

neck of the cosmic woods. 

The comet is the second recorded interstellar visitor to our solar system in recorded history, following 

hot on the heels of a fleeting visit by the unusually-shaped Oumuamua last year. 

In early December, 2l/Borisov is expected to have its closest encounter with Earth, at which point it will 

pass roughly 150 million miles (241 million km) from our planet’s surface. For context, our Blue 

Marble orbits the Sun at an average distance of roughly 93 million miles (150 million km). 

The new image of 2l/Borisov was captured by a team of astronomers from Yale University, using the 

Low-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer mounted on the W.M. Keck Observatory, in Hawaii. 

The core of the comet can be seen as a super-bright point near the bottom of the image. This solid 

nucleus is trailed by the spectral shape of its corona and enormous tail. The team also created an image 

showing what it would look like if the primordial traveler passed close to our planet. 

As the comet passes closer to the center of our solar system, its frozen body – which is thought to be 

around a mile across – is being slowly warmed by the radiation pouring out of the Sun. 

Comets that are being warmed by solar radiation experience heightened periods of activity, during 

which vast quantities of dust and gas that had previously been contained in the core are expelled from 

the comet’s surface. This matter feeds into the comet’s tail and coma. 

According to the astronomers behind the new comet portrait, 2l/Borisov has cast off enough matter to 

create a tail almost 100,000 miles long, or 14 times the diameter of our planet. 

Source: Yale University 

We recommend 

1. HiComet: a high-throughput comet analysis tool for large-scale DNA damage assessment 

Taehoon Lee et al., BMC Bioinformatics, 2018 

2. Ultrasound 'Lung Comets' Hint Value as Treatment Target in HF 

Medscape 

3. Wide Field of View Swept-Source OCT for Peripheral Retinal Disease 

PracticeUpdate, 2016 

https://newatlas.com/interstellar-object-oumumua-home/56505/
https://newatlas.com/six-tailed-asteroid/29715/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coma_(cometary)#:~:targetText=The%20coma%20is%20the%20nebulous,and%20distinguishes%20it%20from%20stars.
https://news.yale.edu/2019/11/26/new-image-offers-close-view-interstellar-comet
https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12859-018-2015-7?utm_campaign=BMCS_TrendMD_2019_BMCBionf&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc
https://www.medscape.com/viewarticle/913527?src=trendmd_pilot
http://www.practiceupdate.com/C/34879/56/5/1?elsca1=TrendMD_CPA
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1. Correction to: HiComet: a high-throughput comet analysis tool for large-scale DNA damage 

assessment 

Taehoon Lee et al., BMC Bioinformatics, 2018 

2. Surface flows from images: ten days of observations from the Tiber River gauge-cam station 

Tauro, Flavia et al., Hydrology Research, 2016 

3. Calais’s “Jungle”: Refugees, Biopolitics, and the Arts of Resistance 

Debarati Sanyal, Representations, 2017 

 LinkedIn 

Anthony Wood 

Anthony is a recent law school graduate who also has a degree in Ancient History, for some reason or 

another. Residing in the UK, Anthony has had a passion about anything space orientated from a young 

age and finds it baffling that we have yet to colonize the moon. When not writing he can be found 

watching American football and growing out his magnificent beard. 

 

https://newatlas.com/space/telescope-interstellar-comet-image-

alien/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7650d9a49a-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_29_06_30&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-

7650d9a49a-92970593  

https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12859-018-2186-2?utm_campaign=BMCS_TrendMD_2019_BMCBionf&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc
https://bmcbioinformatics.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12859-018-2186-2?utm_campaign=BMCS_TrendMD_2019_BMCBionf&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc
http://iwaponline.com/hr/article/48/3/646/1521/Surface-flows-from-images-ten-days-of-observations?searchresult=1&utm_campaign=TrendMD_HydrologyResearch&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
http://rep.ucpress.edu/content/139/1/1?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=TrendMD_REP
https://www.linkedin.com/shareArticle?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnewatlas.com%2Fspace%2Ftelescope-interstellar-comet-image-alien%2F&mini=true&title=Hawaiian%20telescope%20captures%20new%20view%20of%20visiting%20interstellar%20comet%20&summary=Scientists%20have%20captured%20a%20close-up%20view%20of%20the%20ancient%20alien%20comet%202l%2FBorisov%2C%20which%20is%20currently%20careening%20through%20our%20solar%20system%20before%20it%20shoots%20back%20out%20into%20interstellar%20space.%20The%20comet%20is%20pictured%20sporting%20a%20massive%20elongated%20tail%20that%20stretches%20tens%20of%20thousands%20of%20miles%20in%20its%20wake.&source=New%20Atlas
https://newatlas.com/author/anthony-wood/
https://newatlas.com/space/telescope-interstellar-comet-image-alien/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7650d9a49a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_29_06_30&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7650d9a49a-92970593
https://newatlas.com/space/telescope-interstellar-comet-image-alien/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7650d9a49a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_29_06_30&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7650d9a49a-92970593
https://newatlas.com/space/telescope-interstellar-comet-image-alien/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7650d9a49a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_29_06_30&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7650d9a49a-92970593
https://newatlas.com/space/telescope-interstellar-comet-image-alien/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=7650d9a49a-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_29_06_30&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-7650d9a49a-92970593
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The 5 most groundbreaking scientific achievements of the decade 

By Michael Irving 

 

Kepler's efforts in exoplanet hunting was one of the biggest scientific achievements of the decade 

NASA/Wendy Stenzel 

VIEW 6 IMAGES 

As we stare down the barrel of the futuristic-sounding year 2020, it’s a time for reflection on the past decade. 

The world has seen some pretty major scientific achievements in the last 10 years, as discoveries and 

developments decades in the making were finally realized. New Atlas rounds up five of the most ground-

breaking, history-making milestones of the 2010s. 

 

The Higgs boson 

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
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This graph shows the production of the Higgs boson at CERN 

ATLAS Collaboration 

In 2012, a new elementary particle was discovered at CERN that caught the attention of the world – even 

those who may not normally be across particle physics news. But that’s because this was no ordinary particle. 

This newcomer was none other than the Higgs boson. 

While it may have captured the public imagination due to its dramatic but inaccurate nickname, “the God 

particle,” the Higgs boson was an incredibly exciting find for a number of reasons. It was the final elementary 

particle predicted by the Standard Model of particle physics, it gives mass to other elementary particles, and 

scientists had been hunting for it for almost 50 years. 

https://newatlas.com/higgs-like-boson-discovered/23188/
https://newatlas.com/higgs-boson-cern-alternative-particle/23319/
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593#gallery:2
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Prior to the 1960s, the Standard Model had a bit of a problem: according to its predictions, elementary 

particles called bosons should have no mass – but observations show they do. In 1964, three teams of 

scientists independently came up with similar mechanisms for how they gain mass. 

According to the prevailing idea, a quantum field uniformly pervades the universe. Bosons feel this field, 

which slows them down and in the process, gives them mass. This field would be mediated by a brand new 

boson that had yet to be discovered – and it wouldn’t be for another 48 years. 

The predicted field, mechanism and boson all eventually came to be named after Peter Higgs, one of the 

physicists who first proposed it. 

And sure enough, in 2012 scientists at CERN’s Large Hadron Collider finally found a particle consistent with 

the predicted properties of the Higgs boson. Further research later confirmed it to be the elusive Higgs, and 

two of the researchers responsible for proposing it – Higgs himself and Francois Englert, a physicist on 

another team – were awarded the 2013 Nobel Prize in Physics. 

In the years since, further experiments at CERN showed that all measurements of the Higgs boson, including 

its spin, parity, mass and interactions with other particles, agreed with the predictions of the Standard Model. 

Closing a half-century hunt for the Holy Grail of particle physics, the Higgs boson is easily one of the most 

important scientific achievements of the decade. 

CRISPR gene-editing 

The ability to edit the genes of living humans and other organisms has been a staple of science fiction for 

decades – and this decade, it became a reality. The CRISPR gene-editing system is poised to revolutionize 

medicine, potentially helping us fight the big ones like cancer and HIV, as well as tackle non-health problems. 

But of course, it’s not without its controversies. 

Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR) is a family of DNA sequences naturally 

used by bacteria as a self-defense mechanism. In recent years scientists realized they could co-opt this 

mechanism as a tool for genetic engineering, by combining CRISPR with a guide RNA sequence and an 

enzyme, usually Cas9. 

When used in cells or living organisms, the guide RNA directs the tool to the desired section of DNA, where 

the Cas9 enzyme neatly cuts it. That can be used to snip out troublesome genes – such as those that cause 

disease – and insert new, beneficial ones. 

So far, this technique has shown promise in fighting many different diseases, including traditionally tricky 

ones like cancer, HIV, muscular dystrophy, progeria, and genetic forms of blindness and heart disease. 

But CRISPR’s potential extends beyond editing ourselves. We can edit plants to make crops with better yields 

or nutrition, edit insects to stop them spreading disease, or edit pigs to grow human organs for transplant. 

https://newatlas.com/englert-higgs-2013-nobel-prize-physics/29321/
https://newatlas.com/physics/higgs-boson-mass-measured/
https://newatlas.com/home-crispr-gene-editing-kit/40362/
https://newatlas.com/medical/crispr-cervical-cancer-cure-mice/
https://newatlas.com/hiv-cure-crispr-cas9-mice/49358/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-cas9-cancer-command-center/49302/
https://newatlas.com/cure-hive-crispr-drugs-first-time/60406/
https://newatlas.com/gene-editing-muscular-dystrophy/33487/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-anti-aging-protein-salk/58574/
https://newatlas.com/cripsr-gene-editing-blindness-mice/41541/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-human-embryo-remove-gene/50742/
https://newatlas.com/first-crispr-meal/45270/
https://newatlas.com/malaria-resistant-mosquitoes-crispr/53739/
https://newatlas.com/human-pig-chimera/47613/
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The CRISPR gene-editing system was one of the biggest scientific achievements of the decade 

vchalup/DepositphotosOf course, as promising as CRISPR seems, the tool raises ethical issues that are still 

in the process of being addressed. Studies have suggested that CRISPR raises the chances of a cell developing 

cancer down the track, and could cause unintended mutations throughout the genome. These results are hotly 

debated. 

It all came to a head in November 2018, when Chinese scientists announced the birth of twin girls as 

the world’s first CRISPR-edited human babies. Professor Jiankui He and his team injected the CRISPR 

machinery into the embryo, deleting a gene known as CCR5. In doing so, the girls should develop an 

immunity to HIV. 

The problem is the experiment was conducted largely in secret, sidestepping years of considered debate about 

ethics. Some scientists pointed out that the function of CCR5 is poorly understood, and deleting it could make 

the girls more susceptible to common illnesses like the flu. 

After this reckless move, calls have been made for a moratorium on human germline editing until these 

ethical questions can be sorted out. 

https://depositphotos.com/147081781/stock-photo-scientist-is-replacing-part-of.html
https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-editing-cancer-risk-p53-study/54992/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-editing-cancer-risk-p53-study/54992/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-editing-causes-mutations/49762/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-controversy-scientists-question-mutation-study/50001/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-controversy-scientists-question-mutation-study/50001/
https://newatlas.com/worlds-first-gene-edited-babies/57393/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-edit-china-baby-early-mortality/59959/
https://newatlas.com/moratorium-gene-germline-editing-crispr/58841/
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593#gallery:3
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Despite this, CRISPR trials in humans are still going ahead – just not in embryos. They began in China in 

2016, in attempts to fight lung cancer, but results have yet to be published. Two trials kicked off in the US in 

2019, with one targeting three types of cancer and the other sickle cell disease, with extremely promising 

early results. 

It may have had a rocky start, but CRISPR gene-editing will likely go down in history as one of the most 

important breakthroughs in medicine, as well as for uses we haven’t even considered yet. 

 

Gravitational waves 

 

An artist's impression of two black holes producing gravitational waves 

LIGO/T. Pyle 

In 2015, physicists detected ripples in the very fabric of spacetime as they washed over Earth after traveling 

more than a billion light years. This confirmed a prediction made by none other than Albert Einstein a century 

ago. 

When Einstein put forward his general theory of relativity in 1916, it implied that certain events involving 

objects with huge masses would generate shockwaves in spacetime itself – a phenomenon that came to be 

called gravitational waves. 

https://newatlas.com/crispr-gene-editing-first-human-trial/46453/
https://newatlas.com/crispr-trial-underway-vertex-gene-therapy/58643/
https://newatlas.com/medical/encouraging-early-results-first-human-crispr-gene-therapy-trials/
https://newatlas.com/medical/encouraging-early-results-first-human-crispr-gene-therapy-trials/
https://newatlas.com/gravity-waves-ligo-einstein-mit-caltech/41771/
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593#gallery:1
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Although they’re created by some of the most energetic events in the universe, by the time these waves reach 

Earth they’re only warping reality by less than the nucleus of an atom. That, of course, made them impossible 

to detect for almost 100 years – until technology finally caught up. 

The technology responsible is the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-wave Observatory (LIGO), housed in 

two huge facilities in Louisiana and Washington. Each of these twin detectors is made up of two 4-km-long 

(2.5-mi) tunnels in an L shape. Extremely precise instruments watch over lasers beamed down these tunnels 

for minuscule disturbances in the beams, which can be attributed to gravitational waves washing over the 

facility. 

And sure enough, on September 14, 2015, both LIGO detectors picked up their first-ever signal. The waves 

were produced in a collision between two black holes about 1.3 billion light-years away. 

Dozens of signals have poured in since that first detection, picked up by LIGO as well as the Virgo facility in 

Italy, which fired up in 2017. Most have been the result of two black holes merging, but others have included 

a black hole swallowing a neutron star, and two neutron stars colliding. 

It’s that lattermost scenario that gave us the most impressive fireworks show. Soon after one gravitational 

wave detection in 2017, observatories all around the world detected a whole host of electromagnetic signals 

from the same source, including light waves, a gamma ray burst, X-rays, and radio waves. 

For solving a century-old mystery, the 2017 Nobel Prize in Physics was awarded to physicists Rainer Weiss, 

Kip Thorne and Barry Barish for their roles in the first detection of gravitational waves. 

This isn’t the end of the story either. LIGO received an upgrade in April 2019, with future works planned to 

make it even more sensitive. The KAGRA observatory in Japan is also due to join the hunt in December. 

Together, quieter and more distant events can be picked up, unlocking ever more mysteries of the cosmos. 

 

The exoplanet boom 

Over the course of human history, we’ve continuously zoomed out to get a wider view of our place in the 

universe. Our world expanded from one continent to the entire Earth. Then we realized Earth isn’t the center 

of everything but just one planet of several orbiting the Sun. Eventually we discovered that even our solar 

system isn’t special, but one of countless such others. And this decade, we got our first real look at just how 

many others are out there. 

The first few exoplanets – a planet orbiting a star other than the Sun – were discovered back in the 1990s, but 

things didn’t really pick up until the Kepler Space Telescope launched in 2009. This observatory was 

designed to watch 150,000 stars simultaneously, monitoring how often their light dimmed. If a regular pattern 

was seen, it suggested a planet was passing between the star and Earth. 

Using this technique (known as the transition method), Kepler discovered over 2,600 exoplanets during its 

nine-year run. With help from other projects like HARPS, WASP, and TESS, that number has now grown 

to around 4,100. And we can infer a lot about what these worlds are like, by studying their atmospheres, 

composition, mass, what types of stars they orbit and how far away they are from those stars. 

https://newatlas.com/gravitational-waves-ligo-second-detection/43845/
https://newatlas.com/gravitational-waves-detected-virgo-ligo/51536/
https://newatlas.com/gravitational-wave-catalog/57501/
https://newatlas.com/black-hole-neutron-star-gravitational-waves/61120/
https://newatlas.com/gravitational-waves-neutron-stars-collision/51763/
https://newatlas.com/nobel-prize-2017-gravitational-waves/51601/
https://newatlas.com/ligo-upgrade-gravitational-waves/59154/
https://newatlas.com/physics/japanese-gravitational-wave-detector-kagra-join-ligo-virgo/
https://newatlas.com/nasa-kepler-spacecraft-data-release/15869/
https://newatlas.com/kepler-new-exoplanet-candidates/50110/
https://newatlas.com/harps-discovers-new-exoplanets/19808/
https://newatlas.com/tess-smallest-exoplanet-earth-like/60388/
https://exoplanetarchive.ipac.caltech.edu/
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An artist's impression of the seven planets in the TRAPPIST-1 system, as compared to Earth 

ESO/M. Kornmesser 

From this, we’ve learned about all sorts of incredible planets worthy of pulpy sci-fi stories. There are water 

worlds, pitch-black planets, and some hotter than stars. There’s a planet that’s just one giant diamond, and 

another with clouds made of rubies and sapphires. On others it rains rocks, glass or sunscreen. 

But perhaps the most intriguing exoplanets of all are those that are more Earth-like. After all, these are the 

best candidates for us to finally answer the question, “are we alone in the universe?” And it turns out, 

potentially habitable exoplanets are fairly common. 

One of the biggest hauls came in 2017, with the discovery of seven rocky, roughly Earth-sized exoplanets 

orbiting TRAPPIST-1. Three of these orbit within the habitable zone of the cool red dwarf star, and follow-up 

studies have shown there could be significant amounts of water present, making them some of the best 

contenders for habitable planets outside our solar system. 

And we’re only just beginning. Plenty more projects are set to launch in the next few years, looking for new 

worlds or studying known ones in detail. We wouldn’t be too surprised if our next “decade in review” 

roundup includes the detection of extraterrestrial life. 

https://newatlas.com/gj-1214b-exoplanet-waterworld/21552/
https://newatlas.com/gj-1214b-exoplanet-waterworld/21552/
https://newatlas.com/light-eating-exoplanet-wasp12b/51375/
https://newatlas.com/hottest-exoplanet-heavy-metal-vapor/55917/
https://newatlas.com/diamond-planet/19630/
https://newatlas.com/hat-p-7b-exoplanet-gas-giant-hot-jupiter-weather-corundum/46907/
https://newatlas.com/space/rock-rain-hot-jupiter-exoplanet-weather/
https://newatlas.com/hubble-exoplanet-snow-sunscreen/51949/
https://newatlas.com/temperate-earth-sized-exoplanet-discovered/52207/
https://newatlas.com/seven-earth-exoplanet-red-dwarf/48056/
https://newatlas.com/trappist-planet-compositions/53261/
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593#gallery:6
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The climate crisis 

 

An iceberg in Antarctica, seen on a NASA expedition 

NASA/Jane Peterson 

It may not be the good kind of achievement, but in the past decade we’ve broken more climate records than at 

any other point in human history. As the effects of climate change became more visible, the issue really came 

to the forefront of the public’s attention recently. New studies revealed the extent of the situation, and plans 

were set in motion to address it. 

Overwhelming evidence shows a sharp uptick in atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels after about 1750 – 

not-so-coincidentally, around the time of the Industrial Revolution. As a direct result, surface temperatures 

around the world have been steadily rising ever since, with a particularly sharp uptick occurring in the second 

half of the 20th century. This, in turn, is leading to a variety of run-on effects. 

While we’ve known about it for a long time, climate change has dominated this decade in science, as tangible 

consequences begin to flare up. According to NASA and NOAA, 2016 was the hottest year since records 

began in 1880, and the top five are the last five. July 2019 holds the record for hottest month. 

https://newatlas.com/2016-hottest-year-record-nasa-noaa/47455/
https://newatlas.com/july-2019-hottest-month-record/61090/
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593#gallery:4
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Other recent studies have revealed just what this excess heat is doing to the world. A State of the 

Climate report for 2018 showed that extreme weather events like hurricanes, floods, droughts and wildfires 

are becoming more intense and common. Glaciers and polar ice are shrinking, and sea levels are rising. 

In 2015, atmospheric CO2 climbed above 400 parts per million for the first time in about three million years. 

This also means the oceans are absorbing more of the gas, making them more acidic. The combination of 

warmer and more acidic waters saw Australia’s Great Barrier Reef hit with back-to-back bleaching events 

in 2016 and 2017. While it’s gone through similar trauma in the distant past, experts believe the current 

changes struck too quickly for the Reef to fully recover from. 

But there’s still hope. In 2015, almost 200 countries signed onto the Paris Agreement, pledging to cut back on 

greenhouse gas emissions in order to keep global temperatures from rising 2° C (3.6° F) above pre-industrial 

levels. Reports from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) say that to meet those 

goals, unprecedented changes will be needed in all aspects of society – and if 2019’s climate strikes and 

protests are any indication, society is warming up to the idea. 

That wraps up our take on the five most significant scientific achievements of the decade – but there are of 

course other candidates. So what get's your vote? Let us know in the comments below. 

We recommend 

1. Immunosympathectomy as the first phenotypic knockout with antibodies. 

Antonino Cattaneo, Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 2013 

2. ASCO Commends Congress for NIH Funding 

By The ASCO Post, The ASCO Post, 2018 

3. Preface: Planning the scientific applications of the Five-hundred-meter Aperture Spherical radio 

Telescope 

Di Li et al., Research in Astronomy and Astrophysics, 2019 

1. Health Policy on the pages of Revista de Saúde Pública 

Aylene Bousquat et al., Revista de Saúde Pública, 2016 

2. Crossing borders, challenging boundaries: reflections on a decade of exchange at the Chinese-

American Kavli Frontiers of Science Symposium. 

Chunli Bai et al., Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 2008 

3. Oral health in the agenda of priorities in public health 

https://newatlas.com/wmo-2018-state-climate-report/57458/
https://newatlas.com/wmo-2018-state-climate-report/57458/
https://newatlas.com/environment/united-nations-greenhouse-gas-bulletin-2018-record/
https://newatlas.com/environment/ocean-acidification-nitrous-oxide-atmosphere/
https://newatlas.com/coral-bleaching-2016-perfect-storm/50327/
https://newatlas.com/great-barrier-reef-bleaching/42925/
https://newatlas.com/coral-bleaching-returns-great-barrier-reef/48441/
https://newatlas.com/great-barrier-reef-history-five-deaths/54798/
https://newatlas.com/un-global-warming-paris-agreement/46292/
https://newatlas.com/global-warming-ipcc-report/56678/
https://newatlas.com/environment/climate-strikes-roll-out-around-the-globe/
http://www.pnas.org/cgi/pmidlookup?view=long&pmid=23515328&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Proc_Natl_Acad_Sci_U_S_A_TrendMD_1
http://www.ascopost.com/issues/april-10-2018/asco-commends-congress-for-nih-funding/?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=The_ASCO_Post_TrendMD_1
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1674-4527/19/2/16?utm_campaign=Astro_Physics_2019&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1674-4527/19/2/16?utm_campaign=Astro_Physics_2019&utm_medium=cpc&utm_source=TrendMD
http://www.fsp.usp.br/rsp/artigo/health-policy-on-the-pages-of-revista-de-saude-publica/?lang=en&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=RSP_TrendMD_1
http://www.pnas.org/cgi/pmidlookup?view=long&pmid=18216246&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Proc_Natl_Acad_Sci_U_S_A_TrendMD_1
http://www.pnas.org/cgi/pmidlookup?view=long&pmid=18216246&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Proc_Natl_Acad_Sci_U_S_A_TrendMD_1
http://www.fsp.usp.br/rsp/artigo/a-saude-bucal-na-agenda-de-prioridades-em-saude-publica/?lang=en&utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=RSP_TrendMD_1
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José Leopoldo Ferreira Antunes et al., Revista de Saúde Pública, 2016 

 

https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-

decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-

EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-

92970593 

  

https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593
https://newatlas.com/science/most-groundbreaking-scientific-achievements-decade/?utm_source=New+Atlas+Subscribers&utm_campaign=bd54e5e543-EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2019_11_30_08_45&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_65b67362bd-bd54e5e543-92970593
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A Country Christmas 

by Louisa May Alcott 

 

 

"A handful of good life is worth a bushel of learning." 

Dear Emily, 

--I have a brilliant idea, and at once hasten to share it with you. Three weeks ago I came up here to the wilds 

of Vermont to visit my old aunt, also to get a little quiet and distance in which to survey certain new prospects 

which have opened before me, and to decide whether I will marry a millionnaire and become a queen of 

society, or remain 'the charming Miss Vaughan' and wait till the conquering hero comes. 

https://americanliterature.com/author/louisa-may-alcott
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Aunt Plumy begs me to stay over Christmas, and I have consented, as I always dread the formal dinner with 

which my guardian celebrates the day. 

My brilliant idea is this. I'm going to make it a real old-fashioned frolic, and won't you come and help me? 

You will enjoy it immensely I am sure, for Aunt is a character. Cousin Saul worth seeing, and Ruth a far 

prettier girl than any of the city rose-buds coming out this season. Bring Leonard Randal along with you to 

take notes for his new books; then it will be fresher and truer than the last, clever as it was. 

The air is delicious up here, society amusing, this old farmhouse full of treasures, and your bosom friend 

pining to embrace you. Just telegraph yes or no, and we will expect you on Tuesday. 

Ever yours, 

SOPHIE VAUGHAN 

"They will both come, for they are as tired of city life and as fond of change as I am," said the writer of the 

above, as she folded her letter and went to get it posted without delay. 

Aunt Plumy was in the great kitchen making pies; a jolly old soul, with a face as ruddy as a winter apple, a 

cheery voice, and the kindest heart that ever beat under a gingham gown. Pretty Ruth was chopping the 

mince, and singing so gaily as she worked that the four-and-twenty immortal blackbirds could not have put 

more music into a pie than she did. Saul was piling wood into the big oven, and Sophie paused a moment on 

the threshold to look at him, for she always enjoyed the sight of this stalwart cousin, whom she likened to a 

Norse viking, with his fair hair and beard, keen blue eyes, and six feet of manly height, with shoulders that 

looked broad and strong enough to bear any burden. 

His back was toward her, but he saw her first, and turned his flushed face to meet her, with the sudden 

lighting up it always showed when she approached. 

"I've done it, Aunt; and now I want Saul to post the letter, so we can get a speedy answer." 

"Just as soon as I can hitch up, cousin;" and Saul pitched in his last log, looking ready to put a girdle round 

the earth in less than forty minutes. 

"Well, dear, I ain't the least mite of objection, as long as it pleases you. I guess we can stan' it ef your city 

folks can. I presume to say things will look kind of sing'lar to 'em, but I s'pose that's what they come for. Idle 

folks do dreadful queer things to amuse 'em;" and Aunt Plumy leaned on the rolling-pin to smile and nod with 

a shrewd twinkle of her eye, as if she enjoyed the prospect as much as Sophie did. 

"I shall be afraid of 'em, but I'll try not to make you ashamed of me," said Ruth, who loved her charming 

cousin even more than she admired her. 

"No fear of that, dear. They will be the awkward ones, and you must set them at ease by just being your 

simple selves, and treating them as if they were every-day people. Nell is very nice and jolly when she drops 

her city ways, as she must here. She will enter into the spirit of the fun at once, and I know you'll all like her. 
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Mr. Randal is rather the worse for too much praise and petting, as successful people are apt to be, so a little 

plain talk and rough work will do him good. He is a true gentleman in spite of his airs and elegance, and he 

will take it all in good part, if you treat him like a man and not a lion." 

"I'll see to him," said Saul, who had listened with great interest to the latter part of Sophie's speech, evidently 

suspecting a lover, and enjoying the idea of supplying him with a liberal amount of "plain talk and rough 

work." 

"I'll keep 'em busy if that's what they need, for there will be a sight to do, and we can't get help easy up here. 

Our darters don't hire out much. Work to home till they marry, and don't go gaddin' 'round gettin' their heads 

full of foolish notions, and forgettin' all the useful things their mothers taught 'em." 

Aunt Plumy glanced at Ruth as she spoke, and a sudden color in the girl's cheeks proved that the words hit 

certain ambitious fancies of this pretty daughter of the house of Basset. 

"They shall do their parts and not be a trouble; I'll see to that, for you certainly are the dearest aunt in the 

world to let me take possession of you and yours in this way," cried Sophie, embracing the old lady with 

warmth. 

Saul wished the embrace could be returned by proxy, as his mother's hands were too floury to do more than 

hover affectionately round the delicate face that looked so fresh and young beside her wrinkled one. As it 

could not be done, he fled temptation and "hitched up" without delay. 

The three women laid their heads together in his absence, and Sophie's plan grew apace, for Ruth longed to 

see a real novelist and a fine lady, and Aunt Plumy, having plans of her own to further, said "Yes, dear," to 

every suggestion. 

Great was the arranging and adorning that went on that day in the old farmhouse, for Sophie wanted her 

friends to enjoy this taste of country pleasures, and knew just what additions would be indispensable to their 

comfort; what simple ornaments would be in keeping with the rustic stage on which she meant to play the part 

of prima donna. 

Next day a telegram arrived accepting the invitation, for both the lady and the lion. They would arrive that 

afternoon, as little preparation was needed for this impromptu journey, the novelty of which was its chief 

charm to these blase people. 

Saul wanted to get out the double sleigh and span, for he prided himself on his horses, and a fall of snow 

came most opportunely to beautify the landscape and add a new pleasure to Christmas festivities. 

But Sophie declared that the old yellow sleigh, with Punch, the farm-horse, must be used, as she wished 

everything to be in keeping; and Saul obeyed, thinking he had never seen anything prettier than his cousin 

when she appeared in his mother's old-fashioned camlet cloak and blue silk pumpkin hood. He looked 

remarkably well himself in his fur coat, with hair and beard brushed till they shone like spun gold, a fresh 

color in his cheek, and the sparkle of amusement in his eyes, while excitement gave his usually grave face the 

animation it needed to be handsome. 
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Away they jogged in the creaking old sleigh, leaving Ruth to make herself pretty, with a fluttering heart, and 

Aunt Plumy to dish up a late dinner fit to tempt the most fastidious appetite. 

"She has not come for us, and there is not even a stage to take us up. There must be some mistake," said 

Emily Herrick, as she looked about the shabby little station where they were set down. 

"That is the never-to-be-forgotten face of our fair friend, but the bonnet of her grandmother, if my eyes do not 

deceive me," answered Randal, turning to survey the couple approaching in the rear. 

"Sophie Vaughan, what do you mean by making such a guy of yourself?" exclaimed Emily, as she kissed the 

smiling face in the hood and stared at the quaint cloak. 

"I'm dressed for my part, and I intend to keep it up. This is our host, my cousin, Saul Basset. Come to the 

sleigh at once, he will see to your luggage," said Sophie, painfully conscious of the antiquity of her array as 

her eyes rested on Emily's pretty hat and mantle, and the masculine elegance of Randal's wraps. 

They were hardly tucked in when Saul appeared with a valise in one hand and a large trunk on his shoulder, 

swinging both on to a wood-sled that stood near by as easily as if they had been hand-bags. 

"That is your hero, is it? Well, he looks it, calm and comely, taciturn and tall," said Emily, in a tone of 

approbation. 

"He should have been named Samson or Goliath; though I believe it was the small man who slung things 

about and turned out the hero in the end," added Randal, surveying the performance with interest and a touch 

of envy, for much pen work had made his own hands as delicate as a woman's. 

"Saul doesn't live in a glass house, so stones won't hurt him. Remember sarcasm is forbidden and sincerity the 

order of the day. You are country folks now, and it will do you good to try their simple, honest ways for a few 

days." 

Sophie had no time to say more, for Saul came up and drove off with the brief remark that the baggage would 

"be along right away." 

Being hungry, cold and tired, the guests were rather silent during the short drive, but Aunt Plumy's hospitable 

welcome, and the savory fumes of the dinner awaiting them, thawed the ice and won their hearts at once. 

"Isn't it nice? Aren't you glad you came?" asked Sophie, as she led her friends into the parlor, which she had 

redeemed from its primness by putting bright chintz curtains to the windows, hemlock boughs over the old 

portraits, a china bowl of flowers on the table, and a splendid fire on the wide hearth. 

"It is perfectly jolly, and this is the way I begin to enjoy myself," answered Emily, sitting down upon the 

home-made rug, whose red flannel roses bloomed in a blue list basket. 

"If I may add a little smoke to your glorious fire, it will be quite perfect. Won't Samson join me?" asked 

Randal, waiting for permission, cigar-case in hand. 
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"He has no small vices, but you may indulge yours," answered Sophie, from the depths of a grandmotherly 

chair. 

Emily glanced up at her friend as if she caught a new tone in her voice, then turned to the fire again with a 

wise little nod, as if confiding some secret to the reflection of herself in the bright brass andiron. 

"His Delilah does not take this form. I wait with interest to discover if he has one. What a daisy the sister is. 

Does she ever speak?" asked Randal, trying to lounge on the haircloth sofa, where he was slipping 

uncomfortably about. 

"Oh yes, and sings like a bird. You shall hear her when she gets over her shyness. But no trifling, mind you, 

for it is a jealously guarded daisy and not to be picked by any idle hand," said Sophie warningly, as she 

recalled Ruth's blushes and Randal's compliments at dinner. 

"I should expect to be annihilated by the big brother if I attempted any but the 'sincerest' admiration and 

respect. Have no fears on that score, but tell us what is to follow this superb dinner. An apple bee, spinning 

match, husking party, or primitive pastime of some sort, I have no doubt." 

"As you are new to our ways I am going to let you rest this evening. We will sit about the fire and tell stories. 

Aunt is a master hand at that, and Saul has reminiscences of the war that are well worth hearing if we can only 

get him to tell them." 

"Ah, he was there, was he?" 

"Yes, all through it, and is Major Basset, though he likes his plain name best. He fought splendidly and had 

several wounds, though only a mere boy when he earned his scars and bars. I'm very proud of him for that," 

and Sophie looked so as she glanced at the photograph of a stripling in uniform set in the place of honor on 

the high mantel-piece. 

"We must stir him up and hear these martial memories. I want some new incidents, and shall book all I can 

get, if I may." 

Here Randal was interrupted by Saul himself, who came in with an armful of wood for the fire. 

"Anything more I can do for you, cousin?" he asked, surveying the scene with a rather wistful look. 

"Only come and sit with us and talk over war times with Mr. Randal." 

"When I've foddered the cattle and done my chores I'd be pleased to. What regiment were you in?" asked 

Saul, looking down from his lofty height upon the slender gentleman, who answered briefly,-- 

"In none. I was abroad at the time." 

"Sick?" 
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"No, busy with a novel." 

"Took four years to write it?" 

"I was obliged to travel and study before I could finish it. These things take more time to work up than 

outsiders would believe." 

"Seems to me our war was a finer story than any you could find in Europe, and the best way to study it would 

be to fight it out. If you want heroes and heroines you'd have found plenty of 'em there." 

"I have no doubt of it, and shall be glad to atone for my seeming neglect of them by hearing about your own 

exploits. Major." 

Randal hoped to turn the conversation gracefully, but Saul was not to be caught, and left the room, saying, 

with a gleam of fun in his eye,-- 

"I can't stop now; heroes can wait, pigs can't." 

The girls laughed at this sudden descent from the sublime to the ridiculous, and Randal joined them, feeling 

his condescension had not been unobserved. 

As if drawn by the merry sound Aunt Plumy appeared, and being established in the rocking-chair fell to 

talking as easily as if she had known her guests for years. 

"Laugh away, young folks, that's better for digestion than any of the messes people use. Are you troubled with 

dyspepsy, dear? You didn't seem to take your vittles very hearty, so I mistrusted you was delicate," she said, 

looking at Emily, whose pale cheeks and weary eyes told the story of late hours and a gay life. 

"I haven't eaten so much for years, I assure you, Mrs. Basset; but it was impossible to taste all your good 

things. I am not dyspeptic, thank you, but a little seedy and tired, for I've been working rather hard lately." 

"Be you a teacher? or have you a 'perfessun,' as they call a trade nowadays?" asked the old lady in a tone of 

kindly interest, which prevented a laugh at the idea of Emily's being anything but a beauty and a belle. The 

others kept their countenances with difficulty, and she answered demurely,-- 

"I have no trade as yet, but I dare say I should be happier if I had." 

"Not a doubt on't, my dear." 

"What would you recommend, ma'am?" 

"I should say dressmakin' was rather in your line, ain't it? Your clothes is dreadful tasty, and do you credit if 

you made 'em yourself." and Aunt Plumy surveyed with feminine interest the simple elegance of the 

travelling dress which was the masterpiece of a French modiste. 
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"No, ma'am, I don't make my own things, I'm too lazy. It takes so much time and trouble to select them that I 

have only strength left to wear them." 

"Housekeepin' used to be the favorite perfessun in my day. It ain't fashionable now, but it needs a sight of 

trainin' to be perfect in all that's required, and I've an idee it would be a sight healthier and usefuller than the 

paintin' and music and fancy work young women do nowadays." 

"But every one wants some beauty in their lives, and each one has a different sphere to fill, if one can only 

find it." 

"'Pears to me there's no call for so much art when nater is full of beauty for them that can see and love it. As 

for 'spears' and so on, I've a notion if each of us did up our own little chores smart and thorough we needn't go 

wanderin' round to set the world to rights. That's the Lord's job, and I presume to say He can do it without any 

advice of ourn." 

Something in the homely but true words seemed to rebuke the three listeners for wasted lives, and for a 

moment there was no sound but the crackle of the fire, the brisk click of the old lady's knitting needles, and 

Ruth's voice singing overhead as she made ready to join the party below. 

"To judge by that sweet sound you have done one of your 'chores' very beautifully, Mrs. Basset, and in spite 

of the follies of our day, succeeded in keeping one girl healthy, happy and unspoiled," said Emily, looking up 

into the peaceful old face with her own lovely one full of respect and envy. 

"I do hope so, for she's my ewe lamb, the last of four dear little girls; all the rest are in the burying ground 

'side of father. I don't expect to keep her long, and don't ought to regret when I lose her, for Saul is the best of 

sons; but daughters is more to mothers somehow, and I always yearn over girls that is left without a broodin' 

wing to keep 'em safe and warm in this world of tribulation." 

Aunt Plumy laid her hand on Sophie's head as she spoke, with such a motherly look that both girls drew 

nearer, and Randal resolved to put her in a book without delay. 

Presently Saul returned with little Ruth hanging on his arm and shyly nestling near him as he took the three-

cornered leathern chair in the chimney nook, while she sat on a stool close by. 

"Now the circle is complete and the picture perfect. Don't light the lamps yet, please, but talk away and let me 

make a mental study of you. I seldom find so charming a scene to paint," said Randal, beginning to enjoy 

himself immensely, with a true artist's taste for novelty and effect. 

"Tell us about your book, for we have been reading it as it comes out in the magazine, and are much exercised 

about how it's going to end," began Saul, gallantly throwing himself into the breach, for a momentary 

embarrassment fell upon the women at the idea of sitting for their portraits before they were ready. 

"Do you really read my poor serial up here, and do me the honor to like it?" asked the novelist, both flattered 

and amused, for his work was of the aesthetic sort, microscopic studies of character, and careful pictures of 

modern life. 
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"Sakes alive, why shouldn't we?" cried Aunt Plumy. "We have some eddication, though we ain't very genteel. 

We've got a town libry, kep up by the women mostly, with fairs and tea parties and so on. We have all the 

magazines reg'lar, and Saul reads out the pieces while Ruth sews and I knit, my eyes bein' poor. Our winter is 

long and evenins would be kinder lonesome if we didn't have novils and newspapers to cheer 'em up." 

"I am very glad I can help to beguile them for you. Now tell me what you honestly think of my work? 

Criticism is always valuable, and I should really like yours, Mrs. Basset," said Randal, wondering what the 

good woman would make of the delicate analysis and worldly wisdom on which he prided himself. 

Short work, as Aunt Plumy soon showed him, for she rather enjoyed freeing her mind at all times, and 

decidedly resented the insinuation that country folk could not appreciate light literature as well as city people. 

"I ain't no great of a jedge about anything but nat'ralness of books, and it really does seem as if some of your 

men and women was dreadful uncomfortable creaters. 'Pears to me it ain't wise to be always pickin' ourselves 

to pieces and pryin' into things that ought to come gradual by way of experience and the visitations of 

Providence. Flowers won't blow worth a cent ef you pull 'em open. Better wait and see what they can do 

alone. I do relish the smart sayins, the odd ways of furrin parts, and the sarcastic slaps at folkses weak spots. 

But massy knows, we can't live on spice-cake and Charlotte Ruche, and I do feel as if books was more 

sustainin' ef they was full of every-day people and things, like good bread and butter. Them that goes to the 

heart and ain't soon forgotten is the kind I hanker for. Mis Terry's books now, and Mis Stowe's, and Dickens's 

Christmas pieces,--them is real sweet and cheerin', to my mind." 

As the blunt old lady paused it was evident she had produced a sensation, for Saul smiled at the fire, Ruth 

looked dismayed at this assault upon one of her idols, and the young ladies were both astonished and amused 

at the keenness of the new critic who dared express what they had often felt. Randal, however, was quite 

composed and laughed good-naturedly, though secretly feeling as if a pail of cold water had been poured over 

him. 

"Many thanks, madam; you have discovered my weak point with surprising accuracy. But you see I cannot 

help 'picking folks to pieces,' as you have expressed it; that is my gift, and it has its attractions, as the sale of 

my books will testify. People like the 'spice-bread,' and as that is the only sort my oven will bake, I must keep 

on in order to make my living." 

"So rumsellers say, but it ain't a good trade to foller, and I'd chop wood 'fore I'd earn my livin' harmin' my 

feller man. 'Pears to me I'd let my oven cool a spell, and hunt up some homely, happy folks to write about; 

folks that don't borrer trouble and go lookin' for holes in their neighbors' coats, but take their lives brave and 

cheerful; and rememberin' we are all human, have pity on the weak, and try to be as full of mercy, patience 

and lovin' kindness as Him who made us. That sort of a book would do a heap of good; be real warmin' and 

strengthening and make them that read it love the man that wrote it, and remember him when he was dead and 

gone." 

"I wish I could!" and Randal meant what he said, for he was as tired of his own style as a watch-maker might 

be of the magnifying glass through which he strains his eyes all day. He knew that the heart was left out of his 

work, and that both mind and soul were growing morbid with dwelling on the faulty, absurd and metaphysical 

phases of life and character. He often threw down his pen and vowed he would write no more; but he loved 

ease and the books brought money readily; he was accustomed to the stimulant of praise and missed it as the 
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toper misses his wine, so that which had once been a pleasure to himself and others was fast becoming a 

burden and a disappointment. 

The brief pause which followed his involuntary betrayal of discontent was broken by Ruth, who exclaimed, 

with a girlish enthusiasm that overpowered girlish bashfulness,-- 

"I think all the novels are splendid! I hope you will write hundreds more, and I shall live to read 'em." 

"Bravo, my gentle champion! I promise that I will write one more at least, and have a heroine in it whom your 

mother will both admire and love," answered Randal, surprised to find how grateful he was for the girl's 

approval, and how rapidly his trained fancy began to paint the background on which he hoped to copy this 

fresh, human daisy. 

Abashed by her involuntary outburst, Ruth tried to efface herself behind Saul's broad shoulder, and he brought 

the conversation back to its starting-point by saying in a tone of the most sincere interest,-- 

"Speaking of the serial, I am very anxious to know how your hero comes out. He is a fine fellow, and I can't 

decide whether he is going to spoil his life marrying that silly woman, or do something grand and generous, 

and not be made a fool of." 

"Upon my soul, I don't know myself. It is very hard to find new finales. Can't you suggest something, Major? 

then I shall not be obliged to leave my story without an end, as people complain I am rather fond of doing." 

"Well, no, I don't think I've anything to offer. Seems to me it isn't the sensational exploits that show the hero 

best, but some great sacrifice quietly made by a common sort of man who is noble without knowing it. I saw a 

good many such during the war, and often wish I could write them down, for it is surprising how much 

courage, goodness and real piety is stowed away in common folks ready to show when the right time comes." 

"Tell us one of them, and I'll bless you for a hint. No one knows the anguish of an author's spirit when he can't 

ring down the curtain on an effective tableau," said Randal, with a glance at his friends to ask their aid in 

eliciting an anecdote or reminiscence. 

"Tell about the splendid fellow who held the bridge, like Horatius, till help came up. That was a thrilling 

story, I assure you," answered Sophie, with an inviting smile. 

But Saul would not be his own hero, and said briefly: 

"Any man can be brave when the battle-fever is on him, and it only takes a little physical courage to dash 

ahead." He paused a moment, with his eyes on the snowy landscape without, where twilight was deepening; 

then, as if constrained by the memory that winter scene evoked, he slowly continued,-- 

"One of the bravest things I ever knew was done by a poor fellow who has been a hero to me ever since, 

though I only met him that night. It was after one of the big battles of that last winter, and I was knocked over 

with a broken leg and two or three bullets here and there. Night was coming on, snow falling, and a sharp 

wind blew over the field where a lot of us lay, dead and alive, waiting for the ambulance to come and pick us 
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up. There was skirmishing going on not far off, and our prospects were rather poor between frost and fire. I 

was calculating how I'd manage, when I found two poor chaps close by who were worse off, so I braced up 

and did what I could for them. One had an arm blown away, and kept up a dreadful groaning. The other was 

shot bad, and bleeding to death for want of help, but never complained. He was nearest, and I liked his pluck, 

for he spoke cheerful and made me ashamed to growl. Such times make dreadful brutes of men if they haven't 

something to hold on to, and all three of us were most wild with pain and cold and hunger, for we'd fought all 

day fasting, when we heard a rumble in the road below, and saw lanterns bobbing round. That meant life to 

us, and we all tried to holler; two of us were pretty faint, but I managed a good yell, and they heard it. 

"'Room for one more. Hard luck, old boys, but we are full and must save the worst wounded first. Take a 

drink, and hold on till we come back,' says one of them with the stretcher. 

"'Here's the one to go,' I says, pointin' out my man, for I saw by the light that he was hard hit. 

"'No, that one. He's got more chances than I, or this one; he's young and got a mother; I'll wait,' said the good 

feller, touchin' my arm, for he 'd heard me mutterin' to myself about this dear old lady. We always want 

mother when we are down, you know." 

Saul's eyes turned to the beloved face with a glance of tenderest affection, and Aunt Plumy answered with a 

dismal groan at the recollection of his need that night, and her absence. 

"Well, to be short, the groaning chap was taken, and my man left. I was mad, but there was no time for talk, 

and the selfish one went off and left that poor feller to run his one chance. I had my rifle, and guessed I could 

hobble up to use it if need be; so we settled back to wait without much hope of help, everything being in a 

muddle. And wait we did till morning, for that ambulance did not come back till next day, when most of us 

were past needing it. 

"I'll never forget that night. I dream it all over again as plain as if it was real. Snow, cold, darkness, hunger, 

thirst, pain, and all round us cries and cursing growing less and less, till at last only the wind went moaning 

over that meadow. It was awful! so lonesome, helpless, and seemingly God-forsaken. Hour after hour we lay 

there side by side under one coat, waiting to be saved or die, for the wind grew strong and we grew weak." 

Saul drew a long breath, and held his hands to the fire as if he felt again the sharp suffering of that night. 

"And the man?" asked Emily, softly, as if reluctant to break the silence. 

"He was a man! In times like that men talk like brothers and show what they are. Lying there, slowly freezing, 

Joe Cummings told me about his wife and babies, his old folks waiting for him, all depending on him, yet all 

ready to give him up when he was needed. A plain man, but honest and true, and loving as a woman; I soon 

saw that as he went on talking, half to me and half to himself, for sometimes he wandered a little toward the 

end. I've read books, heard sermons, and seen good folks, but nothing ever came so close or did me so much 

good as seeing this man die. He had one chance and gave it cheerfully. He longed for those he loved, and let 

'em go with a good-by they couldn't hear. He suffered all the pains we most shrink from without a murmur, 

and kept my heart warm while his own was growing cold. It's no use trying to tell that part of it; but I heard 

prayers that night that meant something, and I saw how faith could hold a soul up when everything was gone 

but God." 
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Saul stopped there with a sudden huskiness in his deep voice, and when he went on it was in the tone of one 

who speaks of a dear friend. 

"Joe grew still by and by, and I thought he was asleep, for I felt his breath when I tucked him up, and his hand 

held on to mine. The cold sort of numbed me, and I dropped off, too weak and stupid to think or feel. I never 

should have waked up if it hadn't been for Joe. When I came to, it was morning, and I thought I was dead, for 

all I could see was that great field of white mounds, like graves, and a splendid sky above. Then I looked for 

Joe, remembering; but he had put my coat back over me, and lay stiff and still under the snow that covered 

him like a shroud, all except his face. A bit of my cape had blown over it, and when I took it off and the sun 

shone on his dead face, I declare to you it was so full of heavenly peace I felt as if that common man had been 

glorified by God's light, and rewarded by God's 'Well done.' That's all." 

No one spoke for a moment, while the women wiped their eyes, and Saul dropped his as if to hide something 

softer than tears. 

"It was very noble, very touching. And you? how did you get off at last?" asked Randal, with real admiration 

and respect in his usually languid face. 

"Crawled off," answered Saul, relapsing into his former brevity of speech. 

"Why not before, and save yourself all that misery?" 

"Couldn't leave Joe." 

"Ah, I see; there were two heroes that night." 

"Dozens, I've no doubt. Those were times that made heroes of men, and women, too." 

"Tell us more;" begged Emily, looking up with an expression none of her admirers ever brought to her face by 

their softest compliments or wiliest gossip. 

"I've done my part. It's Mr. Randal's turn now;" and Saul drew himself out of the ruddy circle of firelight, as if 

ashamed of the prominent part he was playing. 

Sophie and her friend had often heard Randal talk, for he was an accomplished raconteur, but that night he 

exerted himself, and was unusually brilliant and entertaining, as if upon his mettle. The Bassets were 

charmed. They sat late and were very merry, for Aunt Plumy got up a little supper for them, and her cider was 

as exhilarating as champagne. When they parted for the night and Sophie kissed her aunt, Emily did the same, 

saying heartily,-- 

"It seems as if I'd known you all my life, and this is certainly the most enchanting old place that ever was." 

"Glad you like it, dear. But it ain't all fun, as you'll find out to-morrow when you go to work, for Sophie says 

you must," answered Mrs. Basset, as her guests trooped away, rashly promising to like everything. 
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They found it difficult to keep their word when they were called at half past six next morning. Their rooms 

were warm, however, and they managed to scramble down in time for breakfast, guided by the fragrance of 

coffee and Aunt Plumy's shrill voice singing the good old hymn-- 

  "Lord, in the morning Thou shalt hear 

  My voice ascending high." 

An open fire blazed on the hearth, for the cooking was done in the lean-to, and the spacious, sunny kitchen 

was kept in all its old-fashioned perfection, with the wooden settle in a warm nook, the tall clock behind the 

door, copper and pewter utensils shining on the dresser, old china in the corner closet and a little spinning 

wheel rescued from the garret by Sophie to adorn the deep window, full of scarlet geraniums, Christmas 

roses, and white chrysanthemums. 

The young lady, in a checked apron and mob-cap, greeted her friends with a dish of buckwheats in one hand, 

and a pair of cheeks that proved she had been learning to fry these delectable cakes. 

"You do 'keep it up' in earnest, upon my word; and very becoming it is, dear. But won't you ruin your 

complexion and roughen your hands if you do so much of this new fancy-work?" asked Emily, much amazed 

at this novel freak. 

"I like it, and really believe I've found my proper sphere at last. Domestic life seems so pleasant to me that I 

feel as if I'd better keep it up for the rest of my life," answered Sophie, making a pretty picture of herself as 

she cut great slices of brown bread, with the early sunshine touching her happy face. 

"The charming Miss Vaughan in the role of a farmer's wife. I find it difficult to imagine, and shrink from the 

thought of the wide-spread dismay such a fate will produce among her adorers," added Randal, as he basked 

in the glow of the hospitable fire. 

"She might do worse; but come to breakfast and do honor to my handiwork," said Sophie, thinking of her 

worn-out millionnaire, and rather nettled by the satiric smile on Randal's lips. 

"What an appetite early rising gives one. I feel equal to almost anything, so let me help wash cups," said 

Emily, with unusual energy, when the hearty meal was over and Sophie began to pick up the dishes as if it 

was her usual work. 

Ruth went to the window to water the flowers, and Randal followed to make himself agreeable, remembering 

her defence of him last night. He was used to admiration from feminine eyes, and flattery from soft lips, but 

found something new and charming in the innocent delight which showed itself at his approach in blushes 

more eloquent than words, and shy glances from eyes full of hero-worship. 

"I hope you are going to spare me a posy for to-morrow night, since I can be fine in no other way to do honor 

to the dance Miss Sophie proposes for us," he said, leaning in the bay window to look down on the little girl, 

with the devoted air he usually wore for pretty women. 
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"Anything you like! I should be so glad to have you wear my flowers. There will be enough for all, and I've 

nothing else to give to people who have made me as happy as cousin Sophie and you," answered Ruth, half 

drowning her great calla as she spoke with grateful warmth. 

"You must make her happy by accepting the invitation to go home with her which I heard given last night. A 

peep at the world would do you good, and be a pleasant change, I think." 

"Oh, very pleasant! but would it do me good?" and Ruth looked up with sudden seriousness in her blue eyes, 

as a child questions an elder, eager, yet wistful. 

"Why not?" asked Randal, wondering at the hesitation. 

"I might grow discontented with things here if I saw splendid houses and fine people. I am very happy now, 

and it would break my heart to lose that happiness, or ever learn to be ashamed of home." 

"But don't you long for more pleasure, new scenes and other friends than these?" asked the man, touched by 

the little creature's loyalty to the things she knew and loved. 

"Very often, but mother says when I'm ready they will come, so I wait and try not to be impatient." But Ruth's 

eyes looked out over the green leaves as if the longing was very strong within her to see more of the unknown 

world lying beyond the mountains that hemmed her in. 

"It is natural for birds to hop out of the nest, so I shall expect to see you over there before long, and ask you 

how you enjoy your first flight," said Randal, in a paternal tone that had a curious effect on Ruth. 

To his surprise, she laughed, then blushed like one of her own roses, and answered with a demure dignity that 

was very pretty to see. 

"I intend to hop soon, but it won't be a very long flight or very far from mother. She can't spare me, and 

nobody in the world can fill her place to me." 

"Bless the child, does she think I'm going to make love to her," thought Randal, much amused, but quite 

mistaken. Wiser women had thought so when he assumed the caressing air with which he beguiled them into 

the little revelations of character he liked to use, as the south wind makes flowers open their hearts to give up 

their odor, then leaves them to carry it elsewhere, the more welcome for the stolen sweetness. 

"Perhaps you are right. The maternal wing is a safe shelter for confiding little souls like you, Miss Ruth. You 

will be as comfortable here as your flowers in this sunny window," he said, carelessly pinching geranium 

leaves, and ruffling the roses till the pink petals of the largest fluttered to the floor. 

As if she instinctively felt and resented something in the man which his act symbolized, the girl answered 

quietly, as she went on with her work, "Yes, if the frost does not touch me, or careless people spoil me too 

soon." 

Before Randal could reply Aunt Plumy approached like a maternal hen who sees her chicken in danger. 
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"Saul is goin' to haul wood after he's done his chores, mebbe you'd like to go along? The view is good, the 

roads well broke, and the day uncommon fine." 

"Thanks; it will be delightful, I dare say," politely responded the lion, with a secret shudder at the idea of a 

rural promenade at 8 A.M. in the winter. 

"Come on, then; we'll feed the stock, and then I'll show you how to yoke oxen," said Saul, with a twinkle in 

his eye as he led the way, when his new aide had muffled himself up as if for a polar voyage. 

"Now, that's too bad of Saul! He did it on purpose, just to please you, Sophie," cried Ruth presently, and the 

girls ran to the window to behold Randal bravely following his host with a pail of pigs' food in each hand, and 

an expression of resigned disgust upon his aristocratic face. 

"To what base uses may we come," quoted Emily, as they all nodded and smiled upon the victim as he looked 

back from the barn-yard, where he was clamorously welcomed by his new charges. 

"It is rather a shock at first, but it will do him good, and Saul won't be too hard upon him, I'm sure," said 

Sophie, going back to her work, while Ruth turned her best buds to the sun that they might be ready for a 

peace-offering to-morrow. 

There was a merry clatter in the big kitchen for an hour; then Aunt Plumy and her daughter shut themselves 

up in the pantry to perform some culinary rites, and the young ladies went to inspect certain antique costumes 

laid forth in Sophie's room. 

"You see, Em, I thought it would be appropriate to the house and season to have an old-fashioned dance. Aunt 

has quantities of ancient finery stowed away, for great-grandfather Basset was a fine old gentleman and his 

family lived in state. Take your choice of the crimson, blue or silver-gray damask. Ruth is to wear the worked 

muslin and quilted white satin skirt, with that coquettish hat." 

"Being dark, I'll take the red and trim it up with this fine lace. You must wear the blue and primrose, with the 

distracting high-heeled shoes. Have you any suits for the men?" asked Emily, throwing herself at once into 

the all-absorbing matter of costume. 

"A claret velvet coat and vest, silk stockings, cocked hat and snuff-box for Randal. Nothing large enough for 

Saul, so he must wear his uniform. Won't Aunt Plumy be superb in this plum-colored satin and immense 

cap?" 

A delightful morning was spent in adapting the faded finery of the past to the blooming beauty of the present, 

and time and tongues flew till the toot of a horn called them down to dinner. 

The girls were amazed to see Randal come whistling up the road with his trousers tucked into his boots, blue 

mittens on his hands, and an unusual amount of energy in his whole figure, as he drove the oxen, while Saul 

laughed at his vain attempts to guide the bewildered beasts. 
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"It's immense! The view from the hill is well worth seeing, for the snow glorifies the landscape and reminds 

one of Switzerland. I'm going to make a sketch of it this afternoon; better come and enjoy the delicious 

freshness, young ladies." 

Randal was eating with such an appetite that he did not see the glances the girls exchanged as they promised 

to go. 

"Bring home some more winter-green, I want things to be real nice, and we haven't enough for the kitchen," 

said Ruth, dimpling with girlish delight as she imagined herself dancing under the green garlands in her 

grandmother's wedding gown. 

It was very lovely on the hill, for far as the eye could reach lay the wintry landscape sparkling with the brief 

beauty of sunshine on virgin snow. Pines sighed overhead, hardy birds flitted to and fro, and in all the trodden 

spots rose the little spires of evergreen ready for its Christmas duty. Deeper in the wood sounded the 

measured ring of axes, the crash of falling trees, while the red shirts of the men added color to the scene, and a 

fresh wind brought the aromatic breath of newly cloven hemlock and pine. 

"How beautiful it is! I never knew before what winter woods were like. Did you, Sophie?" asked Emily, 

sitting on a stump to enjoy the novel pleasure at her ease. 

"I've found out lately; Saul lets me come as often as I like, and this fine air seems to make a new creature of 

me," answered Sophie, looking about her with sparkling eyes, as if this was a kingdom where she reigned 

supreme. 

"Something is making a new creature of you, that is very evident. I haven't yet discovered whether it is the air 

or some magic herb among that green stuff you are gathering so diligently;" and Emily laughed to see the 

color deepen beautifully in her friend's half-averted face. 

"Scarlet is the only wear just now, I find. If we are lost like babes in the woods there are plenty of redbreasts 

to cover us with leaves," and Randal joined Emily's laugh, with a glance at Saul, who had just pulled his coat 

off. 

"You wanted to see this tree go down, so stand from under and I'll show you how it's done," said the farmer, 

taking up his axe, not unwilling to gratify his guests and display his manly accomplishments at the same time. 

It was a fine sight, the stalwart man swinging his axe with magnificent strength and skill, each blow sending a 

thrill through the stately tree, till its heart was reached and it tottered to its fall. Never pausing for breath Saul 

shook his yellow mane out of his eyes, and hewed away, while the drops stood on his forehead and his arm 

ached, as bent on distinguishing himself as if he had been a knight tilting against his rival for his lady's favor. 

"I don't know which to admire most, the man or his muscle. One doesn't often see such vigor, size and 

comeliness in these degenerate days," said Randal, mentally booking the fine figure in the red shirt. 
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"I think we have discovered a rough diamond. I only wonder if Sophie is going to try and polish it," answered 

Emily, glancing at her friend, who stood a little apart, watching the rise and fall of the axe as intently as if her 

fate depended on it. 

Down rushed the tree at last, and, leaving them to examine a crow's nest in its branches, Saul went off to his 

men, as if he found the praises of his prowess rather too much for him. 

Randal fell to sketching, the girls to their garland-making, and for a little while the sunny woodland nook was 

full of lively chat and pleasant laughter, for the air exhilarated them all like wine. Suddenly a man came 

running from the wood, pale and anxious, saying, as he hastened by for help, "Blasted tree fell on him! Bleed 

to death before the doctor comes!" 

"Who? who?" cried the startled trio. 

But the man ran on, with some breathless reply, in which only a name was audible--"Basset." 

"The deuce it is!" and Randal dropped his pencil, while the girls sprang up in dismay. Then, with one impulse, 

they hastened to the distant group, half visible behind the fallen trees and corded wood. 

Sophie was there first, and forcing her way through the little crowd of men, saw a red-shirted figure on the 

ground, crushed and bleeding, and threw herself down beside it with a cry that pierced the hearts of those who 

heard it. 

In the act she saw it was not Saul, and covered her bewildered face as if to hide its joy. A strong arm lifted 

her, and the familiar voice said cheeringly,-- 

"I'm all right, dear. Poor Bruce is hurt, but we've sent for help. Better go right home and forget all about it." 

"Yes, I will, if I can do nothing;" and Sophie meekly returned to her friends who stood outside the circle over 

which Saul's head towered, assuring them of his safety. 

Hoping they had not seen her agitation, she led Emily away, leaving Randal to give what aid he could and 

bring them news of the poor wood-chopper's state. 

Aunt Plumy produced the "camphire" the moment she saw Sophie's pale face, and made her lie down, while 

the brave old lady trudged briskly off with bandages and brandy to the scene of action. On her return she 

brought comfortable news of the man, so the little flurry blew over and was forgotten by all but Sophie, who 

remained pale and quiet all the evening, tying evergreen as if her life depended on it. 

"A good night's sleep will set her up. She ain't used to such things, dear child, and needs cossetin'," said Aunt 

Plumy, purring over her until she was in her bed, with a hot stone at her feet and a bowl of herb tea to quiet 

her nerves. 

An hour later when Emily went up, she peeped in to see if Sophie was sleeping nicely, and was surprised to 

find the invalid wrapped in a dressing-gown writing busily. 
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"Last will and testament, or sudden inspiration, dear? How are you? faint or feverish, delirious or in the 

dumps! Saul looks so anxious, and Mrs. Basset hushes us all up so, I came to bed, leaving Randal to entertain 

Ruth." 

As she spoke Emily saw the papers disappear in a portfolio, and Sophie rose with a yawn. 

"I was writing letters, but I'm sleepy now. Quite over my foolish fright, thank you. Go and get your beauty 

sleep that you may dazzle the natives to-morrow." 

"So glad, good night;" and Emily went away, saying to herself, "Something is going on, and I must find out 

what it is before I leave. Sophie can't blind me." 

But Sophie did all the next day, being delightfully gay at the dinner, and devoting herself to the young 

minister who was invited to meet the distinguished novelist, and evidently being afraid of him, gladly basked 

in the smiles of his charming neighbor. A dashing sleigh-ride occupied the afternoon, and then great was the 

fun and excitement over the costumes. 

Aunt Plumy laughed till the tears rolled down her cheeks as the girls compressed her into the plum-colored 

gown with its short waist, leg-of-mutton sleeves, and narrow skirt. But a worked scarf hid all deficiencies, and 

the towering cap struck awe into the soul of the most frivolous observer. 

"Keep an eye on me, girls, for I shall certainly split somewheres or lose my head-piece off when I'm trottin' 

round. What would my blessed mother say if she could see me rigged out in her best things?" and with a smile 

and a sigh the old lady departed to look after "the boys," and see that the supper was all right. 

Three prettier damsels never tripped down the wide staircase than the brilliant brunette in crimson brocade, 

the pensive blonde in blue, or the rosy little bride in old muslin and white satin. 

A gallant court gentleman met them in the hall with a superb bow, and escorted them to the parlor, where 

Grandma Basset's ghost was discovered dancing with a modern major in full uniform. 

Mutual admiration and many compliments followed, till other ancient ladies and gentlemen arrived in all 

manner of queer costumes, and the old house seemed to wake from its humdrum quietude to sudden music 

and merriment, as if a past generation had returned to keep its Christmas there. 

The village fiddler soon struck up the good old tunes, and then the strangers saw dancing that filled them with 

mingled mirth and envy; it was so droll, yet so hearty. The young men, unusually awkward in their 

grandfathers' knee-breeches, flapping vests, and swallow-tail coats, footed it bravely with the buxom girls 

who were the prettier for their quaintness, and danced with such vigor that their high combs stood awry, their 

furbelows waved wildly, and their cheeks were as red as their breast-knots, or hose. 

It was impossible to stand still, and one after the other the city folk yielded to the spell, Randal leading off 

with Ruth, Sophie swept away by Saul, and Emily being taken possession of by a young giant of eighteen, 

who spun her around with a boyish impetuosity that took her breath away. Even Aunt Plumy was discovered 
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jigging it alone in the pantry, as if the music was too much for her, and the plates and glasses jingled gaily on 

the shelves in time to Money Musk and Fishers' Hornpipe. 

A pause came at last, however, and fans fluttered, heated brows were wiped, jokes were made, lovers 

exchanged confidences, and every nook and corner held a man and maid carrying on the sweet game which is 

never out of fashion. There was a glitter of gold lace in the back entry, and a train of blue and primrose shone 

in the dim light. There was a richer crimson than that of the geraniums in the deep window, and a dainty shoe 

tapped the bare floor impatiently as the brilliant black eyes looked everywhere for the court gentleman, while 

their owner listened to the gruff prattle of an enamored boy. But in the upper hall walked a little white ghost 

as if waiting for some shadowy companion, and when a dark form appeared ran to take its arm, saying, in a 

tone of soft satisfaction,-- 

"I was so afraid you wouldn't come!" 

"Why did you leave me, Ruth?" answered a manly voice in a tone of surprise, though the small hand slipping 

from the velvet coat-sleeve was replaced as if it was pleasant to feel it there. 

A pause, and then the other voice answered demurely,-- 

"Because I was afraid my head would be turned by the fine things you were saying." 

"It is impossible to help saying what one feels to such an artless little creature as you are. It does me good to 

admire anything so fresh and sweet, and won't harm you." 

"It might if--" 

"If what, my daisy?" 

"I believed it," and a laugh seemed to finish the broken sentence better than the words. 

"You may, Ruth, for I do sincerely admire the most genuine girl I have seen for a long time. And walking 

here with you in your bridal white I was just asking myself if I should not be a happier man with a home of 

my own and a little wife hanging on my arm than drifting about the world as I do now with only myself to 

care for." 

"I know you would!" and Ruth spoke so earnestly that Randal was both touched and startled, fearing he had 

ventured too far in a mood of unwonted sentiment, born of the romance of the hour and the sweet frankness of 

his companion. 

"Then you don't think it would be rash for some sweet woman to take me in hand and make me happy, since 

fame is a failure?" 

"Oh, no; it would be easy work if she loved you. I know some one--if I only dared to tell her name." 
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"Upon my soul, this is cool," and Randal looked down, wondering if the audacious lady on his arm could be 

shy Ruth. 

If he had seen the malicious merriment in her eyes he would have been more humiliated still, but they were 

modestly averted, and the face under the little hat was full of a soft agitation rather dangerous even to a man 

of the world. 

"She is a captivating little creature, but it is too soon for anything but a mild flirtation. I must delay further 

innocent revelations or I shall do something rash." 

While making this excellent resolution Randal had been pressing the hand upon his arm and gently pacing 

down the dimly lighted hall with the sound of music in his ears, Ruth's sweetest roses in his button-hole, and a 

loving little girl beside him, as he thought. 

"You shall tell me by and by when we are in town. I am sure you will come, and meanwhile don't forget me." 

"I am going in the spring, but I shall not be with Sophie," answered Ruth, in a whisper. 

"With whom then? I shall long to see you." 

"With my husband. I am to be married in May." 

"The deuce you are!" escaped Randal, as he stopped short to stare at his companion, sure she was not in 

earnest. 

But she was, for as he looked the sound of steps coming up the back stairs made her whole face flush and 

brighten with the unmistakable glow of happy love, and she completed Randal's astonishment by running into 

the arms of the young minister, saying with an irrepressible laugh, "Oh, John, why didn't you come before?" 

The court gentleman was all right in a moment, and the coolest of the three as he offered his congratulations 

and gracefully retired, leaving the lovers to enjoy the tryst he had delayed. But as he went down stairs his 

brows were knit, and he slapped the broad railing smartly with his cocked hat as if some irritation must find 

vent in a more energetic way than merely saying, "Confound the little baggage!" under his breath. 

Such an amazing supper came from Aunt Plumy's big pantry that the city guests could not eat for laughing at 

the queer dishes circulating through the rooms, and copiously partaken of by the hearty young folks. 

Doughnuts and cheese, pie and pickles, cider and tea, baked beans and custards, cake and cold turkey, bread 

and butter, plum pudding and French bonbons, Sophie's contribution. 

"May I offer you the native delicacies, and share your plate? Both are very good, but the china has run short, 

and after such vigorous exercise as you have had you must need refreshment. I'm sure I do!" said Randal, 

bowing before Emily with a great blue platter laden with two doughnuts, two wedges of pumpkin pie and two 

spoons. 
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The smile with which she welcomed him, the alacrity with which she made room beside her and seemed to 

enjoy the supper he brought, was so soothing to his ruffled spirit that he soon began to feel that there is no 

friend like an old friend, that it would not be difficult to name a sweet woman who would take him in hand 

and would make him happy if he cared to ask her, and he began to think he would by and by, it was so 

pleasant to sit in that green corner with waves of crimson brocade flowing over his feet, and a fine face 

softening beautifully under his eyes. 

The supper was not romantic, but the situation was, and Emily found that pie ambrosial food eaten with the 

man she loved, whose eyes talked more eloquently than the tongue just then busy with a doughnut. Ruth kept 

away, but glanced at them as she served her company, and her own happy experience helped her to see that all 

was going well in that quarter. Saul and Sophie emerged from the back entry with shining countenances, but 

carefully avoided each other for the rest of the evening. No one observed this but Aunt Plumy from the 

recesses of her pantry, and she folded her hands as if well content, as she murmured fervently over a pan full 

of crullers, "Bless the dears! Now I can die happy." 

Every one thought Sophie's old-fashioned dress immensely becoming, and several of his former men said to 

Saul with blunt admiration, "Major, you look to-night as you used to after we'd gained a big battle." 

"I feel as if I had," answered the splendid Major, with eyes much brighter than his buttons, and a heart under 

them infinitely prouder than when he was promoted on the field of honor, for his Waterloo was won. 

There was more dancing, followed by games, in which Aunt Plumy shone pre-eminent, for the supper was off 

her mind and she could enjoy herself. There were shouts of merriment as the blithe old lady twirled the 

platter, hunted the squirrel, and went to Jerusalem like a girl of sixteen; her cap in a ruinous condition, and 

every seam of the purple dress straining like sails in a gale. It was great fun, but at midnight it came to an end, 

and the young folks, still bubbling over with innocent jollity, went jingling away along the snowy hills, 

unanimously pronouncing Mrs. Basset's party the best of the season. 

"Never had such a good time in my life!" exclaimed Sophie, as the family stood together in the kitchen where 

the candles among the wreaths were going out, and the floor was strewn with wrecks of past joy. 

"I'm proper glad, dear. Now you all go to bed and lay as late as you like to-morrow. I'm so kinder worked up I 

couldn't sleep, so Saul and me will put things to rights without a mite of noise to disturb you;" and Aunt 

Plumy sent them off with a smile that was a benediction, Sophie thought. 

"The dear old soul speaks as if midnight was an unheard-of hour for Christians to be up. What would she say 

if she knew how we seldom go to bed till dawn in the ball season? I'm so wide awake I've half a mind to pack 

a little. Randal must go at two, he says, and we shall want his escort," said Emily, as the girls laid away their 

brocades in the press in Sophie's room. 

"I'm not going. Aunt can't spare me, and there is nothing to go for yet," answered Sophie, beginning to take 

the white chrysanthemums out of her pretty hair. 

"My dear child, you will die of ennui up here. Very nice for a week or so, but frightful for a winter. We are 

going to be very gay, and cannot get on without you," cried Emily dismayed at the suggestion. 
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"You will have to, for I'm not coming. I am very happy here, and so tired of the frivolous life I lead in town, 

that I have decided to try a better one," and Sophie's mirror reflected a face full of the sweetest content. 

"Have you lost your mind? experienced religion? or any other dreadful thing? You always were odd, but this 

last freak is the strangest of all. What will your guardian say, and the world?" added Emily in the awe-stricken 

tone of one who stood in fear of the omnipotent Mrs. Grundy. 

"Guardy will be glad to be rid of me, and I don't care that for the world," cried Sophie, snapping her fingers 

with a joyful sort of recklessness which completed Emily's bewilderment. 

"But Mr. Hammond? Are you going to throw away millions, lose your chance of making the best match in the 

city, and driving the girls of our set out of their wits with envy?" 

Sophie laughed at her friend's despairing cry, and turning round said quietly,-- 

"I wrote to Mr. Hammond last night, and this evening received my reward for being an honest girl. Saul and I 

are to be married in the spring when Ruth is." 

Emily fell prone upon the bed as if the announcement was too much for her, but was up again in an instant to 

declare with prophetic solemnity,-- 

"I knew something was going on, but hoped to get you away before you were lost. Sophie, you will repent. Be 

warned, and forget this sad delusion." 

"Too late for that. The pang I suffered yesterday when I thought Saul was dead showed me how well I loved 

him. To-night he asked me to stay, and no power in the world can part us. Oh! Emily, it is all so sweet, so 

beautiful, that everything is possible, and I know I shall be happy in this dear old home, full of love and peace 

and honest hearts. I only hope you may find as true and tender a man to live for as my Saul." 

Sophie's face was more eloquent than her fervent words, and Emily beautifully illustrated the inconsistency of 

her sex by suddenly embracing her friend, with the incoherent exclamation, "I think I have, dear! Your brave 

Saul is worth a dozen old Hammonds, and I do believe you are right." 

It is unnecessary to tell how, as if drawn by the irresistible magic of sympathy, Ruth and her mother crept in 

one by one to join the midnight conference and add their smiles and tears, tender hopes and proud delight to 

the joys of that memorable hour. Nor how Saul, unable to sleep, mounted guard below, and meeting Randal 

prowling down to soothe his nerves with a surreptitious cigar found it impossible to help confiding to his 

attentive ear the happiness that would break bounds and overflow in unusual eloquence. 

Peace fell upon the old house at last, and all slept as if some magic herb had touched their eyelids, bringing 

blissful dreams and a glad awakening. 

"Can't we persuade you to come with us, Miss Sophie?" asked Randal next day, as they made their adieux. 
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"I'm under orders now, and dare not disobey my superior officer," answered Sophie, handing her Major his 

driving gloves, with a look which plainly showed that she had joined the great army of devoted women who 

enlist for life and ask no pay but love. 

"I shall depend on being invited to your wedding, then, and yours, too, Miss Ruth," added Randal, shaking 

hands with "the little baggage," as if he had quite forgiven her mockery and forgotten his own brief lapse into 

sentiment. 

Before she could reply Aunt Plumy said, in a tone of calm conviction, that made them all laugh, and some of 

them look conscious,-- 

"Spring is a good time for weddin's, and I shouldn't wonder ef there was quite a number." 

"Nor I;" and Saul and Sophie smiled at one another as they saw how carefully Randal arranged Emily's wraps. 

Then with kisses, thanks and all the good wishes that happy hearts could imagine, the guests drove away, to 

remember long and gratefully that pleasant country Christmas. 

 

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day 
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VIA TEXT PUBLISHING 

On J.M. Coetzee’s Age of Iron: Perennially, Lamentably, Current 

John Freeman Rereads a Contemporary Classic 

By John Freeman 

 

Published in 1990, J. M. Coetzee’s Age of Iron spoke so powerfully against the tyrannies of its time—and the 

cruelty of apartheid South Africa—that it feels uncanny to read now, and discover how uncomfortably fresh 

are its concerns. Coetzee asks two simple questions of its ailing protagonist, ones worth pondering when so 

much of what is done to vulnerable people passes before our eyes. Across screens. Down our feeds. What if 

witnessing and denouncing the crimes of governments isn’t enough? What are we willing to give up to make 

them stop? If you do not want to face these questions, you should stop reading here. 

Coetzee acknowledges that it is hard to face such political concerns when life itself is existential enough. As 

the novel begins, Mrs. Curren, a retired Cape Town classicist, learns that the cancer she suffers from will kill 

her. No one comes to pick her up from the hospital, shuttle her home, or even give her a cup of tea at the 

kitchen table. Her husband has long since died; a daughter has moved to America and started a family. Curren 

lives alone in a crumbling house with windows barred to keep out burglars. The car she drives is so old it 

must be started with a turn crank. 

No sooner do we grasp this portrait than Coetzee tilts it. Mrs. Curren is not alone—there’s a man sleeping in 

the alley behind her home. He’s drunk, soaked in urine, and guarded by a mangy dog. Her first instinct is to 

shoo him away, but the angel of charity speaks through her instincts and she finds herself giving him a 

https://www.textpublishing.com.au/books/age-of-iron
https://lithub.com/author/john-freeman/
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sandwich. Offering him light work. Warning him: no fires. No handouts. Day by day, they make a strange 

kind of peace with each other. He barely speaks. 

In her interactions with this vagrant—we later learn his name, Vercueil—Mrs. Curren reveals herself to be 

kind, lonely, and scared. We know this because Coetzee writes some of the most beautiful, agile sentences of 

his career, bringing her to life. “Pure spirit,” she thinks in one scene, looking up, catching her reflection in a 

mirror. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

“Yet in how unlikely a temple!” The novel takes the form of a letter to her daughter, so the prose has the glint 

of intimacy and the sound of a confession. Mostly, though, it reads like one long lyric ode—the addressee off 

stage, not here, a device that provokes yet more longing, explanation and despair. 

As the days pass, Mrs. Curren swerves between a desperate hunger for more life, more time, and a torpor that 

emerges from a sense that her time has passed. Perhaps she should just withdraw. This last emotion is a bitter 

one as she watches her country descend into full-blown tyranny. About the news and the parade of lying, 

corrupt politicians she thinks: “We watch as birds watch snakes, fascinated by what is about to devour us.’ 

Contempt for what South Africa has become is what led her daughter to leave; infirm and aged, Mrs. Curren 

doesn’t have that option. But there are others, and Age of Iron explores what happens when circumstances 

force her to confront them. 

Like many of Coetzee’s characters, she is not without the fears of her race and of her time. Coetzee is not 

specific about the year, but fires loom in her imagination, which suggests it is in the mid-1980s, during the 

State  of Emergency, when it was the policy of anti-apartheid activists to render the townships ungovernable. 

There were rent boycotts, riots and frequent  petrol  bombs. In 1986, a 24-year-old single mother named Maki 

Skosana was burned to death, a tire thrown around her neck and lit with petrol, by a mob of anti-apartheid 

activists who’d claimed she was a traitor. The image was broadcast by the state-controlled television as an 

example of what might come without apartheid. Hundreds more of these necklacings occurred. 

Age of Iron feels like a periscope, a perspective not just to the past but forward into the era that would have to 

deal with the trauma the revolution would wreak. 

Living amid the specter of violence and being subject to it are two different things, however. The tumult in 

the townships, it becomes clear, is what forces Mrs. Curren’s housekeeper, Florence, and her  children to 

come back to the house. One day, Florence simply returns, the children in tow—three daughters; a teen- aged 

son, Bheki; and a friend of the boy’s. Florence is disgusted with the state of Mrs. Curren’s house and finds 

Verceuil’s presence a disgrace. Mrs. Curren senses in Bheki a new lack of respect. Shortly after his arrival, he 

and his friend taunt and then casually but viciously beat Verceuil for being a drunk. 

One of Coetzee’s great gifts as a novelist has been to chart the habits of behavior as they orbit a principle. As 

his 1999 novel Disgrace so brilliantly captured, when norms changed after apartheid fell, the shallowness of a 

variety of principles—not just the fundamentals of racism, but those of liberal thought as shaped around it— 

were starkly put on display. Page by page, Mrs. Curren’s liberalism is tested—pushed. At each stage, rather 

than expel members of her gradually expanding house—the ever-widening circle of her responsibilities—Mrs. 

Curren allows them to stay, reflects, rather than condemns, and even attempts to do more. When Bheki’s 
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friend winds up in hospital, the victim of police violence, she drives in to town on her own to bring him fruit. 

But he recoils at the touch of her hand. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Understanding—Age of Iron so often reveals—can become a barrier to justice when wielded in ways that 

assume a fundamental difference in people, rather than in their circumstances. After Bheki and his friend beat 

Verceuil, Mrs. Curren scolds Florence for encouraging the boys’ actions. “These are good children,” Florence 

replies, “they are like iron, we are proud of them.” Curren thinks: 

Children of iron… Florence herself, too, not unlike iron. The age of iron. After which comes the age of 

bronze. How long, how long before  the softer ages return in their cycle, the age of clay, the age of earth? A 

Spartan matron, iron- hearted, bearing warrior-sons for the nation. “We are proud of them.” We. Come home 

either with your shield or on your shield. 

One fallacy in Mrs. Curren’s thinking here is to imagine that only resisters are forged by such an age. Mrs. 

Curren, too, we learn, has been made of iron; it is only less visible because it is less necessary for her to 

demonstrate it. When she puts up bars on her windows or a wall of not being active in resistance, is this not 

also a kind of iron? The other fallacy Mrs. Curren is guided by, at first at least, is to assume that such fires of 

violence can only divide. Age of Iron proceeds, incident by incident, by asking us to imagine they may not. In 

many ways, it is an argument in the form of lyric prose for the opposite: the harder forces try to divide us, the 

more possible—certainly, the more necessary—it makes our uniting. 

There’s not a simple word for what this book is today. It’s far too specific to be a political allegory, yet one 

needn’t know the fine-grain details of South Africa in that time to understand what it means. What it asks of 

us. There’s a spiritual quest here, too, after all, as Mrs. Curren—a classicist at heart—muses on the end of her 

life and the meaning of words like charity. This is a thread that runs throughout Coetzee’s work and has been 

made more visible in the recent Jesus trilogy of novels, in which we are asked to ponder the weight  of the 

soul. It’s clear in Age of Iron that Coetzee saw the struggles his homeland faced as biblical, mythical. They 

are issues of blood and sacrifice, of tribe and the leavening power of neighborly love in the face of such 

accelerants to rage and violence. And also: “Decency: the inexplicable: the ground of all ethics,” Mrs. Curren 

thinks, at one point. 

Things we do not do. We  do  not  stare  when the soul leaves the body, but veil our eyes with tears or cover 

them with our hands. We do not stare at scars, which are places where the soul has struggled to leave and 

been forced back, closed up, sewn in. 

In these moments Age of Iron feels like a periscope, a perspective not just to the past but forward into the era 

that would have to deal with the trauma the revolution would wreak. How long it would take to acknowledge, 

to see and to begin to learn how to live with those scars. They are still being identified. Nineteen-ninety was a 

shocking year, full of so much hope. De Klerk announced the beginning of the end of apartheid. Nelson 

Mandela was released from prison. This novel was published. Some of the most powerful sentences on justice 

to be uttered  in the 20th century were written by Coetzee in the voice of an aging professor of classics facing 

a nation at the end of its rope. They speak to us now: 
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Thucydides wrote of people who made rules and followed them. Going by rule they killed entire classes of 

enemies without exception. Most of those who died felt, I am sure, that a terrible mistake was being made, 

that, whatever the rule was, it could not be meant for them. “I—!”: that was their last word as  their  throats 

were  cut. A word of protest: I, the exception. 

Were they exceptions? The truth is, given time to speak, we would all claim to be exceptions. For each of us 

there is a case to be made. We all deserve the benefit of the doubt. 

But there are times when there is no time for all that close listening, all those exceptions, all that mercy. There 

is no time, so we fall back on the rule. And that is a great pity, the greatest pity. That is what you could have 

learned from Thucydides. It is a great pity when we find ourselves entering upon times like those. We should 

enter upon them with a sinking heart. They are by no means to be welcomed. 

__________________________________________ 

 

From the new introduction to The Age of Iron, by J.M. Coetzee, published in Australia and New Zealand by 

Text Publishing. 

https://www.textpublishing.com.au/books/age-of-iron
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Age of IronApartheidJ. M. CoetzeeJohn Freemantexttyranny 

 

 

John Freeman 

John Freeman is the editor of Freeman’s, a literary biannual published by Grove, and author of How to Read 

a Novelistand Maps, a collection of poems. 

https://lithub.com/on-j-m-coetzees-age-of-iron-perennially-lamentably-current/ 

  

https://lithub.com/tag/age-of-iron/
https://lithub.com/tag/apartheid/
https://lithub.com/tag/j-m-coetzee/
https://lithub.com/tag/john-freeman/
https://lithub.com/tag/text/
https://lithub.com/tag/tyranny/
https://lithub.com/author/john-freeman/
https://lithub.com/on-j-m-coetzees-age-of-iron-perennially-lamentably-current/
https://lithub.com/author/john-freeman/
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 Let It Be Forgotten 

 Sara Teasdale 

  

Let it be forgotten, as a flower is forgotten, 

   Forgotten as a fire that once was singing gold, 

Let it be forgotten for ever and ever, 

   Time is a kind friend, he will make us old. 

   

If anyone asks, say it was forgotten 

   Long and long ago, 

As a flower, as a fire, as a hushed footfall 

   In a long forgotten snow. 

  

This poem is in the public domain. Published in Poem-a-Day on December 1, 2019, by the 

Academy of American Poets. 

 

 

 

https://academyofamericanpoets.cmail20.com/t/y-l-ujkrkjk-ilzgdjkh-o/
https://academyofamericanpoets.cmail20.com/t/y-l-ujkrkjk-ilzgdjkh-b/
https://academyofamericanpoets.cmail20.com/t/y-l-ujkrkjk-ilzgdjkh-q/
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About this Poem 

  

“Let It Be Forgotten” was originally published in Flame and Shadow (The Macmillan 

Company, 1920). 

 

 

 

  

Sara Trevor Teasdale was born in St. Louis, 

Missouri, in 1884. She is the author of Love 

Songs (The Macmillan Company, 1917), winner of 

the Columbia University Poetry Society Prize (which 

later became the Pulitzer Prize for poetry) and the 

Poetry Society of America Prize. She died in 1933. 

  

 

 

https://academyofamericanpoets.cmail20.com/t/y-l-ujkrkjk-ilzgdjkh-o/ 
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Murder in Paradise: The Tale of the Baroness and the Bohemians 

Mars van Grunsven Visits Galapagos, Then and Now 

By Mars van Grunsven 

 

In 1929 a German doctor named Friedrich Ritter and his former patient Dore Strauch landed on Floreana, a 

then-uninhabited island in the Galapagos archipelago off the coast of Ecuador. Having both left their spouses 

they’d set out to create paradise, far from their despised bourgeois milieu back in Germany. Friedrich arrived 

on the island toothless: he had removed his teeth before the trip because he wanted to see if his gums would 

toughen in the wilderness. At dinner time he would wear a pair of steel false teeth, made before the trip, that 

he would soon have to share with Dore, whose teeth quickly rotted and, for lack of dentistry tools, had to be 

pulled out with gardening implements. Yes, there was definitely an unconventional side to the couple. But 

then they also loved to quote Nietzsche and Lao-Tse, then as now a very bourgeois thing to do. 

Friedrich’s gums never toughened, of course, but he and Dore did. They worked hard to make their 

homestead—clearing the land, building a house from scratch, raising chickens and cattle, planting a garden. 

To deal with the heat, the heavy rains, and the thorny vegetation upon the sharp volcanic rocks, they quickly 

learned it was best to wear nothing but knee-high boots. The few visitors that passed by their homestead, 

often wealthy travelers who had read about them in the international press, would be greeted by a sign 

prompting them to ring the bell and wait, so Friedrich and Dore could get dressed. Their nudism added to 

their allure: the rugged doctor and his mistress, naked, creating their own Garden of Eden on a far-off island. 

As more stories about Friedrich and Dore started to appear in the press—partly based on letters from Friedrich 

that had leaked to journalists, partly fed by exaggerated witness accounts from occasional visitors—more 

aspiring settlers started to arrive on the island. Most of them would eventually be driven off by the hard life 

on Floreana, but not Heinz and Margret Wittmer, another German couple, who arrived in 1932 with their 13-

https://lithub.com/author/marsvangrunsven/
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year-old son Harry. Margret was pregnant, and they had moved to Floreana with the hope that the famous 

doctor would help her deliver their second baby, which he would, though begrudgingly, and possibly become 

their friend. Friedrich and Dore, however, kept their distance from the more conventional newcomers, who 

didn’t even read Nietzsche. 

Later that year, just as the two small Floreana factions were figuring out a workable way to co-exist, another 

group of homesteaders arrived, led by Eloise Bosquet de Wagner Wehrhorn, an Austrian who called herself 

“The Baroness.” She had three men in tow: her lovers Alfred Lorenz and Robert Phillipson, both German, and 

an Ecuadorian servant named Manuel Valdivieso. The Baroness had not come to Floreana to connect with 

nature, immediately announcing plans to build a grand hotel; she quickly had her crew set up a make-shift 

homestead that she called Hacienda Paradise. Things were about to change in Eden. 

* 

I first set foot on Floreana in April of this year, 90 years after Friedrich and Dore, and barely by choice. The 

visit was part of a weeklong trip through the Galapagos Islands by cruise ship—definitely a bourgeois thing to 

do—with a fixed itinerary. Most of the 97 passengers, myself, my wife Rachael and our seven-year-old son 

Alex among them, went swimming in one of Floreana’s small bays, where we hoped to spot green sea turtles 

and swim among sea lions, followed by a walk past flamingos, pintails and shorebirds. 

The final destination of our stroll was Post Office Bay, where in the 19th century whalers set up a wooden 

mail barrel so passing ships could pick up post and deliver it to its destination. People still place postcards and 

letters in the barrel without any postage, hoping that the next visitors will deliver them by hand. Alex was 

going to drop a note for one of his friends back in Brooklyn, in which he claimed to have seen several snakes, 

something that hadn’t actually happened but that he was desperately hoping for. We let him mail his little 

lie—after all, being able to make stuff up is one of the great ways we humans stand out in the natural world. 

To deal with the heat, the heavy rains, and the thorny vegetation upon the sharp volcanic rocks, they quickly 

learned it was best to wear nothing but knee-high boots. 

Later that day, back on the ship, I listened to a talk about the “human history of the Galapagos” by one of the 

naturalists who’d accompanied us on our trip. Floreana, small as it is at 67 square miles, turned out to be no 

footnote. 

In the 16th century pirates used the caves on the island to hide from the Spanish Armada, which was on a 

mission to retrieve the silver and gold the conquistadors themselves had stolen from the Aztecs. The pirates 

brought more than their ill-gotten treasure: introducing non-endemic animals to the island, which accounts for 

the scores of feral dogs that roam Floreana, along with the by-now husbanded cattle (the ancestors of which 

Charles Darwin would have seen when he stopped by on the HMS Beagle in 1835). But the part of the talk 

that stuck most with me was the truly bizarre sequence of events that would unfold in the years following the 

arrival of Dore and Friedrich, of whom I had not heard until then—including a birth in a pirate cave, possibly 

poisoned boiled chicken, and a series of deaths and disappearances that look a lot like murder. 

* 
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For the remaining four days of the trip I volunteered to stay with Alex in our cabin after he had fallen asleep. 

While Rachael and most of the other passengers would be on the upper deck, enjoying drinks and watching 

large Galapagos sharks circle the anchored ship, I would use the satellite internet connection to learn more 

about what had happened on Floreana between 1929 and 1934. There was no lack of sources. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Both Dore (Satan Came to Eden) and Margret (Floreana: A Woman’s Pilgrimage to the Galapagos) 

published memoirs. A researcher at the Smithsonian Institute reconstructed the events based on the logs of 

Captain Allan Hancock, a wealthy American explorer who visited Floreana regularly during those years. A 

not-so brilliant documentary from 2013, The Galapagos Affair, tried to do something similar. And all of it 

was at least partially accessible online. 

The Baroness, wearing only a brassiere and shorts, refused them aid and forced them out to sea again by 

threatening them with a pistol. 

The two memoirs turned out to be the most gratifying, but not so much because of the juicy stories of sex and 

murder I had logged on for—although there is some of that in them as well. Both women write extensively 

about the hardship and happiness that come with making a home on an uninhabited volcanic island. Margret’s 

book is especially worth reading because of the many details she reveals of her small family’s daily life. One 

has to admire how, under often gruesome circumstances, they manage three decent meals a day plus afternoon 

tea with pastries. To maintain such a routine, long days of building, hunting and working the land had to be 

prolonged by the “night watch” (Nachtwache), which entailed laying in the bushes with a rifle to protect the 

garden from feral hogs and bulls on the run. Thirteen-year-old Harry wasn’t excluded from this duty. While 

building their stone house, they lived in a former pirate cave, in which Margret would give birth to their son 

Rolf, with some help from doctor Friedrich. 

Dore’s hardships didn’t just concern the battle with nature: their marriage was far from harmonious. Friedrich, 

15 years her senior, was domineering and willful: when she was still his patient he told her she could 

overcome the ailments stemming from her multiple sclerosis through sheer willpower, and she believed him. 

As the physical labor on Floreana got harder for her—at some point she could only walk with the support of a 

cane—Friedrich stopped hiding his disdain, to the point where he’d refuse to speak to her for days. Still she 

loved and admired him, or so she claims in the book. 

Dore and Margret clearly didn’t like each other, although their animosity did soften a bit upon the arrival of 

the Baroness: they were equally horrified by her. “If this was a mere Baroness, she certainly behaved as 

though she were at least a queen,” Dore wrote, while describing the three men in her company as “servile 

gigolos.” 

The Baroness’s arrival also marks the moment that their stories—and those from other sources—start to 

contradict one another, in ways big and small. Take the descriptions of the Baroness: in one account she was 

“gorgeous,” in another “not very attractive, but willing enough to have two husbands.” These inconsistencies 

can at least be mediated by a simple look at the existing footage, as shown in The Galapagos Affair: I think 

the Baroness was attractive! In a short movie titled The Empress of Floreana, filmed by the camera person 

who was part of Hancock’s expedition, she appears playful and charming, and doesn’t take herself too 

seriously—an adventurer. 
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Other stories of the Baroness weren’t backed up by witnesses: she seduced the governor of the Galapagos; she 

shot a visitor on a hunting trip, though by accident; she and her men stole provisions from their neighbors. 

When a honeymoon couple cast adrift in a small boat from another island landed on Floreana, the Baroness, 

wearing only a brassiere and shorts, refused them aid and forced them out to sea again by threatening them 

with a pistol. She was also rumored to shoot animals and then nurse them back to health. 

While building their stone house, they lived in a former pirate cave, in which Margret would give birth to 

their son Rolf. 

Maybe. We do know that Friedrich and Dore, and to a lesser extend the Wittmers, relied on generous gifts 

from passing boats to keep their homesteads running—ranging from agricultural tools to provisions and 

household items they would have had easy access to had they not ditched modern society. When the more 

glamorous Baroness made her entrance, she stole a lot of their novelty thunder—which meant fewer gifts 

from the outside world. 

Within the Baroness’s little group, Lorenz fell out of favor. He would regularly show up at the other settlers’ 

homesteads, complaining about the treatment he received from the Baroness and Phillipson. Several times the 

Wittmers gave Lorenz shelter, though Margret could barely hide her contempt for his dependence on others, 

which she didn’t consider very “German.” 

And then suddenly, on March 27, 1934, the Baroness and Phillipson vanished. Margret wrote that the 

Baroness had told her that some of her millionaire friends were taking her and Phillipson on their yacht to 

Tahiti. But no one saw a yacht in the bay that day, nor were they ever seen on Tahiti. Dore insinuated that 

Lorenz murdered the Baroness and Phillipson, and that the Wittmers helped him cover it up. She even 

claimed she heard a gunshot and a woman screaming, which could only have been the Baroness. 

Valdivieso, the Baroness’s servant, boarded the very next boat that visited Floreana and returned to mainland 

Ecuador. Soon thereafter Lorenz convinced a Norwegian fisherman to take him to San Cristóbal, from where 

he too would sail to the mainland. Months later both their mummified bodies were found on the beach of 

Marchena, an island without a freshwater source. Captain Hancock, whose crew found them, concluded they 

had died of thirst. 

In November of the same year, Friedrich died of food poisoning from eating spoiled chicken. According to 

Dore, a severe drought on the island had led to vegetable scarcity, so she and Friedrich boiled some dead 

chickens they had found, even though they were vegetarians. Margret found it suspicious that he was dying 

while Dore was perfectly fine. 

Both Dore and Margret were at Friedrich’s bedside when he died. Their accounts of his last moments differ 

wildly. Dore described a loving exchange of tenderness, but according to Margret he looked at Dore with 

hatred. Unable to speak, he grabbed a piece of paper, on which he wrote right before he died, “I curse you 

with my dying breath.” 

After Friedrich’s death Dore left the island and returned to Germany, where she died in 1943. The Wittmers 

became the only remaining settlers. Harry lost his life in a drowning accident a few years later, but his 

younger brother Rolf still lives on Floreana, running a Galapagos yachting company. Margret stayed on the 
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island until she died in 2000, almost 40 years after Heinz. She never changed her story. The Baroness and her 

remaining lover were never heard of again. 

* 

As for my Galapagos experience, we spent our last day visiting the island Genovesa, where we were greeted 

on the beach by playful sea lions. Sleepy marine iguanas sunbathed on hot lava rocks along the bay. Socrates, 

that day’s naturalist, took us on a hilly walk over the brushy island, past lava lizards, red-footed boobies, 

swallow-tailed gulls, storm petrels, and tropicbirds. It was as peaceful as life can be: the animals unfazed by 

our presence, us humans walking by in quiet awe. 

We came to a stop at a plateau overlooking a rocky ocean bay, where we split our attention between the huge 

waves breaking on the volcanic rocks and the frantic bird activity in the sky above the ocean. Here Socrates 

explained why frigate birds are nicknamed “the pirates of the air.” Apparently, the frigate bird’s feathers 

aren’t resistant to saltwater, which makes it hard for them to catch fish from the ocean. So they steel food 

from other birds by catching them mid-flight. We witnessed how these air pirates work, often by teaming up: 

one would catch a booby or seagull that had just caught a fish from the ocean, another one, “the shaker,” 

would literally shake their victim until it would spit out its prey, which a third frigate would snap away. Alex, 

no longer asking after the whereabouts of snakes, sat silently on a rock, mesmerized by the endless air show 

above us. 

On our walk back to the beach, from where the zodiacs would return us to the cruise ship for the last time, we 

passed a grassy field filled with male frigate birds, sitting about five feet apart from each other. It was 

courting time, so they were all showing off their bright red leather-like pouches below their beaks as they sat 

next to their messy, make-do nests—a sign of their willingness to start a family. Suddenly the males started to 

make loud, high-pitched guttural drumming sounds. We looked up to see the reason for the consternation on 

the ground. It was a single female, who, after circling a few times above the noisy field, landed next to a male 

with a large pouch. The lovebirds pressed their bodies and wings against each other, and started moving their 

beaks back and forth, as if they were rubbing noses in affection. It was like watching the happy ending of a 

Lifetime movie, until, after a minute or ten, the female seemed to lose interest. Then she just flew away. 

 Mars van Grunsven 

Mars van Grunsven is a writer at the Dutch magazine De Groene Amsterdammer, covering political thought, 

social issues, arts and literature. He writes in both English and Dutch, and his articles, reportage and essays 

have also appeared in NRC Handelsblad, De Correspondent, Metropolis M and The Daily Beast, among 

others. He lives in Brooklyn with his wife, the children’s book author Rachael Cole, and their son. 

https://lithub.com/murder-in-paradise-the-tale-of-the-baroness-and-the-bohemians/ 

https://lithub.com/author/marsvangrunsven/
https://lithub.com/murder-in-paradise-the-tale-of-the-baroness-and-the-bohemians/
https://lithub.com/author/marsvangrunsven/
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Astrild Tiny House shoehorns a family into 20 ft 

By Adam Williams 

 

The Astrild Tiny House is much smaller than most of the models we report on in the United States but still fits 

in a family of three 

Baluchon 

VIEW 13 IMAGES 

French tiny house firm Baluchon recently completed a new model that measures just 6 m (19.6 ft) long. 

Despite its compact frame, the towable dwelling serves as home to a family of three. 

The Astrild Tiny House is based on a double-axle trailer and comprises a spruce frame with cedar cladding. 

Its exterior features external shelving for plants and its overall design is similar to 

Baluchon's Escapade model. 

https://newatlas.com/author/adam-williams/
https://newatlas.com/escapade-tiny-house-baluchon/44835/
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Visitors enter into the living room, which includes a sofa, with some shelving above, and a small dining table 

nearby. A tiny wood-burning stove provides heating and the kitchen is adjacent. This has a washer/dryer, 

cabinetry, sink, and a small fridge. However, there's no oven installed, so presumably the owners make use of 

a camping stove or just eat out a lot, which seems a missed opportunity as the kitchen isn't that small, at least 

by French tiny house standards. 

 

Visitors enter the Astrild Tiny House into the living room  

Baluchon 

Further into the home is the bathroom, which is small and has a shower and composting toilet. 

There are two bedrooms in the Astrild Tiny House. The parents' room is reached by a storage-integrated 

staircase and has a double bed, while the kid's room is opposite and has a single bed. It's accessed by a 

removable ladder. 

Baluchon 

The Astrild Tiny House gets power from a standard RV-style hookup and its insulation is a mixture of cotton, 

linen and hemp for the floor and walls, with wood fiber for the ceiling. 

https://newatlas.com/tiny-houses/astrild-baluchon/#gallery:4
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The Astrild Tiny House's bedrooms are directly opposite each other and offer little in the way of privacy 

 

We've no word on the price of this one. 

Source: Baluchon 

We recommend 

1. Tiny house villages may have big health benefits and challenges 

Phys.org, 2016 

2. Tiny house villages may have big health benefits and challenges 

Phys.org 

3. The psychology behind the tiny house movement 

http://www.tinyhouse-baluchon.fr/
https://phys.org/news/2016-10-tiny-house-villages-big-health.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Phys.org_TrendMD_1
https://phys.org/news/2016-10-tiny-house-villages-big-health.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Phys.org_TrendMD_1
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2016-08-psychology-tiny-house-movement.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=MedicalXpress_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/tiny-houses/astrild-baluchon/#gallery:12
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MedicalXpress 

1. Tiny houses—the big idea that could take some heat out of the housing crisis 

Phys.org 

2. Tiny houses look marvellous but have a dark side: Three things they don't tell you on marketing 

blurb 

Phys.org, 2019 

3. Tiny houses could help mitigate homelessness 

MedicalXpress, 2015 

 

https://newatlas.com/tiny-houses/astrild-baluchon/ 

  

https://phys.org/news/2017-05-tiny-housesthe-big-idea-housing.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Phys.org_TrendMD_1
https://phys.org/news/2019-01-tiny-houses-marvellous-dark-side.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Phys.org_TrendMD_1
https://phys.org/news/2019-01-tiny-houses-marvellous-dark-side.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Phys.org_TrendMD_1
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2015-07-tiny-houses-mitigate-homelessness.html?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=MedicalXpress_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/tiny-houses/astrild-baluchon/
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Ophidiophobia 
by Jessica Reed 

 

Issue no. 184 (Spring 2008) 

Because: 

            a garter snake slid over my bare foot 

            a copperhead played dead on Spooks Branch Road 

            a yellow python hugged a heavy scarf around my neck 

            a cottonmouth came charging through a creek I was canoeing 

            a black racer at the Nature Center teased a mouse for half an hour 

                        then swallowed it 

            in the Temple of Doom, the belly of a snake split open, spilling 

                        snake-shaped babies 

            I used to dream in snakes—I couldn’t move for stepping on them 

            a snake exists that wears a fish’s body 

            a man I shouldn’t love wore snakeskin boots 

 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 “Photographing Snakes” by David Wagoner, published in Issue 188, Spring 2009? 

 our complete sixty-six-year archive, available when you subscribe to The Paris Review? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5dde3656b2&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5dde3656b2&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=b47d5dc6d9&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=1ae8233096&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5dde3656b2&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5dde3656b2&e=d538c8f2e0
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The tiny kingdom fighting an epidemic 

HEALTH 

 

 

Successfully wiping out malaria in Bhutan requires balancing Buddhist sanctity of life with prevention 

and treatment. 

 

By Christine Ro in Bhutan 

https://www.bbc.com/future/tags/health
https://www.bbc.com/future/tags/health
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“At night there are so many mosquitoes, we can’t stay outside,” says young, smiling Madhavi Sharma, whose 

family farms rice and cattle in the southern Bhutanese village of Samteling. They often spend their evenings 

in the kitchen, where they cook over an open fire whose smoke drives the insects away. 

Sharma was educated up to Grade 10 (up to 16 years old), and through word of mouth and government 

campaigns has absorbed plenty of information about the threats of malaria and dengue fever, which are both 

transmitted by mosquitoes. The Sharmas don’t keep stagnant water lying around. And they use the long-

lasting insecticidal nets distributed for free by the government: there’s even a little one for the 14-month-

old baby, who sleeps on a homemade hammock crib downstairs. 

Their home is also sprayed with insecticide twice a year. However, the Sharmas have plastered the walls of 

their house with mud and dried cow dung, making the indoor residual spraying (IRS) ineffective for now. The 

house has openings in the walls, rather than doors and windows, so nets are especially important. 

The nets, the spray and the public awareness all point to the Bhutanese government’s strong push to reduce 

malaria, which began in the 1960s. Cases have dropped dramatically, from a 1994 peak of about 40,000 cases 

(including 68 deaths) to 54 in 2018 (of which only six cases were indigenous). The sole fatality in 2017 was a 

21-year-old soldier deployed to the Bhutan-India border who arrived at a hospital too late for doctors to treat 

his cerebral malaria. 

Story continues below 

 

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/global-health/science-and-disease/perfect-storm-steady-rise-dengue-fever-worldwide/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/221733967_Malaria_control_in_Bhutan_Case_study_of_a_country_embarking_on_elimination
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A man sprays a property with insecticide – a practice that remains controversial with some people in Bhutan 

(Credit: Getty Images) 

Malaria robs people of their productivity, their wellbeing and, in the worst cases, their lives. So Bhutanese 

officials are now sprinting towards the finish line: zero malaria. But to get there speedily, before climate 

change and drug resistance derail their efforts, it will be crucial for Bhutan to look to its giant neighbour to 

the south: India. 

From Buddhism to malaria prevention 

When a country reaches malaria-free status, as a handful do each decade, it’s justly cause for celebration. 

This frees up resources for other health conditions. Plus, stamping out the killer parasites entirely means that 

they won’t have a chance to evolve or develop immunity to a limited arsenal of malaria drugs. 

But it’s also worth reflecting on whether that milestone could have been achieved sooner. 

One interesting challenge in Bhutan was the Buddhist aversion, in this deeply religious country, to 

killing any life form 

One interesting challenge in Bhutan was the Buddhist aversion, in this deeply religious country, to killing any 

life form, even a disease-carrying mosquito. Thus the officials spraying buildings with insecticide had to 

reframe this practice. Rinzin Namgay, Bhutan’s first entomologist, laughs when he remembers that they 

would tell anxious homeowners during IRS: “We’re just spraying the house. If a mosquito wants to commit 

suicide by coming in, let it.” Decades ago, some sprayers had to muscle their way into houses, accompanied 

by police. 

Over a plate of vegetable momos (South Asian dumplings) and guava juice, Dechen Wangmo reacts with a 

mixture of amusement and horror when I ask her if it’s OK to step on, for instance, a cockroach. “No!” she 

insists, covering her mouth as she laughs. Wangmo is the girlish office manager of the Druk Diagnostic 

Centre, one of the two private clinics in Gelephu screening all non-Bhutanese people who enter from India on 

short-term work contracts, often to work on the big hydropower projects springing up around the country. 

A syphilis diagnosis means that the migrants are turned back. And a malaria diagnosis means that, like 

everyone else in Bhutan, these workers will be required to spend three days in the hospital in order to ensure 

proper treatment – a more stringent regimen than in neighbouring India. Some Indian day labourers, who 

cross into Bhutan in the morning and are required to exit by 18:00, leave the hospital rather than submit to 

losing three full days of wages and family time. I find it hard to blame them. 

More dramatic than the Buddhist ambivalence about killing parasites was the ethnic conflict that flared up in 

the Indian state of Assam, which borders Bhutan, until about 2014, causing families to flee for their 

safety. Healthcare was badly affected, with doctors being threatened or beaten for treating certain patients. 

“People were afraid to go into these areas for diagnosis work,” reflects Pradip Narzary, the powerhouse 

doctor who’s deeply respected around Crofts Memorial Hospital, a Baptist hospital in the village of 

Tukrajhar, India. 

https://www.nature.com/immersive/d41586-018-05772-z/index.html
https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/11-06-2018-who-certifies-paraguay-malaria-free
https://www.researchgate.net/project/Health-Inequities-in-A-Conflict-Area-An-In-depth-Qualitative-Study-in-Assam
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There’s not a strong legacy of Indian and Bhutanese health officials working together to combat 

common health threats 

As well, kidnappings of Bhutanese people by Indian ransom-seekers continued until 2016. Under these 

challenging circumstances, there’s not a strong legacy of Indian and Bhutanese health officials working 

together to combat common health threats. Suspicion remains on the Indian side that Bhutanese hydropower 

plants, which India is counting on for energy, are leading to soil erosion and flooding on the Indian side, 

uprooting tribal groups and expanding informal settlements. 

It’s a tangled and sensitive relationship between the neighbours. 

Lessons for other countries looking to go malaria-free 

Things are much better now, in terms of both human- and mosquito-based violence. Malaria is a memory 

rather than a constant presence to many people on both sides of the border. “Some of our patients died in our 

hands,” remembers Tobgyel, the single-named programme analyst in charge of Bhutan’s Vector-Borne 

Disease Control Program (VDCP). That doesn’t happen anymore. 

 

Health workers at the Chokhorling Basic Health Unit in Bhutan screens anyone admitted with a fever for 

malaria (Credit: Christine Ro) 

The progress in Bhutan has outpaced the advancements in India, but then Bhutan is a small country with some 

unique features that have aided it in the fight against malaria. Quick poverty reduction was undoubtedly a 

https://thebhutanese.bt/with-increased-kidnappings-and-recent-violence-mohca-lists-measures-to-secure-bhutans-southern-borders/
https://ophi.org.uk/ophi_stories/bhutan-cuts-poverty-by-roughly-half-in-five-years/
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factor. Bhutan is officially considered one of the world’s least developed countries, but is hoping to join India 

as a lower-middle-income country by 2023. 

Dorji Tshering, the newly appointed medical superintendent of the Gelephu Central Regional Referral 

Hospital, says that Bhutan’s experiences offer some lessons for other malaria-affected nations. One is the 

importance of dedicated resources for vector control (vectors, in plain English, are carriers of disease). This 

was helped by the financial support of the Global Fund to Fight Aids, Tuberculosis and Malaria, though the 

country won’t be able to count on the funding once the World Health Organization declares Bhutan officially 

malaria-free. 

Another important aspect was the strong political commitment to banishing malaria, which spread from the 

national government all the way down to the volunteer community action groups that created their own 

training camps in their local areas. “Everybody was involved, and everybody had that ownership,” Tshering 

says. “All the pieces came together. And now we’re at the stage where even one malaria case is news.” (You 

can easily replace “malaria” in this sentence with “rabies” and other public health issues involving animals 

that refuse to stay in one country.) 

Malaria cases are far more numerous in India, which in 2018 affected one of every 265 people – though the 

total number of cases declined massively by almost 50% from the previous year. 

 

Rice farmer Promod Narzary (right), is lucky to live in a village with a hospital and a nearby dispensary 

(Credit: Christine Ro) 

https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/india-sees-50-dip-in-malaria-cases-in-2018/story-T76rpNWiLIQrdXhQ27dKYL.html
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A heavy-handed approach to public health works in Bhutan’s tight-knit, hierarchical, recently democratised, 

and largely rule-abiding society. Nearly every business has put up a photo of the beloved king, and people are 

eager to believe in social and environmental harmony and gross national happiness (though of course, as in 

any society, there are occasional cracks in this). It’s hard to imagine officials in India, the complicated 

democracy that is the world’s largest, being able to spray insecticide house to house if the religious majority 

were deeply opposed to this. 

 

Mosquito nets and other preventative measures are less controversial in Bhutan, a majority-Buddhist country 

where the sanctitiy of life is protected (Credit: Getty Images) 

 

Government hospitals in Bhutan don’t always have a good reputation 

As well, there’s mostly a single uniform standard of (free) care in Bhutan, for both Bhutanese and non-

Bhutanese residents, while the system in India is commonly believed to be more stratified. Promod Narzary 

(no relation to Dr Pradip Narzary), a rice farmer in Tukrajhar, India, last had malaria when he was a child. He 

believes that government hospitals don’t always have a good reputation for high quality, and acknowledges 

that he’s lucky to live in a village with a hospital and a nearby dispensary. Like many in Assam, he’d rather 

pay for a private or church hospital. Others choose to (or have no option but to) go to Bhutan for treatment. 

“Private hospitals have a good reputation, I don’t deny,” says Pijush Hazarika, Assam’s minister of state for 

urban development, health and family welfare. But he points out that government hospitals, which are still 

http://www.bbc.com/travel/story/20150408-bhutans-dark-secret-to-happiness
https://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2018/02/12/584481047/the-birthplace-of-gross-national-happiness-is-growing-a-bit-cynical
https://www.policyforum.net/bhutan-assam-managing-malaria/
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struggling with long waiting times and patients lying on the floor because of insufficient beds, are grappling 

with much larger patient loads. 

Borders are often home to the last cases of malaria 

While the Bhutanese anti-malaria drive was helped by the country’s small size and intensive commitment, it’s 

been hurt by the limited collaboration across borders. The only Bhutanese areas affected by malaria are those 

bordering India, while the Indian states most affected by malaria are clustered around the border with 

Bhutan. The border is porous, with people crossing frequently from both sides for work, tourism or shopping. 

This larger issue applies not just to malaria. Cross-border Ebola is an ongoing problem between the 

Democratic Republic of Congo and Uganda, for instance. 

Border malaria, specifically, haunts several countries’ attempts to eradicate malaria. Saudi Arabia and 

Yemen, Haiti and the Dominican Republic, and China and Myanmar all share fraught borders. All also have 

malaria problems in the border zones. 

Yet no country can afford to be complacent. Malaria resurges if it’s not completely wiped out, as seen in 

Myanmar, Cambodia and Venezuala. 

The situation isn’t all negative, though. Senegal and Gambia are starting joint anti-malaria campaigns, such as 

the 2019 synchronised distribution of more than 11 million mosquito nets. And there’s some collaboration 

on this front between South and North Korea (the latter is affected by malaria). 

“There’s no point having one country adopt an innovation” and not the neighbouring one, says Cynthia 

Mwase-Kasanda of the Global Fund. Mosquitoes, of course, don’t respect borders. And if a mosquito bites a 

person who’s already infected with a malaria parasite, that mosquito can become infected in turn and pass it 

onto other people. The Roll Back Malaria initiative even encourages neighbouring countries not to attempt 

malaria elimination unless they do it together. 

Yet Indian and Bhutanese malaria officials are barely talking to each other – and when they do, it’s informal, 

based on personal contacts (which are snuffed out when someone retires or moves) rather than institutional 

relationships. Bhutanese health officials are daunted by the bureaucracy of dealing with the Indian central 

government, though eager to build up district-level relationships. “There is nobody who is collaborating at the 

border level,” says VDCP’s Tobgyel – despite the VDCP receiving significant funding from the Indian 

government. 

Conversely, Indian officials don’t express much curiosity about Bhutan. This seems partly due to politics and 

geography; tiny Bhutan is used to looking outward and remaining keenly aware of its place in the world, 

while gargantuan India can afford to look inward. Mozammal Hoque Choudhury, a vector-borne disease 

consultant for India’s Chirang District, believes that Bhutanese nationals might be coming to India, getting 

infected, and going back across – rather than Indian nationals being accompanied by parasites as they cross 

the border. It appears unlikely that that’s the full picture. Assam's junior health minister Hazarika, meanwhile, 

insists that relationships between Bhutanese and Indian officials need to go through the central government, 

regardless of the bureaucracy, and that relations overall are good. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214109X16000838
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214109X16000838
https://www.msf.org/drc-ebola-outbreak-crisis-update
https://www.msf.org/drc-ebola-outbreak-crisis-update
https://www.who.int/malaria/mpac/mpac-october2018-session6-border-malaria.pdf?ua=1
https://www.who.int/malaria/news/2019/china-road-to-elimination/en/
https://www.nature.com/immersive/d41586-018-05772-z/index.html
http://thepoint.gm/africa/gambia/article/gambia-senegal-mark-historic-cross-border-malaria-day-celebration
https://www.38north.org/2019/05/skimkpark051019/
https://endmalaria.org/our-work/where-we-work
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4990597/
https://www.apmen.org/apmen/Country%20Partners/Bhutan/Bhutan+National+Strategic+Plan+for+Malaria+Elimination+2015-2020.pdf
https://www.apmen.org/apmen/Country%20Partners/Bhutan/Bhutan+National+Strategic+Plan+for+Malaria+Elimination+2015-2020.pdf
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Yet the malaria fighters in the adjoining areas aren’t giving each other a heads-up when a novel mosquito 

species is found in one territory. They’re not telling each other about sudden outbreaks or population 

movements. 

Scientists have to resort to reading research papers published by their counterparts in the other country to find 

out what’s happening 20km away, rather than picking up the phone. And there’s no agreement about who 

should take the initiative. 

There’s some hope on the horizon. In early September, a meeting finally took place in Bhutan to discuss 

cross-border malaria in India and Bhutan. It seems telling, however, that no representatives attended from 

West Bengal, one of the Indian states most affected by malaria. 

 

Activists sitting in mosquito nets stage a protest against the spread of dengue in Kolkata, India (Credit: Getty 

Images) 

 

Bhutan is hoping to eliminate malaria entirely within the next few years 

Bhutan is hoping to eliminate malaria entirely within the next few years, and India within the next decade. 

That will be an amazing achievement. The progress along the way has made a difference to people like Durga 

Maya Rai, a slight woman who walks 1.5 hours each way from Maja Basti, India to work in a restaurant in 

Gelephu, Bhutan. Rai used to get malaria constantly, limiting her daily activities. She now seeks treatment for 

any ailments in Bhutan, and at home uses mosquito nets distributed by the government or purchased from 

shops. It’s been many years since her last bout of malaria. 
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The Bhutanese economy depends on Indian workers like Rai, who in turn rely on Bhutanese businesses for 

their livelihoods. So it’s in everyone’s interest to maintain an open border. 

In the two countries where Rai sets foot nearly every day, poverty, conflict and limited collaboration have all 

been obstacles to reaching zero malaria. 

They’re close to the finish. But going hand in hand would likely get them there faster. 

Reporting for this project was funded by the European Journalism Centre (EJC) under the Global Fund grant 

programme. It was carried out with the invaluable support of Kencho Wangdi in Bhutan and Chandrani 

Sinha in India. 

 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20190925-the-race-to-stamp-out-malaria-along-the-bhutan-india-border 

  

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20190925-the-race-to-stamp-out-malaria-along-the-bhutan-india-border
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The Pony Engine and the Pacific Express 

by William Dean Howells 

 

A wonderful Christmas Story for Children. It was published in Howell's collection, Christmas Every Day and 

Other Stories Told for Children (1892). You might also enjoy Christmas Every Day. 

 

 

Christmas Eve, after the children had hung up their stockings and got all ready for St. Nic, they climbed up on 

the papa's lap to kiss him good-night, and when they both got their arms round his neck, they said they were 

not going to bed till he told them a Christmas story. Then he saw that he would have to mind, for they were 

awfully severe with him, and always made him do exactly what they told him; it was the way they had 

brought him up. He tried his best to get out of it for a while; but after they had shaken him first this side, and 

then that side, and pulled him backward and forward till he did not know where he was, he began to think 

perhaps he had better begin. The first thing he said, after he opened his eyes, and made believe he had been 

asleep, or something, was, “Well, what did I leave off at?” and that made them just perfectly boiling, for they 

understood his tricks, and they knew he was trying to pretend that he had told part of the story already; and 

https://americanliterature.com/author/william-dean-howells
https://americanliterature.com/christmas-stories-for-children
https://americanliterature.com/author/william-dean-howells/short-story/christmas-every-day
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they said he had not left off anywhere because he had not commenced, and he saw it was no use. So he 

commenced. 

“Once there was a little Pony Engine that used to play round the Fitchburg Depot on the side tracks, and sleep 

in among the big locomotives in the car-house—” 

The little girl lifted her head from the papa's shoulder, where she had dropped it. “Is it a sad story, papa?” 

“How is it going to end?” asked the boy. 

“Well, it's got a moral,” said the papa. 

“Oh, all right, if it's got a moral,” said the children; they had a good deal of fun with the morals the papa put 

to his stories. The boy added, “Go on,” and the little girl prompted, “Car-house.” 

The papa said, “Now every time you stop me I shall have to begin all over again.” But he saw that this was 

not going to spite them any, so he went on: “One of the locomotives was its mother, and she had got hurt once 

in a big smash-up, so that she couldn't run long trips any more. She was so weak in the chest you could hear 

her wheeze as far as you could see her. But she could work round the depot, and pull empty cars in and out, 

and shunt them off on the side tracks; and she was so anxious to be useful that all the other engines respected 

her, and they were very kind to the little Pony Engine on her account, though it was always getting in the way, 

and under their wheels, and everything. They all knew it was an orphan, for before its mother got hurt its 

father went through a bridge one dark night into an arm of the sea, and was never heard of again; he was 

supposed to have been drowned. The old mother locomotive used to say that it would never have happened if 

she had been there; but poor dear No. 236 was always so venturesome, and she had warned him against that 

very bridge time and again. Then she would whistle so dolefully, and sigh with her air-brakes enough to make 

anybody cry. You see they used to be a very happy family when they were all together, before the papa 

locomotive got drowned. He was very fond of the little Pony Engine, and told it stories at night after they got 

into the car-house, at the end of some of his long runs. It would get up on his cow-catcher, and lean its 

chimney up against his, and listen till it fell asleep. Then he would put it softly down, and be off again in the 

morning before it was awake. I tell you, those were happy days for poor No. 236. The little Pony Engine 

could just remember him; it was awfully proud of its papa.” 

The boy lifted his head and looked at the little girl, who suddenly hid her face in the papa's other shoulder. 

“Well, I declare, papa, she was putting up her lip.” 

“I wasn't, any such thing!” said the little girl. “And I don't care! So!” and then she sobbed. 

“Now, never you mind,” said the papa to the boy. “You'll be putting up your lip before I'm through. Well, and 

then she used to caution the little Pony Engine against getting in the way of the big locomotives, and told it to 

keep close round after her, and try to do all it could to learn about shifting empty cars. You see, she knew how 

ambitious the little Pony Engine was, and how it wasn't contented a bit just to grow up in the pony-engine 

business, and be tied down to the depot all its days. Once she happened to tell it that if it was good and always 

did what it was bid, perhaps a cow-catcher would grow on it some day, and then it could be a passenger 

locomotive. Mammas have to promise all sorts of things, and she was almost distracted when she said that.” 
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“I don't think she ought to have deceived it, papa,” said the boy. “But it ought to have known that if it was a 

Pony Engine to begin with, it never could have a cow-catcher.” 

“Couldn't it?” asked the little girl, gently. 

“No; they're kind of mooley.” 

The little girl asked the papa, “What makes Pony Engines mooley?” for she did not choose to be told by her 

brother; he was only two years older than she was, anyway. 

“Well; it's pretty hard to say. You see, when a locomotive is first hatched—” 

“Oh, are they hatched, papa?” asked the boy. 

“Well, we'll call it hatched,” said the papa; but they knew he was just funning. “They're about the size of tea-

kettles at first; and it's a chance whether they will have cow-catchers or not. If they keep their spouts, they 

will; and if their spouts drop off, they won't.” 

“What makes the spout ever drop off?” 

“Oh, sometimes the pip, or the gapes—” 

The children both began to shake the papa, and he was glad enough to go on sensibly. “Well, anyway, the 

mother locomotive certainly oughtn't to have deceived it. Still she had to say something, and perhaps the little 

Pony Engine was better employed watching its buffers with its head-light, to see whether its cow-catcher had 

begun to grow, than it would have been in listening to the stories of the old locomotives, and sometimes their 

swearing.” 

“Do they swear, papa?” asked the little girl, somewhat shocked, and yet pleased. 

“Well, I never heard them, near by. But it sounds a good deal like swearing when you hear them on the up-

grade on our hill in the night. Where was I?” 

“Swearing,” said the boy. “And please don't go back, now, papa.” 

“Well, I won't. It'll be as much as I can do to get through this story, without going over any of it again. Well, 

the thing that the little Pony Engine wanted to be, the most in this world, was the locomotive of the Pacific 

Express, that starts out every afternoon at three, you know. It intended to apply for the place as soon as its 

cow-catcher was grown, and it was always trying to attract the locomotive's attention, backing and filling on 

the track alongside of the train; and once it raced it a little piece, and beat it, before the Express locomotive 

was under way, and almost got in front of it on a switch. My, but its mother was scared! She just yelled to it 

with her whistle; and that night she sent it to sleep without a particle of coal or water in its tender. 
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“But the little Pony Engine didn't care. It had beaten the Pacific Express in a hundred yards, and what was to 

hinder it from beating it as long as it chose? The little Pony Engine could not get it out of its head. It was just 

like a boy who thinks he can whip a man.” 

The boy lifted his head. “Well, a boy can, papa, if he goes to do it the right way. Just stoop down before the 

man knows it, and catch him by the legs and tip him right over.” 

“Ho! I guess you see yourself!” said the little girl, scornfully. 

“Well, I could!” said the boy; “and some day I'll just show you.” 

“Now, little cock-sparrow, now!” said the papa; and he laughed. “Well, the little Pony Engine thought he 

could beat the Pacific Express, anyway; and so one dark, snowy, blowy afternoon, when his mother was off 

pushing some empty coal cars up past the Know-Nothing crossing beyond Charlestown, he got on the track in 

front of the Express, and when he heard the conductor say ‘All aboard,’ and the starting gong struck, and the 

brakemen leaned out and waved to the engineer, he darted off like lightning. He had his steam up, and he just 

scuttled. 

“Well, he was so excited for a while that he couldn't tell whether the Express was gaining on him or not; but 

after twenty or thirty miles, he thought he heard it pretty near. Of course the Express locomotive was drawing 

a heavy train of cars, and it had to make a stop or two—at Charlestown, and at Concord Junction, and at 

Ayer—so the Pony Engine did really gain on it a little; and when it began to be scared it gained a good deal. 

But the first place where it began to feel sorry, and to want its mother, was in Hoosac Tunnel. It never was in 

a tunnel before, and it seemed as if it would never get out. It kept thinking, What if the Pacific Express was to 

run over it there in the dark, and its mother off there at the Fitchburg Depot, in Boston, looking for it among 

the side-tracks? It gave a perfect shriek; and just then it shot out of the tunnel. There were a lot of locomotives 

loafing around there at North Adams, and one of them shouted out to it as it flew by, ‘What's your hurry, little 

one?’ and it just screamed back, ‘Pacific Express!’ and never stopped to explain. They talked in locomotive 

language—” 

“Oh, what did it sound like?” the boy asked. 

“Well, pretty queer; I'll tell you some day. It knew it had no time to fool away, and all through the long, dark 

night, whenever, a locomotive hailed it, it just screamed, ‘Pacific Express!’ and kept on. And the Express kept 

gaining on it. Some of the locomotives wanted to stop it, but they decided they had better not get in its way, 

and so it whizzed along across New York State and Ohio and Indiana, till it got to Chicago. And the Express 

kept gaining on it. By that time it was so hoarse it could hardly whisper, but it kept saying, ‘Pacific Express! 

Pacific Express!’ and it kept right on till it reached the Mississippi River. There it found a long train of freight 

cars before it on the bridge. It couldn't wait, and so it slipped down from the track to the edge of the river and 

jumped across, and then scrambled up the embankment to the track again.” 

“Papa!” said the little girl, warningly. 

“Truly it did,” said the papa. 

“Ho! that's nothing,” said the boy. “A whole train of cars did it in that Jules Verne book.” 
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“Well,” the papa went on, “after that it had a little rest, for the Express had to wait for the freight train to get 

off the bridge, and the Pony Engine stopped at the first station for a drink of water and a mouthful of coal, and 

then it flew ahead. There was a kind old locomotive at Omaha that tried to find out where it belonged, and 

what its mother's name was, but the Pony Engine was so bewildered it couldn't tell. And the Express kept 

gaining on it. On the plains it was chased by a pack of prairie wolves, but it left them far behind; and the 

antelopes were scared half to death. But the worst of it was when the nightmare got after it.” 

“The nightmare? Goodness!” said the boy. 

“I've had the nightmare,” said the little girl. 

“Oh yes, a mere human nightmare,” said the papa. “But a locomotive nightmare is a very different thing.” 

“Why, what's it like?” asked the boy. The little girl was almost afraid to ask. 

“Well, it has only one leg, to begin with.” 

“Pshaw!” 

“Wheel, I mean. And it has four cow-catchers, and four head-lights, and two boilers, and eight whistles, and it 

just goes whirling and screeching along. Of course it wobbles awfully; and as it's only got one wheel, it has to 

keep skipping from one track to the other.” 

“I should think it would run on the cross-ties,” said the boy. 

“Oh, very well, then!” said the papa. “If you know so much more about it than I do! Who's telling this story, 

anyway? Now I shall have to go back to the beginning. Once there was a little Pony En—” 

They both put their hands over his mouth, and just fairly begged him to go on, and at last he did. “Well, it got 

away from the nightmare about morning, but not till the nightmare had bitten a large piece out of its tender, 

and then it braced up for the home-stretch. It thought that if it could once beat the Express to the Sierras, it 

could keep the start the rest of the way, for it could get over the mountains quicker than the Express could, 

and it might be in San Francisco before the Express got to Sacramento. The Express kept gaining on it. But it 

just zipped along the upper edge of Kansas and the lower edge of Nebraska, and on through Colorado and 

Utah and Nevada, and when it got to the Sierras it just stooped a little, and went over them like a goat; it did, 

truly; just doubled up its fore wheels under it, and jumped. And the Express kept gaining on it. By this time it 

couldn't say ‘Pacific Express’ any more, and it didn't try. It just said ‘Express! Express!’ and then ‘'Press! 

'Press!’ and then ‘'Ess! 'Ess!’ and pretty soon only ‘'Ss! 'Ss!’ And the Express kept gaining on it. Before they 

reached San Francisco, the Express locomotive's cow-catcher was almost touching the Pony Engine's tender; 

it gave one howl of anguish as it felt the Express locomotive's hot breath on the place where the nightmare 

had bitten the piece out, and tore through the end of the San Francisco depot, and plunged into the Pacific 

Ocean, and was never seen again. There, now,” said the papa, trying to make the children get down, “that's 

all. Go to bed.” The little girl was crying, and so he tried to comfort her by keeping her in his lap. 

The boy cleared his throat. “What is the moral, papa?” he asked, huskily. 
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“Children, obey your parents,” said the papa. 

“And what became of the mother locomotive?” pursued the boy. 

“She had a brain-fever, and never quite recovered the use of her mind again.” 

The boy thought awhile. “Well, I don't see what it had to do with Christmas, anyway.” 

“Why, it was Christmas Eve when the Pony Engine started from Boston, and Christmas afternoon when it 

reached San Francisco.” 

“Ho!” said the boy. “No locomotive could get across the continent in a day and a night, let alone a little Pony 

Engine.” 

“But this Pony Engine had to. Did you never hear of the beaver that clomb the tree?” 

“No! Tell—” 

“Yes, some other time.” 

“But how could it get across so quick? Just one day!” 

“Well, perhaps it was a year. Maybe it was the next Christmas after that when it got to San Francisco.” 

The papa set the little girl down, and started to run out of the room, and both of the children ran after him, to 

pound him. 

When they were in bed the boy called down-stairs to the papa, “Well, anyway, I didn't put up my lip.” 

 

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day 
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The Role of Librarians in a Historical Age of Obsession 

Mark Purcell on European Bibliomania and Libraries in the 18th and 19th Centuries 

VIA YALE 

By Mark Purcell 

 

Bibliomania required, or at least implied, a librarian, except in those circumstances where collectors felt that 

they themselves had the time, interest, and expertise to take on the role for themselves. Some owners were 

confident that they did, but others were more doubtful. At Chatsworth, for example, the 6th Duke of 

Devonshire, though a graduate of Trinity College, Cambridge, was self-conscious of his lack of learning, 

writing to his librarian, the Shakespearean scholar and notorious forger John Payne Collier (1789–1883): “I 

am not worthy of my own collection, I am sorry to say; and I want you, as far as you can, to make me worthy 

of it by informing my ignorance.” 

Nonetheless his papers include detailed notes outlining what would now be called a job description for a 

librarian, while Payne Collier was paid a handsome £200 a year. The well-bred bachelor duke enjoyed at best 

an uneasy relationship with his self-made librarian, whom he thought “simple and vulgar.” But at Stowe, the 

1st Duke of Buckingham (1776–1839), had a closer and more affectionate friendship with the learned Dr. 

Charles O’Conor (1764–1828), a Catholic priest, but also a member of an ancient and aristocratic Irish family, 

whose grandfather the antiquarian Charles O’Conor (1710–91) had once owned many of the famed Irish 

manuscripts. Going down to Soane’s Gothic Library in 1827 to take his leave of O’Conor for the last time, 

Buckingham was deeply moved to find that his “old friend,” a man with a history of mental illness and by 

https://yalebooks.yale.edu/book/9780300227406/country-house-library
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then apparently senile, was struggling to pack for his final journey back to Ireland, and was upset when the 

librarian displayed no signs of emotion as his employer kissed his forehead. 

Similarly close relations existed between Humfrey Wanley and his employers. Wanley was assiduous in 

deploying his bibliographical and palaeographical skills on Lord Oxford’s behalf, recording his day-to-day 

activities in a diary which he kept from 1715 to 1726, a document which provides some of the most vivid 

descriptions we have of an acquisitive 18th-century librarian at work. He was also delighted when he received 

in return signs of the family’s affection and approbation, as in 1722, when Lady Oxford presented him with “a 

fine & large Silver Tea-Kettle, Lamp & Plate, & a neat Wooden Stand,” to add to the silver tea-pot she had 

already given him. “I shall never cease from praying Almighty God to Bless Her & all this Noble Family with 

all Blessings Temporal & Eternal,” he noted in his diary. 

Sometimes librarians might be less compliant figures. At Bowood, Wiltshire, the radically minded Swiss 

pastor Pierre-Étienne-Louis Dumont (1759–1829) in 1786 succeeded the chemist and political radical Joseph 

Priestley (1733–1804) as librarian to the 1st Marquess of Lansdowne (1737–1805), Prime Minister from 1782 

to 1783, when he was ousted from office after securing peace with America. There, as part of the radical 

“Bowood Circle,” Dumont first came into contact with Jeremy Bentham, whose work he edited and promoted 

in both Britain and France. By 1854, when the antiquary John Britton (1771–1857) made extensive use of the 

Bowood library, the librarian was a “Mr Matthews.” 

At the opposite end of England, at Holkham, the Liverpool historian, banker and collector William Roscoe 

(1753–1831) in 1814 offered to prepare a catalogue of the great collection of medieval manuscripts. It was 

subsequently revised and rewritten by Frederic Madden (1801–73), the future Keeper of Manuscripts at the 

British Museum, but as costs rose, the catalogue was never published, though 25 proof copies of the intended 

illustrations were issued. Roscoe, a pioneering enthusiast for early Italian painting, was an appropriate choice 

for the Holkham library, which was rich in Italian manuscripts, but foreign librarians like Dumont also 

appealed. Better known for his association with Dibdin, Lord Spencer had earlier retained the Italian 

Tommaso de Ocheda (1757–1831), a graduate of Bologna and Pavia who had previously worked in 

Amsterdam and was employed by Spencer for 28 years until his retirement in 1818. Interestingly, while 

Dibdin haggled with dealers and auctioneers or negotiated purchases with other collectors, de Ocheda’s duties 

included compiling a long series of catalogues (cribbed by Dibdin without due acknowledgement), preventing 

the ordering of duplicates—a key task in any great library—as well as sorting good from inferior copies, and 

making sure that reading copies of useful books were available as required in any of Spencer’s four houses. 

Bibliomania required, or at least implied, a librarian, except in those circumstances where collectors felt that 

they themselves had the time, interest, and expertise to take on the role for themselves. 

Later in the 19th century at Chatsworth, the 7th Duke of Devonshire employed Sir James (Giacomo) Lacaita 

(1813–95), like Sir Antony Panizzi an anglicised Italian émigré, to catalogue his uncle’s great library, a task 

he performed rather badly, visiting during the summer months when the family were away—though the four 

large volumes describing its contents, published in 1879, remain the best guide to the Chatsworth collection. 

In the generation following, Lord Bute retained a series of learned librarians: in 1896 this was R. F. R. 

Conder, but by 1909 Dr Walter de Gray Birch (1842–1924), a Cambridge graduate, a Fellow of the Society of 

Antiquaries and recently retired after 38 years in the Department of Manuscripts at the British Museum, had 

taken over. 
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At Wallington in the 1850s, Walter Calverley Trevelyan (1797–1879) and his learned wife Pauline, well-read 

but certainly not bibliophiles or bibliomaniacs, retained David Wooster (1824?–88), the former curator of the 

Ipswich Museum, as librarian. He had first come to Northumberland to sort the Trevelyans’ private museum. 

Gauche and awkward, not a servant but not quite the social equal of the Trevelyans and their sophisticated 

pre-Raphaelite entourage, Wooster haunted the Library, answered bibliographical queries, caused 

embarrassment at the breakfast table and compiled a large-scale slip catalogue of the books, similar to the one 

he had already produced at Ipswich. This catalogue, along with countless others, simply underlines the extent 

to which 19th-century private libraries were liable to be accessible to a surprisingly wide audience. 

Elsewhere, others relied on the more traditional approach of engaging a local clergyman to care for their 

books. At Althorp in 1870, the Rector of nearby Brington, F. J. Ponsonby, was Lord Spencer’s honorary 

librarian, while at nearby Deene Park in the 1830s it was the the clergyman and topographer John Harwood 

Hill (1809–86). A trusted family retainer, Hill, it was reported, “lives among the books, and loves his labour.” 

At Blickling in the early 19th century, the librarian was the Reverend Mr Churchill, who received Dibdin; 

later the role was taken on by a local gentleman-scholar, Mr Bulwer, who corresponded with the owner, the 

8th Marquess of Lothian (1832–70), on terms of easy equality. Bulwer was one of two Lothian librarians, as 

the great collection in the family’s Scottish house, Newbattle Abbey, was in the care of an Edinburgh 

bookseller, a typical arrangement. A similarly gentlemanly relationship existed at Wimpole, where Lord 

Hardwicke’s library was in the care of the Revd Dr Robert Plumptre (1723– 88), Rector of Wimpole and 

President of Queens’ College, Cambridge. 

In Scotland, too, Archibald Anderson, the Duke of Gordon’s resident librarian at Gordon Castle in 

Morayshire, was sure enough of his status in the ducal household to send a long lesson of pompous advice to 

the duke, then a schoolboy at Eton, in 1760, pointedly reminding the young man that he had “had the Honour 

not only to know but also to have been generously used by Yr. Grace’s three last Predecessors.” Anderson 

was still ensconced in the castle a dozen years later, in 1772, when the duke corresponded with his factor 

about the need to move the old man from his accustomed room, a subject to be approached with some 

circumspection, the duke observing that “if the old man should have an objection to do it I don’t think I 

should like to force him,” but adding that the room would need to be cleaned, as he believed it had not “been 

washed these 40 years.” 

By contrast, Richard Salter, who looked after the books at Badminton, emerges in his diary (1848–52) as 

more of a clerk and a book cleaner than a gentleman-librarian. Until the 20th century librarians were unlikely 

to be women, but Lord Derby’s librarian at Knowsley in the 1950s was a Miss Dorothy Povey, and the 

librarian at Longleat in the 1970s was a Miss Betty Austin. Another atypical figure, Francis Needham (1900–

71), was 6 feet 7 inches tall and began his career as an assistant in the Bodleian. He then moved to Welbeck 

as librarian to the Duke of Portland in 1930, stayed on for 13 years before going onto a part-time retainer in 

1943, was briefly Clerk of the Records to the House of Lords in 1946 and succeeded A. R. C. Grant as 

librarian to the Duke of Wellington in 1948. Needham’s predecessor at Welbeck, Richard Goulding, who 

came from a family of printers and booksellers in Louth, was librarian there for 27 years from 1902 to 1929 

and was sufficiently esteemed to get a memorial plaque in the house after his death. 

Until the 20th century librarians were unlikely to be women, but Lord Derby’s librarian at Knowsley in the 

1950s was a Miss Dorothy Povey, and the librarian at Longleat in the 1970s was a Miss Betty Austin. 

At Chatsworth the librarian Francis Thompson, equally respected, not only contrived emergency plans for the 

future of the great house as a public museum in the post-war era but also cared for the collection and 
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organized exhibitions for the girls of Penrhos College, evacuated there during the Second World War. In 

some libraries the owner himself acted, at least in some measure, as his own librarian. Beckford, a voracious 

reader, was reportedly able to pounce on any book like a bird of prey, even though his books were essentially 

unordered. In a more systematic way, successive Earls of Crawford in effect acted as their own librarians, 

studying bibliographical reference books, formulating desiderata lists, corresponding with booksellers, 

musing over a classification scheme and even compiling a massive slip catalogue, pasted up between 1862 

and 1865. All these pursuits were continued into the 1880s and beyond. 

Nonetheless between 1891 and 1910, no fewer than 11 staff (10 men and 1 woman) worked in the Crawfords’ 

Library—the Bibliotheca Lindesiana–as librarians, assistant librarians and assistants. In mid-19th-century 

Warwickshire, the massive two-volume slip catalogue (1867) of the library at Ettington Park appears to have 

been compiled by the owner, the antiquarian E. P. Shirley; a third of the collection, rich in topographical 

books, had been assembled by Shirley himself, a third by his father and a third by his ancestors. 

Another route was to bring in the trade. In the second half of the 18th century the Chester bookseller Broster 

and Son advertised that they organized libraries “alphabetically and according to Subjects, upon an entire new 

plan which has been universally approved of,” a claim which others booksellers would no doubt have 

repeated. The John Edward Martin who billed Lord Brownlow for £107 in 1847 “for arranging the library at 

Belton” and compiling the catalogue, as well as for work in the family town house in London, was 

presumably also a member of the trade. At Wilton in 1811, the catalogue was done by “Mr Payne,” of Payne 

and Foss, and at Arbury in Warwickshire in 1835 by a bookseller from nearby Nuneaton, one E.W. Short. 

The 1856–57 catalogue of Chevening was done by a member of staff from Hatchard’s. At £70 1s. 6d. this was 

considerably cheaper than the Belton project, probably because it was created by cutting up existing 

catalogues and then pasting up the slips, to produce a single consolidated catalogue. This catalogue was in 

turn the basis of the one printed in 1865. Elsewhere, catalogues were on slips from the beginning, for example 

the massive late 19-century slip catalogue of the books at Duff House in Banffshire. At Goodwood the 

librarian William Hayley Mason, a bookseller from nearby Chichester, compiled a catalogue published in 

1838. 

Friendly relations with the trade could pay dividends in other ways, as in 1764 when the London bookseller 

Thomas Osborne (1704?–67) wrote to Sir William Lee of Hartwell in Buckinghamshire, informing him that 

he had come across four volumes of Don Quixote with Lee’s bookplate inside them, and wondered whether 

these ought to be returned. Another route was to seek guidance from a member of staff from an established 

library. At Trelissick in Cornwall in 1884, the owner Mrs Davies Gilbert consulted W. H. Allnutt (1849– 

1903), of the Bodleian, who had been brought in by Lord Clifden at nearby Lanhydrock to work on the library 

there in 1878. The Welds of Lulworth retained Robert Harrison of the London Library to catalogue their 

books in 1867. At Patshull in Staffordshire, a catalogue by the booksellers T. and W. Boone, revised and 

expanded by the British Museum’s Cyril Davenport (1848–1941) in 1884, was replaced by another catalogue 

in about 1910 by C. Kenelley of the London Library. 

In 1901 Sir Thomas Acland of Killerton consulted A. R. Atkinson of the Devon & Exeter Institute, who 

charged ten guineas, but passed the task of compiling a catalogue on to a local schoolmaster, one E. G. 

Mardon. Acland wanted his books arranged alphabetically, but Atkinson pushed for a subject arrangement, 

which went wrong, obliging him to write an apologetic letter to Sir Thomas in which he said, “I am sorry 

Mardon has made such a mess of the classification,” adding rather lamely: “When I spoke this morning about 
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Mr Mardon’s want of knowledge I only meant of course technical knowledge, which he cannot be expected to 

possess, being untrained in library work.” 

Similar failings occurred elsewhere, for example in the 1832 catalogue of the library at Swynnerton, a 

Catholic house in Staffordshire, where the compiler clearly had great problems with the reversed Cs (a 

typographical convention used to create the Roman numerals “m” and “d”) in the imprint dates of many 

Renaissance books. The tasks carried out by librarians varied considerably from place to place. At the most 

basic level, books ideally needed to be numbered so that they could be placed correctly on the shelves and 

retrieved via the catalogue when required. A memorandum in a library catalogue of 1767 from Waldershare, 

the North family house near Dover, explained the working method, as common now as then: “The Great 

Letter denotes the Book Case, the figures on the left side the Shelves, and those on the right side the Number 

of Volumes.” 

Innumerable libraries still contain books with spine labels, either handwritten or (commonly) printed, and the 

chance survival of a printed broadsheet from a house in Leicestershire reveals how this was done. 

Innumerable libraries still contain books with spine labels, either handwritten or (commonly) printed, and the 

chance survival of a printed broadsheet from a house in Leicestershire reveals how this was done. Produced 

for the London bookseller Bernard Lintot (1675–1736), the broadsheet contains a matrix of letters and 

numbers, designed to be razored into its component pieces and pasted onto the spines of books. The 

instructions explain: “The large Capital denotes the Shelf. The Small Capital and number to be cut off and 

past’d on the backs of the Books on the Shelf A.B.C. &c..” 

But in other libraries, shelf-marks might be written onto flyleaves rather than on labels pasted onto the spines, 

and in many cases books were not numbered at all. In the grandest libraries the librarian might deal with 

external visitors, as at Blickling in 1819, when the librarian Mr Churchill received the classical scholar 

Edmund Henry Barker, but made it clear that manuscripts from the library might not be borrowed, or in 1895, 

when A. E. Bullen (representing the Duke of Buccleuch, but a member of staff at the London booksellers 

Lawrence and Bullen) was robust in his response to an enquirer who wished to write an article about the ducal 

libraries, advising a colleague: “This man. . .is not in any sense a scholar or a bibliophile. He is a hack of very 

mean quality. . . .If he returns to the attack, refer him to me.” 

Librarians might also be asked to advise on what subsequent generations would describe as strategic 

decisions. In 1851 another librarian working for the Buccleuchs, David Laing, of the Signet Library in 

Edinburgh, was asked to investigate whether the ducal collections in the various Buccleuch houses should be 

amalgamated “to form one large library.” He recommended against the idea, but the episode illustrates 

another area where librarians might be active: in considering or implementing proposals for fundamental 

changes in the way that libraries were organized or run. At Knole between 1806 and 1824, someone was 

checking books in the library, noting moves to London and keeping a record of missing books: the librarian as 

administrator and manager of cultural property. 

In many libraries librarians compiled catalogues, then, as now, a task which took far longer and was far more 

complicated than those in charge had expected. The authorship of extant catalogues is not now always clear, 

but as two large and well-organized classed catalogues (catalogues arranged by subject) of the library of the 

Dukes of Kingston at Thoresby Hall, Nottinghamshire, show, even when anonymous they could be the work 

of people who knew what they were doing. At Chirk Castle as early as 1704, the meticulously laid-out 

catalogue was clearly the work of a serious scholar whose work now provides a remarkably vivid insight into 
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the arrangement and organization of a long-vanished Library room. Many libraries, at least the larger or better 

organized, had two catalogues: a shelf-list, enumerating the books in the order in which they stood on the 

shelves (which may well have been loosely by subject), and an alphabetical catalogue or at least an author 

index to go with with it. 

Printed catalogues were not uncommon by the 19th century, but more unusual earlier: the first English printed 

catalogue of a private library was that of the 1st Duke of Kingston (1665–1726), produced in 1726. Another 

early example of a printed country house catalogue comes from Osterley, where the Catalogus Librorum in 

Bibliothecae Osterleiensi (1771) was compiled by Handel’s librettist the lexicographer Thomas Morell 

(1703–84). Many libraries also had some sort of subject index, usually in manuscript, but later not 

infrequently printed, especially in the 19th century, as at Weston Park, Staffordshire, in 1887. But librarians 

could also end up doing their own thing. At Lanhydrock W. H. Allnutt not only compiled a catalogue and 

extracted binding fragments (now split between the Bodleian and Harvard), but also clearly spent a good deal 

of time doing his own research—much as he did at the Bodleian, which sacked him in 1896 for doing private 

work in work time. 

Library posts could be lucrative and were certainly desirable perches, whether for established members of the 

book trade, gentleman amateurs, local clergy or indigent private scholars. When the 5th Duke of Buccleuch’s 

librarian died of a stroke in London in 1836, no fewer than 16 potential applicants immediately wrote to offer 

their services as a replacement. Many were, of course, booksellers. One was French, and others were Scots, 

one of whom stressed his poverty and his nationality in pushing his claim. Another candidate was a German, 

and four more, including a 28-year-old minister of the Kirk, an impecunious Cambridge MA and an 

unemployed Doctor of Divinity, had no very obvious qualifications for the job beyond an evidently shared 

belief that it sounded like an agreeable sinecure. Others had long-standing involvement with aristocratic 

libraries, including a bookseller who had supplied the Duke of Bedford and the Marquess of Abercorn with 

books, a London bookseller who had worked for Lord Salisbury, and another who had worked for Lord 

Bradford, the Duke of Wellington and the Marquess of Bute, and had recently been engaged as Librarian to 

the Duke of Bedford. But elsewhere it is clear that similarly productive relationships were brokered via 

estabished firms, as when a “J. G. Jennings,” of Primrose Hill, was recommended to the Ulster magnate the 

Marquess of Dufferin and Ava by Quaritch, for whom he had once worked. 

 

Mark Purcell 

Mark Purcell is deputy director of Cambridge University Library and was the former libraries curator to the 

National Trust. He is the author of The Country House Library. 
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Stress during pregnancy affects baby’s sex and brain development 

By Rich Haridy 

 

Two new studies affirm the importance of monitoring maternal mental health during pregnancy 

poznyakov/Depositphotos 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

Two new studies are elucidating the effects of maternal stress during pregnancy on a baby’s development. 

The research is finding strong correlations between levels of a mother’s stress during pregnancy and a number 

of birth outcomes, including fetal brain development, risk of preterm birth and even a baby’s sex. 

The first study, led by scientists from King’s College London, presented the largest investigation conducted to 

date into the relationship between maternal stress and infant brain development. The research examined 251 

prematurely born babies, comparing brain scans tracking white matter development with stress scores 

calculated by a questionnaire completed by the mothers. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
https://depositphotos.com/16056123/stock-photo-pregnant-woman-with-doctor.html
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“We found that in the mums that were more stressed during pregnancy and the period before birth, white 

matter was altered in the babies,” says lead researcher Alexandra Lautarescu. 

Brain development in the infants was found to be altered in specific frontolimbic pathways. White matter was 

particularly reduced in a region called the uncinate fasciculus. It is unclear at this stage what kind of 

consequences result from abnormal development in the uncinate fasciculus, however, there are potential links 

to anxiety, Alzheimer’s, depression, and even schizophrenia. 

A second newly published study, from a team of Columbia University researchers, more specifically set out to 

try to categorize different types of prenatal stress and identify how they can influence different birth 

outcomes. Combining questionnaires, diaries, and physical assessments, 187 women were followed 

throughout their pregnancies. 

Three particular stress profiles were identified during the study: a psychological stress profile consisting of 

clinically significant levels of anxiety and depression, a physical stress profile incorporating high blood 

pressure and excessive caloric intake, and a baseline healthy profile. 

One of the interesting findings in the research was that high levels of physical and psychological stress during 

pregnancy significantly increased the chances of a female birth. Generally, the ratio of male to female births is 

close to even (105:100), but those ratios notably skewed female in the presence of physical (4:9) and 

psychological (2:3) stresses. 

“Other researchers have seen this pattern after social upheavals, such as the 9/11 terrorist attacks in New York 

City, after which the relative number of male births decreased,” notes study leader Catherine Monk. “This 

stress in women is likely of long-standing nature; studies have shown that males are more vulnerable to 

adverse prenatal environments, suggesting that highly stressed women may be less likely to give birth to a 

male due to the loss of prior male pregnancies, often without even knowing they were pregnant.” 

The physical stress phenotype identified in the Columbia study also correlated with higher rates of premature 

birth, and reduced fetal heart rate. Higher rates of birth complications were found in the psychologically 

stressed group. 

Both of these new studies did not particularly focus on what mechanisms could be causing these fetal effects. 

Catherine Monk does point out that there is a growing body of animal research suggesting stress hormones 

such as cortisol can directly influence fetal development. 

“Stress can also affect the mother’s immune system, leading to changes that affect neurological and 

behavioral development in the fetus,” says Monk. “What’s clear from our study is that maternal mental health 

matters, not only for the mother but also for her future child.” 

Both teams of scientists do agree the primary takeaway from these studies is a greater emphasis on maternal 

mental health during pregnancy. King’s College researcher Alexandra Lautarescu suggests the influence of 

maternal stress over fetal development is so strong that mental health during pregnancy should be a major part 

of a woman’s antenatal health plan. 
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“Antenatal services need to be aware that it is important to think about stress of the mums and we need to 

have some kind of support there for the mums who identify that they are stressed,” says Lautarescu. “If we try 

to help these women either during the pregnancy or in the early post-natal period with some sort of 

intervention this will not only help the mother, but may also prevent impaired brain development in the baby 

and improve their outcomes overall.” 

The King’s College study was published in the journal Biological Psychiatry. 

The Columbia University study was published in the journal PNAS. 

Sources: Columbia University Irving Medical Center, King’s College London 
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Rich is based in Melbourne, Australia and has strong interests in film, new media, and the new wave of 

psychedelic science. He has written for a number of online and print publications over the last decade while 

also acting as film critic for several radio broadcasters and podcasts. Rich was Chair of the Australian Film 

Critics Association for two years (2013-2015) and completed a Masters degree at the University of 
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Melbourne. Since joining the New Atlas team three years ago Rich’s interests have considerably broadened to 

examine the era-defining effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 

 

https://newatlas.com/science/stress-during-pregnancy-preterm-birth-brain-development/ 

  

https://newatlas.com/science/stress-during-pregnancy-preterm-birth-brain-development/
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Calculating a spacecraft optimal trajectory 

BCAM   

The Mars 2020 Mission Timetable. One of the goals of mathematicians is to achieve that the cruise/approach 

phase is as smooth, effective, cheap and unremarkable as possible. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech 

The Mars 2020 rover mission is the next step in robotic exploration of the Red Planet. Unlike Curiosity, Mars 

2020 will try to find answers to key questions about the potential for life on Mars, seeking signs of habitable 

conditions on Mars in the ancient past, but also searching for signs of past microbial life itself. The Mars 2020 

rover introduces a drill that can collect core samples of the most promising rocks and soils and set them aside 

in a “cache” on the surface of Mars. A future mission could potentially return these samples to Earth. 

Currently, the mission’s webpage states that “The mission is timed for a launch opportunity in July 2020 

when Earth and Mars are in good positions relative to each other for landing on Mars. That is, it takes less 

power to travel to Mars at this time, compared to other times when Earth and Mars are in different positions in 

their orbits”. It would seem that the planets being closer to each other is a sufficient condition for a minimum 

power use. But it is not. An optimal trajectory is not that easy to calculate, as a recent review 1 reveals. 

The spacecraft trajectory optimization problem can be described as the discovery of a trajectory that satisfies 

some criteria, including initial and terminal conditions. In recent years, considerable progress has been made 

in the development of methods to find optimal trajectories for spacecraft in various space missions. Within 

this progress, each step in spacecraft trajectory design can be categorized according to the elements that are 

involved in finding a solution to the optimal trajectory problem, such as the mathematical model, objective, 

approach, or, more importantly, the method, technique and algorithm. 

https://mappingignorance.org/author/bcam/
https://mars.nasa.gov/mars2020/mission/overview/
https://mappingignorance.org/2019/09/25/calculating-a-spacecraft-optimal-trajectory/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+MappingIgnorance+%28Mapping+Ignorance%29#note-6266-1
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According to the reviewers, the entire process of solving a spacecraft trajectory optimization problem can be 

divided in four steps. This general process includes mathematical modeling of system dynamics, defining 

appropriate objectives, developing an approach and, lastly, achieving the solution. 

 

The first step to solve not just a spacecraft trajectory optimization problem but indeed any orbital mechanics 

problem involves a firm understanding of the dynamics inherent in the system. It refers to the mathematical 

modeling of the problem which involves choosing a set of states to represent the system and derivation of 

motion equations for spacecraft. 

The second step is handling the mission objectives via defining cost functions. Two categories can be 

considered for this step, one according to the type of the objectives and the other according to the number of 

objectives. 

As the third step, the type of methods and techniques which are dedicated to solving the trajectory design 

problem are the main feature that characterizes the approach. Two categories kind of methods can be used, 

analytical and numerical. 

The fourth step is to solve the problem regarding the developed approach. If the analytical approach is 

developed in the third step, the solution is likely to be a closed form analytical solution. However, if the 

numerical approach is used, the problem usually turns into a black-box optimization problem and needs 

numerical algorithms to achieve a solution. Most of the spacecraft trajectory optimization problems end in the 

latter form, to be solved by numerical techniques rather than by means of an analytical solution. The reason is 

that a typical spacecraft optimization problem does not have a closed form solution due to its non-linearity, 
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unless specific conditions and assumptions are considered in the approach. Such assumptions may limit the 

matching between simulation and reality in spacecraft motion. 

The new review categorizes the key elements within the general process of spacecraft trajectory optimization. 

While reflecting the research that has been done over the past decade, it provides a road map of currently 

available tools for the general process of spacecraft trajectory optimization. This road map to be effective 

needs clear definitions in a field where approaches, solutions, methods, strategies, techniques and other terms 

are often used interchangeably, and symbols are shared among different parameters; hence, terminology and 

definitions are clarified as well. 

Author: César Tomé López is a science writer and the editor of Mapping Ignorance 

Disclaimer: Parts of this article may be copied verbatim or almost verbatim from the referenced research 

paper. 
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‘I Can’t Just Stand on the Sidelines’: An Interview with Naomi Oreskes 

Claudia Dreifus 

Phil Penman for The New York Review of Books 

Naomi Oreskes, New York City, October 15, 2019 

This year’s Climate Week is past. But Naomi Oreskes is extending an important part of the political debate 

with her new book Why Trust Science.  

This one, her seventh, grew out of her experiences traveling the country lecturing on climate change. Who 

were these climate deniers she regularly encountered at her talks, she wondered? What could she, a geologist 

by training and a professor of the history of science at Harvard, say that they might be willing to hear?  

These are questions that anyone venturing into the public square on climate change issues is likely to ponder. 

The way Oreskes found to answer them in her new book was by showing how the scientific enterprise 

functions and why that community’s verdicts should command our attention.  

PUBLICIDAD 

https://www.nybooks.com/contributors/claudia-dreifus/
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This wasn’t the first time Naomi Oreskes, sixty, had given herself a tough assignment. About fifteen years 

ago, she began to wonder why there was widely thought to be no scientific agreement on the causes of climate 

change. Oreskes went over the peer-reviewed literature and saw that, contrary to popular belief, the matter 

had long been settled by a decisive consensus: the culprit wasn’t sun-spots or natural weather cycles; it was 

human activity and the gases it had caused to be released into the atmosphere.  

In December 2004, the result of her investigation was printed in Science, one of the most influential of 

journals in the scientific world. Her paper, titled “The Scientific Consensus on Climate Change,” was crucial 

in helping to expand public awareness of what climate scientists were saying. 

Then, in 2010, Oreskes, together with co-author Erik M. Conway, published Merchants of Doubt: How a 

Handful of Scientists Obscured the Truth on Issues from Tobacco Smoke to Global Warming. That book 

showed how conservative ideology backed by business interests drove a group of elite scientists to create 

public skepticism about scientific findings with which they disagreed for political reasons. Merchants of 

Doubt became a bestseller and remains an essential text for the environmental movement.  

Throughout her career, Naomi Oreskes has sought to understand how science knowledge develops and the 

scientific methods by which scientists deduce their findings. By dissecting the process of science, she has 

often found herself walking into the unexpected territory of politics. 

“Like the scientists I study, I did not set out to be involved in a political debate,” she explained to me, during 

a four-hour interview at her home outside of Boston. “But climate science led me there, willingly or not. Part 

of the challenge has been to understand and explain why work done by scientists who did not have a political 

agenda became so politicized.” 

An edited and condensed version of that interview, and of a subsequent telephone conversation, follows. 

 

Claudia Dreifus: You start your new book with a quote from Ronald Reagan: “Trust, but verify.” Didn’t he 

say this when he was speaking about an international treaty? 

Naomi Oreskes: Yes. For nuclear weapons. 

Right. So how does it apply to science? 

Well, obviously, the quotation’s meant to be a little ironic. But it captures my basic point: all social relations 

rely on trust to some degree or another. That’s as true of science as it is in any other area of life.  

Reagan was talking about nuclear weapons, where, to make sure that treaties were being honored, all kinds of 

verification practices were put into place. The argument of my book is that science is really about verification 

practices and that they are central to what makes the work of scientists trustworthy. 

Now, in science, we don’t like the word “verification,” but scientists do have a set of practices intended to test 

claims and see whether they’re holding up—peer review, reproduction of experiments. And, on the whole, 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/306/5702/1686.full
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scientists do trust one another. The general assumption when someone puts forward a claim is that it is not 

fraudulent. Though there have been some very celebrated examples of fraud in science, they’re pretty rare.  

The point is, we don’t rely on trust relationships. They are where things begin. Then we move onto 

verification. Science is all about verification. 

What motivated you to write Why Trust Science? 

It came out of my experience giving public lectures on climate change. After my 2004 paper on the scientific 

consensus on climate change research came out, I started giving a lot of public lectures.  

Most involved telling a historical story about who the climate change scientists were, why they had got 

interested in climate change in the first place, and how they had come to the conclusion that yes, man-made 

climate change was underway. I tried to show how this idea didn’t come out of the blue, that it isn’t just some 

plot by Al Gore, or an environmental fad. 

Often, there’d be people in the audience who’d demand, “Why should we trust scientists about climate 

change?” These weren’t right-wing ideologues, although I certainly got those at my talks. In most instances, 

these were ordinary Americans who were genuinely bewildered. I felt that they deserved a serious answer. 

What did you say? 

That people are looking for a warrant for trust in science and that they are right to want to know about the 

reliability of the methods that scientists use for their claims. I’d usually add that I believe that the reliability of 

science is not to be found in “the scientific method,” as is commonly thought, but rather in the ways scientific 

claims are vetted and adjudicated. There’s a collective process that is subject to constant adjustment and 

revision and that’s what creates reliable knowledge.  

It’s not a perfect system: humans do it. But I believe this process is what differentiates science from hearsay, 

rumor, and opinion. 

Why this particular book at this political moment? 

This is a book that I probably would have written at some point in the future. I’ve been on this beat for much 

of my academic career.  

My first book, The Rejection of Continental Drift, a reworking of my doctoral thesis, was about the nature of 

scientific inquiry. What you had there was the scientific community’s rejecting an idea and, thirty years later, 

accepting it. My second book, Merchants of Doubt (co-authored with Erik M. Conway), focused on the 

opposite—the rejection of scientific knowledge by a group of eminent scientists because of their political 

beliefs.  

As for Why Trust Science, with all that’s happened these last few years, I felt an urgency to address this 

question. We’re now living in a world where rejection of scientific claims has become a significant social, 

cultural, and political phenomenon.  
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After all, we have in Washington, D.C., a president who rejects scientific reasoning on a number of issues—

notably, vaccinations and climate change. I don’t know what Trump’s view on evolution is, but his vice-

president is a “young Earth” creationist who rejects the age of the earth as scientists have found it.  

Meanwhile, at the grassroots, there are many Americans who reject the safety of vaccinations and also accept 

Trump’s declaration that climate change is “a hoax.”  

Why do you think scientists sometimes have difficulty convincing the public that global warming is real? Is it 

that the science is too complicated? 

Climate science is not that complicated!  

Yes, there are problems in explaining aspects of it. One issue is that the scientific community has been asked 

to predict exactly when the negative effects of global warming will occur. That’s something they cannot do. 

Science just does not permit us to say that on April 1, 2030, the West Antarctica ice sheet will collapse.  

If you step back from the details, the broad picture is incredibly clear. Carbon dioxide, produced by the 

burning of fossil fuels, is a greenhouse gas. That means it is transparent to visible light and relatively opaque 

to infrared radiation. So light from the sun comes in, heats the planet and when that heat is radiated back 

toward space, it’s trapped by CO2. We’ve known this since the 1860s.  

So where’s the complication? In 1958, the late Charles David Keeling, a professor at the Scripps Institution of 

Oceanography, asked: If we keep putting these greenhouse gases into the atmosphere and it keeps heating up, 

will the gas stay up there—or will it be absorbed by the ocean and the biosphere? This became his life’s work. 

By 1965, Keeling and his colleagues had clear evidence that about half of the CO2 remains in the atmosphere 

and the other half more or less equally in the oceans and the biosphere. In 1965, he and others wrote a report 

as part of President Lyndon Johnson’s science advisory committee, in which they said that by the year 2000, 

there’d be 25 percent more CO2 in the atmosphere—and this would significantly impact climate.  

They were right. The only thing they got wrong was that the amount of CO2 was actually more than 25 

percent; they’d slightly underestimated the problem. The point is that this is long settled science. It’s 

completely non-controversial.  

What is left for science to answer? What’s left is what I call tempo and mode. When will the calamities 

occur? Will it be linear? Will it be slow and steady? Or will there be tipping-points? Even today, this is still 

not completely resolved. But the main issues are not terribly complicated.  

Let me refine that question. If the issues are uncomplicated, why has it been so difficult for scientists to 

explain climate change to the public? 

I think there are three main reasons. The first is that scientists are very interested in details and the details of 

climate science are not always easy to explain, even if the overall picture is clear. The second is that scientists 

have faced a deliberate, organized, and often highly orchestrated disinformation campaign designed to create 

public distrust in science. The third is that scientists had a naïve view of politics. They thought it was 

http://www.climatefiles.com/climate-change-evidence/presidents-report-atmospher-carbon-dioxide/
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sufficient to do the scientific work—to hand over the facts—and that government and business leaders would 

act accordingly. 

I can’t blame the scientists. I see them largely as the victims of the disinformation campaigns Erik Conway 

and I documented in Merchants of Doubt.  

Given the lessons of history—especially the role of the tobacco industry in fighting the evidence of the harms 

of its product—climate scientists might have expected the fossil-fuel industry to fight them. But most 

scientists pay little, if any, attention to history. I’m willing to criticize them for that! 

Phil Penman for The New York Review of Books 

Oreskes, New York City, October 15, 2019 

One of the mantras one hears among social scientists trying to understand climate change rejection, is that a 

high educational level is not predictive of denial. In your experience, have you found also found that?  

This is one of those interesting, tricky things. Education seems to play out differently among Democrats and 

Republicans. For Democrats, more education is correlated with a higher level of acceptance of scientific 

claims. For Republicans, it’s the opposite.  
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Some Republicans, particularly of a certain age and outlook, don’t want to accept the reality of climate 

change. They look for reasons to reject it. The more educated you are, the more access you have to 

sophisticated arguments.  

I’ve been in airports and met men reading The Wall Street Journal who claimed that climate change is not 

real. “It’s not climate change, it’s cloud feedbacks,” they insisted. 

Cloud feedbacks?  

This refers to the fact that global warming leads to more moisture in the atmosphere, which can produce more 

clouds. We all know that clouds can have a cooling effect—it’s cooler on a cloudy day than a comparable 

sunny day. So, in theory, cloud feedback could act as a negative feedback, and prevent warming from going 

too far. 

That these people even know a term like “cloud feedbacks” tells me that they’ve made an effort. They’ve read 

websites like those of the Cato Institute or Competitive Enterprise Institute where these arguments are 

presented as talking-points. But it’s an incomplete argument, because clouds can also have a warming effect, 

trapping heat, which is why clear nights are typically colder than cloudy ones.  

Cloud feedback is real, but here it’s being used out of context to justify climate change denial. Scientists have 

carefully studied cloud feedbacks for decades, and have shown that they do not stop global warming.  

How did you come to write Merchants of Doubt? 

In 2004, I became troubled by the way the media were presenting climate change as a scientific controversy. 

From work I had done on the history of oceanography, I knew that scientists had been concerned about the 

issue since the 1950s, and I was pretty sure the media presentation was misleading. So I decided to check the 

peer-reviewed literature, analyzing a sample of 928 peer-reviewed papers on climate change. I found that 

none disagreed with the consensus position that “most of the observed warming of the last fifty years is likely 

to have been due to the increase in greenhouse gas concentrations.”  

Until then the conventional wisdom had it that there was “controversy.” I showed that there was actually 

consensus. So my paper for Science got a lot of attention. And that’s when the attacks began—vicious letters, 

threats… It hit me like a truck. I was completely blindsided.  

Some months later, I attended a professional conference where I ran into the NASA historian Erik Conway. 

He was writing a book on the history of atmospheric science. Over drinks, it came up that I was being 

attacked and getting hate mail. Somehow, the name of a certain physicist also came up in the discussion, 

someone of whom Erik knew from his own research. Erik said: “Well, Naomi, one of the people attacking 

you is the same person who attacked Sherry Rowland over the ozone hole.”  

Who was Sherry Rowland? 

One of the greatest scientists of the twentieth century: his work was critical to proving that 

chlorofluorocarbons—the chemicals that were at one time in most air-conditioners and refrigerators—were 
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damaging the ozone layer. Rowland’s research led to international treaties banning the most harmful of them. 

He received a Nobel Prize for it.  

I remember saying to Conway, “Did you just use my name in the same sentence as Sherry Rowland?” Erik 

said, “Yes. There was this huge attack on him. This physicist you mentioned was one of the main people 

involved. I’ve got a whole folder about this at home. I’ll send it to you.” 

So Erik sent me his material. Reading it was like playing the game Mad-Libs: you could take out the word 

“ozone” and replace it with “climate change,” and the arguments were the same. The line went, more or less, 

that “The science isn’t settled. There’s a lot of doubt.”  

Surprisingly, some of the people who went after Rowland were quite prominent. Fred Seitz had been a 

Rockefeller University president. Bill Nierenberg was a director of the Scripps Institute of Oceanography. 

I knew Bill Nierenberg! I had talked with him for my oceanography book. 

I thought, “Wow, this is so weird! Why would a former president of Rockefeller attack an atmospheric 

scientist?” Then I began digging a little more and discovered evidence linking Fred Seitz to the tobacco 

industry.  

I had a buddy at Stanford, Robert Proctor, who’d studied the history of tobacco. Robert sent me his folder on 

Seitz’s relationship to R.J. Reynolds. Reading through it, one could see that some of the people casting doubt 

on climate change science had sought to discredit the research on chlorofluorocarbons and on smoking. I 

phoned Erik: “I think there’s a book here.” 

What do you think motivated these scientists? 

Politics. Economics. The motive—at least for Seitz—would turn out to be a hatred of government regulation 

and a fear that regulating cigarettes would lead to socialism or communism. From tobacco, they went onto 

other campaigns.  

As I researched and wrote Merchants of Doubt, the personal attacks continued. There was a period when I 

took out legal insurance. I did get sick at one point. I got a stress-related illness.  

Writing that book changed how I worked. There was a period in which everything I wrote was vetted by 

lawyers. I became a lot like a journalist, paying attention to issues that academics don’t normally worry about, 

like the Sullivan standard [from the Supreme Court decision in New York Times Co. v. Sullivan].  

The actual writing of it helped me a lot. By the time we published, in 2010, I felt more confident. And safer. I 

started getting fan mail. The hate-mail still came, but it was counterbalanced by love mail. And the attacks 

died down. My husband, Ken, says it was because these people knew that if they attacked me, they’d be in my 

next book! 

How was the book’s political message received by your sometimes apolitical colleagues? 

https://www.oyez.org/cases/1963/39
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One researcher at Columbia’s Lamont-Doherty [Earth] Observatory—a leading center for climate research—

said something I will always remember: “Merchants of Doubt made me so happy,” he told me. “I thought I 

was being paranoid. In fact, this stuff is really going on.” 

What I think the book did was set people looking for more effective courses of action. If you go back ten or 

fifteen years, to the extent that scientists were aware that there were people out there who rejected science, the 

scientists—almost to a person—thought it was a matter of scientific illiteracy. They believed that their 

challenge was to explain science better.  

Now, explaining science clearly is a good thing to do. But it’s not going to solve this problem because this 

isn’t about scientific illiteracy. The cause was, and still is, a deliberate misinformation campaign designed to 

confuse the American people and prevent action. 

Do you think the scientific community, embedded as it was in the isolation of the academy, was ill-prepared to 

effectively respond? 

Absolutely. The moment when that changed was the Climategate affair of 2009, in which the computers of 

four climate scientists at the Climatic Research Unit of the University of East Anglia [in the UK] were 

hacked, their emails stolen, and their out-of-context comments released to the press—which, for the most part, 

published them uncritically.  

Until then, the scientists thought they’d been operating in good faith. Afterwards, they had to confront that 

these people were not: that they’d steal emails, deliberately take things out of context, and that the media, 

with a few exceptions, will pile on. 

Was it difficult for the scientific community to comprehend that their opponents were highly skilled 

communicators? 

I think it was hard to accept that the deniers were excellent at communicating. But once people recognized 

what they were up against, one saw more scientists willing to stand up to defend the integrity of science, to 

speak to journalists, to go on television. Before, most considered it a waste of time.  

I heard that you grew up in a political family. True?  

I did. And for a long time, I didn’t want to be political. My parents were very involved in the civil rights 

movement. I always tell people, “When I grew up, the mall was a place you went to protest, not to shop.” As a 

child, I was proud of my parents, but there was something about their lives that was exhausting.  

Part of me just wanted the have the right to just play the piano or read poetry, and not to feel as though I was 

personally responsible for saving the world all the time. Do you know the novel Burger’s Daughter, by 

Nadine Gordimer? It was about the doubts of the child of two activists during the apartheid era in South 

Africa. I really related to the central character. That book gave me permission to do what I felt I needed to do 

in life. I thought, “I want to be a scientist, and I feel I can contribute to the world as a scientist more than I can 

as an activist.”  

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/jul/07/climategate-scientists-main-points
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You are an activist now. What changed? 

The world changed. There came a point where I felt, “There are things that need to be said and I’m in a 

position to say them.” After my consensus paper was published in Science, I came to feel, “I can’t just stand 

on the sidelines.”  

Yet I still don’t really think of myself as an activist because my primary world is scholarly. Everything that I 

do comes out of my scholarship. For me, that’s an important distinction.  

One of your recent efforts has been to help organize the Climate Science Legal Defense Fund. What is it? 

It’s a way of offering some organized support to climate scientists who are attacked because of their work. 

We joke that we started out as the Mike Mann Legal Defense Fund. That’s because when climate researcher 

Michael Mann—a regular target of the deniers—needed legal help. He had no money.  

The meteorologist Scott Mandia quickly raised some funds for him. That’s how I got involved. It soon 

became clear that we didn’t just want to help Mike Mann, but anyone facing similar legal problems. We’ve 

since developed an amazing network of pro bono lawyers to help out.  

It’s been gratifying to know that there are talented lawyers willing to help embattled scientists free of charge. 

I’ve enjoyed working with them because their work is also based on evidence.  

How does this relate to the ideas you put forward in your new book? 

One of the points I make is that we should trust science because it is based on evidence. In this case, the jury 

isn’t ordinary citizens, but highly trained and credentialed specialists. I further argue that we shouldn’t trust 

scientists as individuals, no matter how famous or smart they are. Scientific knowledge isn’t about the 

behavior or opinion of any one person—it’s about a consensus based on the evidence.  

Consensus is key because it’s how we sort out the difference between one person’s opinion versus a body of 

information that has been supported by evidence. Science is about marshalling evidence, evaluating evidence, 

generating evidence.  

I think scientists should do more to talk about that. We shouldn’t be saying, “Trust us—we’re the experts.” 

Instead, we ought to be explaining, “Here’s how we know that vaccines don’t cause autism, that climate 

change isn’t caused by the sun.” These are things that ordinary people can understand if scientists make some 

modicum of effort.  

When you wrote that paper for Science, you were working on a book on the history of oceanography during 

the cold war. Whatever happened to that project? 

It’s finally done. I sent the manuscript to the University of Chicago Press this past July. It’s to be 

called Science on a Mission. 

How does this just completed work relate to your earlier books? 
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It’s another piece of the puzzle. I don’t want to oversimplify, but during the cold war, and even earlier, during 

World War II, science made a pact with the military. In doing so, the community gave up on communication 

as part of the job. Before that, you saw much more effort on the part of scientists to reach out. Once World 

War II and the cold war hit, you see a very clear change to “loose lips sink ships.” 

As part of this secrecy, the scientists began living in a closed world where they never had to communicate 

with the general public. They didn’t even have to communicate with each other. In fact, they were often told 

not to. “Don’t talk about this! Do not share this, even with colleagues in your own department who don’t have 

clearances.”  

One of the consequences of those decades of military secrecy was a loss of scientists’ capacity to 

communicate. We’re seeing the consequences of that today in the climate change debate. 

Phil Penman for The New York Review of Books 

Oreskes, New York City, October 15, 2019 

Why Trust Science?, by Naomi Oreskes, is published next week by Princeton University Press. 

https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/10/18/i-cant-just-stand-on-the-sidelines-an-interview-with-naomi-

oreskes/ 

https://press.princeton.edu/books/hardcover/9780691179001/why-trust-science
https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/10/18/i-cant-just-stand-on-the-sidelines-an-interview-with-naomi-oreskes/
https://www.nybooks.com/daily/2019/10/18/i-cant-just-stand-on-the-sidelines-an-interview-with-naomi-oreskes/
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Rare Tasmanian fungus reveals safer pain-relief alternative to opioids 

By Rich Haridy 

 

An artist impression of the newly discovered analgesic molecule, found in a fungus on a boat ramp in 

Tasmania 

Professor Richard Sessions, University of Bristol, UK 

VIEW 2 IMAGES 

An exciting new study, led by a team of Australian researchers, has discovered a unique fungus in Tasmania 

that produces novel molecules with similar activity to opioids. The research suggests this never-before-seen 

molecule could have similar analgesic properties to morphine but without its dangerous, respiration-

suppressing, side effects. 

https://newatlas.com/author/rich-haridy/
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Discovered around 16 years ago near a boat ramp in Tasmania’s Huon Valley, this previously unknown genus 

of Penicillium was found to produce several molecules that had never been seen before. These compounds are 

known as tetrapeptides, and the newly discovered fungus seemed to produce three kinds of tetrapeptides with 

entirely novel molecular structures. 

Even more surprising was the observation that these unique molecules looked very similar to the kinds of 

molecules that influence opioid receptors in the human body. 

“No one had ever pulled anything out of nature, anything more ancient than a vertebrate that seemed to act on 

opiate receptors – and we found it,” explains Macdonald Christie, senior author on the new research, from the 

University of Sydney. 

 

An artist's impression of the tetrapeptide molecule (magenta) binding to a cell wall 

https://newatlas.com/science/rare-tasmanian-fungus-pain-relief-opioids-alternative/#gallery:2
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Professor Richard Sessions, University of Bristol, UK 

Inspired by the unique molecular structure, the researchers designed a novel molecule called bilorphin. The 

new molecule belongs to a family called G protein-biased opioid agonists, which are currently under 

investigation as part of a search for new analgesics that are safer than traditional opioids. These new 

molecules are hoped to offer similar analgesic effects to drugs such as morphine, but offer reduced negative 

side effects such as respiratory depression and constipation. 

Extensive animal tests investigating the pharmacological effect of bilorphin revealed a lack of systemic 

activity, thought to be due to the molecule's inability to penetrate the blood-brain barrier. Several analog 

molecules were subsequently produced, and one in particular was discovered to be significantly active after 

both oral and intravenous administration. Called bilactorphin, the new analgesic was found to be nearly 

equipotent with morphine in mouse tests. 

A great deal of work still lies ahead for the researchers, who suspect it could take at least a decade before the 

molecule reaches the marketplace. But, there is no guarantee the compound will be safe or effective in 

humans. A similar G protein-biased opioid agonist called oliceridine was rejected by the FDA last year after 

concerns its safety profile was not sufficient for market approval. 

Christie and his team are hopeful this new discovery will follow on with successful human testing. He 

suggests the benefits in developing new analgesics with low-overdose potential make this kind of research 

important in addressing the ongoing opioid epidemic. 

“If this proves successful and leads to a new medication, it will significantly reduce the risk of death by 

overdose from opioid medications such as codeine,” says Christie. 

The new research was published in the journal PNAS. 

Source: University of Sydney 
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Rich Haridy 

Rich is based in Melbourne, Australia and has strong interests in film, new media, and the new wave of 

psychedelic science. He has written for a number of online and print publications over the last decade while 

also acting as film critic for several radio broadcasters and podcasts. Rich was Chair of the Australian Film 

Critics Association for two years (2013-2015) and completed a Masters degree at the University of 

Melbourne. Since joining the New Atlas team three years ago Rich’s interests have considerably broadened to 

examine the era-defining effects of new technology on culture and life in the 21st century. 

1 COMMENT 

Sign in to post a comment. 

Philip Olson OCTOBER 15, 2019 07:21 AM 

Several bouts of pneumonia have left me with a penicillin allergy. Is the penicillium source of the new drug 

going to cause a similar allergic reaction? 

 

https://newatlas.com/science/rare-tasmanian-fungus-pain-relief-opioids-alternative/ 
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Christmas; or, The Good Fairy 

by Harriet Beecher Stowe 

 

What a gift to have first appeared on the front page of the Washington, DC newspaper, National ERA on 

December 26, 1850. Harriet Beecher Stowe's story reminds us of the importance of carefully considering 

just the right gift for each recipient, and the joy of seeing their appreciation. 

 

 

https://americanliterature.com/author/harriet-beecher-stowe
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"O, dear! Christmas is coming in a fortnight, and I have got to think up presents for every body!" said 

young Ellen Stuart, as she leaned languidly back in her chair. "Dear me, it's so tedious! Every body has 

got every thing that can be thought of." 

"O, no," said her confidential adviser, Miss Lester, in a soothing tone. "You have means of buying 

every thing you can fancy; and when every shop and store is glittering with all manner of splendors, 

you cannot surely be at a loss." 

"Well, now, just listen. To begin with, there's mamma. What can I get for her? I have thought of ever 

so many things. She has three card cases, four gold thimbles, two or three gold chains, two writing 

desks of different patterns; and then as to rings, brooches, boxes, and all other things, I should think 

she might be sick of the sight of them. I am sure I am," said she, languidly gazing on her white and 

jewelled fingers. 

This view of the case seemed rather puzzling to the adviser, and there was silence for a few moments, 

when Ellen, yawning, resumed:-- 

"And then there's Cousins Jane and Mary; I suppose they will be coming down on me with a whole 

load of presents; and Mrs. B. will send me something--she did last year; and then there's Cousins 

William and Tom--I must get them something; and I would like to do it well enough, if I only knew 

what to get." 

"Well," said Eleanor's aunt, who had been sitting quietly rattling her knitting needles during this 

speech, "it's a pity that you had not such a subject to practise on as I was when I was a girl. Presents 

did not fly about in those days as they do now. I remember, when I was ten years old, my father gave 

me a most marvellously ugly sugar dog for a Christmas gift, and I was perfectly delighted with it, the 

very idea of a present was so new to us." 

"Dear aunt, how delighted I should be if I had any such fresh, unsophisticated body to get presents for! 

But to get and get for people that have more than they know what to do with now; to add pictures, 

books, and gilding when the centre tables are loaded with them now, and rings and jewels when they 

are a perfect drug! I wish myself that I were not sick, and sated, and tired with having every thing in 

the world given me." 

"Well, Eleanor," said her aunt, "if you really do want unsophisticated subjects to practise on, I can put 

you in the way of it. I can show you more than one family to whom you might seem to be a very good 

fairy, and where such gifts as you could give with all ease would seem like a magic dream." 

"Why, that would really be worth while, aunt." 

"Look over in that back alley," said her aunt. "You see those buildings?" 

"That miserable row of shanties? Yes." 
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"Well, I have several acquaintances there who have never been tired of Christmas gifts, or gifts of any 

other kind. I assure you, you could make quite a sensation over there." 

"Well, who is there? Let us know." 

"Do you remember Owen, that used to make your shoes?" 

"Yes, I remember something about him." 

"Well, he has fallen into a consumption, and cannot work any more; and he, and his wife, and three 

little children live in one of the rooms." 

"How do they get along?" 

"His wife takes in sewing sometimes, and sometimes goes out washing. Poor Owen! I was over there 

yesterday; he looks thin and wasted, and his wife was saying that he was parched with constant fever, 

and had very little appetite. She had, with great self-denial, and by restricting herself almost of 

necessary food, got him two or three oranges; and the poor fellow seemed so eager after them!" 

"Poor fellow!" said Eleanor, involuntarily. 

"Now," said her aunt, "suppose Owen's wife should get up on Christmas morning and find at the door 

a couple of dozen of oranges, and some of those nice white grapes, such as you had at your party last 

week; don't you think it would make a sensation?" 

"Why, yes, I think very likely it might; but who else, aunt? You spoke of a great many." 

"Well, on the lower floor there is a neat little room, that is always kept perfectly trim and tidy; it 

belongs to a young couple who have nothing beyond the husband's day wages to live on. They are, 

nevertheless, as cheerful and chipper as a couple of wrens; and she is up and down half a dozen times a 

day, to help poor Mrs. Owen. She has a baby of her own, about five months old, and of course does all 

the cooking, washing, and ironing for herself and husband; and yet, when Mrs. Owen goes out to wash, 

she takes her baby, and keeps it whole days for her." 

"I'm sure she deserves that the good fairies should smile on her," said Eleanor; "one baby exhausts my 

stock of virtues very rapidly." 

"But you ought to see her baby," said Aunt E.; "so plump, so rosy, and good-natured, and always clean 

as a lily. This baby is a sort of household shrine; nothing is too sacred or too good for it; and I believe 

the little thrifty woman feels only one temptation to be extravagant, and that is to get some ornaments 

to adorn this little divinity." 

"Why, did she ever tell you so?" 
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"No; but one day, when I was coming down stairs, the door of their room was partly open, and I saw a 

pedler there with open box. John, the husband, was standing with a little purple cap on his hand, which 

he was regarding with mystified, admiring air, as if he didn't quite comprehend it, and trim little Mary 

gazing at it with longing eyes. 

"'I think we might get it,' said John. 

"'O, no,' said she, regretfully; 'yet I wish we could, it's so pretty!'" 

"Say no more, aunt. I see the good fairy must pop a cap into the window on Christmas morning. 

Indeed, it shall be done. How they will wonder where it came from, and talk about it for months to 

come!" 

"Well, then," continued her aunt, "in the next street to ours there is a miserable building, that looks as 

if it were just going to topple over; and away up in the third story, in a little room just under the eaves, 

live two poor, lonely old women. They are both nearly on to ninety. I was in there day before yesterday. 

One of them is constantly confined to her bed with rheumatism; the other, weak and feeble, with failing 

sight and trembling hands, totters about, her only helper; and they are entirely dependent on charity." 

"Can't they do any thing? Can't they knit?" said Eleanor. 

"You are young and strong, Eleanor, and have quick eyes and nimble fingers; how long would it take 

you to knit a pair of stockings?" 

"I?" said Eleanor. "What an idea! I never tried, but I think I could get a pair done in a week, 

perhaps." 

"And if somebody gave you twenty-five cents for them, and out of this you had to get food, and pay 

room rent, and buy coal for your fire, and oil for your lamp----" 

"Stop, aunt, for pity's sake!" 

"Well, I will stop; but they can't: they must pay so much every month for that miserable shell they live 

in, or be turned into the street. The meal and flour that some kind person sends goes off for them just 

as it does for others, and they must get more or starve; and coal is now scarce and high priced." 

"O aunt, I'm quite convinced, I'm sure; don't run me down and annihilate me with all these terrible 

realities. What shall I do to play good fairy to these poor old women?" 

"If you will give me full power, Eleanor, I will put up a basket to be sent to them that will give them 

something to remember all winter." 

"O, certainly I will. Let me see if I can't think of something myself." 
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"Well, Eleanor, suppose, then, some fifty or sixty years hence, if you were old, and your father, and 

mother, and aunts, and uncles, now so thick around you, lay cold and silent in so many graves--you 

have somehow got away off to a strange city, where you were never known--you live in a miserable 

garret, where snow blows at night through the cracks, and the fire is very apt to go out in the old 

cracked stove--you sit crouching over the dying embers the evening before Christmas--nobody to speak 

to you, nobody to care for you, except another poor old soul who lies moaning in the bed. Now, what 

would you like to have sent you?" 

"O aunt, what a dismal picture!" 

"And yet, Ella, all poor, forsaken old women are made of young girls, who expected it in their youth as 

little as you do, perhaps." 

"Say no more, aunt. I'll buy--let me see--a comfortable warm shawl for each of these poor women; and 

I'll send them--let me see--O, some tea--nothing goes down with old women like tea; and I'll make John 

wheel some coal over to them; and, aunt, it would not be a very bad thought to send them a new stove. I 

remember, the other day, when mamma was pricing stoves, I saw some such nice ones for two or three 

dollars." 

"For a new hand, Ella, you work up the idea very well," said her aunt. 

"But how much ought I to give, for any one case, to these women, say?" 

"How much did you give last year for any single Christmas present?" 

"Why, six or seven dollars for some; those elegant souvenirs were seven dollars; that ring I gave Mrs. 

B. was twenty." 

"And do you suppose Mrs. B. was any happier for it?" 

"No, really, I don't think she cared much about it; but I had to give her something, because she had 

sent me something the year before, and I did not want to send a paltry present to one in her 

circumstances." 

"Then, Ella, give the same to any poor, distressed, suffering creature who really needs it, and see in 

how many forms of good such a sum will appear. That one hard, cold, glittering ring, that now cheers 

nobody, and means nothing, that you give because you must, and she takes because she must, might, if 

broken up into smaller sums, send real warm and heartfelt gladness through many a cold and cheerless 

dwelling, through many an aching heart." 

"You are getting to be an orator, aunt; but don't you approve of Christmas presents, among friends 

and equals?" 

"Yes, indeed," said her aunt, fondly stroking her head. "I have had some Christmas presents that did 

me a world of good--a little book mark, for instance, that a certain niece of mine worked for me, with 
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wonderful secrecy, three years ago, when she was not a young lady with a purse full of money--that 

book mark was a true Christmas present; and my young couple across the way are plotting a profound 

surprise to each other on Christmas morning. John has contrived, by an hour of extra work every 

night, to lay by enough to get Mary a new calico dress; and she, poor soul, has bargained away the only 

thing in the jewelry line she ever possessed, to be laid out on a new hat for him. 

"I know, too, a washerwoman who has a poor, lame boy--a patient, gentle little fellow--who has lain 

quietly for weeks and months in his little crib, and his mother is going to give him a splendid Christmas 

present." 

"What is it, pray?" 

"A whole orange! Don't laugh. She will pay ten whole cents for it; for it shall be none of your common 

oranges, but a picked one of the very best going! She has put by the money, a cent at a time, for a whole 

month; and nobody knows which will be happiest in it, Willie or his mother. These are such Christmas 

presents as I like to think of--gifts coming from love, and tending to produce love; these are the 

appropriate gifts of the day." 

"But don't you think that it's right for those who have money to give expensive presents, supposing 

always, as you say, they are given from real affection?" 

"Sometimes, undoubtedly. The Savior did not condemn her who broke an alabaster box of ointment--

very precious--simply as a proof of love, even although the suggestion was made, 'This might have been 

sold for three hundred pence, and given to the poor.' I have thought he would regard with sympathy 

the fond efforts which human love sometimes makes to express itself by gifts, the rarest and most costly. 

How I rejoiced with all my heart, when Charles Elton gave his poor mother that splendid Chinese 

shawl and gold watch! because I knew they came from the very fulness of his heart to a mother that he 

could not do too much for--a mother that has done and suffered every thing for him. In some such 

cases, when resources are ample, a costly gift seems to have a graceful appropriateness; but I cannot 

approve of it if it exhausts all the means of doing for the poor; it is better, then, to give a simple 

offering, and to do something for those who really need it." 

Eleanor looked thoughtful; her aunt laid down her knitting, and said, in a tone of gentle seriousness, 

"Whose birth does Christmas commemorate, Ella?" 

"Our Savior's, certainly, aunt." 

"Yes," said her aunt. "And when and how was he born? In a stable! laid in a manger; thus born, that 

in all ages he might be known as the brother and friend of the poor. And surely, it seems but 

appropriate to commemorate his birthday by an especial remembrance of the lowly, the poor, the 

outcast, and distressed; and if Christ should come back to our city on a Christmas day, where should 

we think it most appropriate to his character to find him? Would he be carrying splendid gifts to 

splendid dwellings, or would he be gliding about in the cheerless haunts of the desolate, the poor, the 

forsaken, and the sorrowful?" 

And here the conversation ended. 
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* * * * * 

"What sort of Christmas presents is Ella buying?" said Cousin Tom, as the waiter handed in a 

portentous-looking package, which had been just rung in at the door. 

"Let's open it," said saucy Will. "Upon my word, two great gray blanket shawls! These must be for you 

and me, Tom! And what's this? A great bolt of cotton flannel and gray yarn stockings!" 

The door bell rang again, and the waiter brought in another bulky parcel, and deposited it on the 

marble-topped centre table. 

"What's here?" said Will, cutting the cord. "Whew! a perfect nest of packages! oolong tea! oranges! 

grapes! white sugar! Bless me, Ella must be going to housekeeping!" 

"Or going crazy!" said Tom; "and on my word," said he, looking out of the window, "there's a 

drayman ringing at our door, with a stove, with a teakettle set in the top of it!" 

"Ella's cook stove, of course," said Will; and just at this moment the young lady entered, with her 

purse hanging gracefully over her hand. 

"Now, boys, you are too bad!" she exclaimed, as each of the mischievous youngsters were gravely 

marching up and down, attired in a gray shawl. 

"Didn't you get them for us? We thought you did," said both. 

"Ella, I want some of that cotton flannel, to make me a pair of pantaloons," said Tom. 

"I say, Ella," said Will, "when are you going to housekeeping? Your cooking stove is standing down in 

the street; 'pon my word, John is loading some coal on the dray with it." 

"Ella, isn't that going to be sent to my office?" said Tom; "do you know I do so languish for a new 

stove with a teakettle in the top, to heat a fellow's shaving water!" 

Just then, another ring at the door, and the grinning waiter handed in a small brown paper parcel for 

Miss Ella. Tom made a dive at it, and staving off the brown paper, developed a jaunty little purple 

velvet cap, with silver tassels. 

"My smoking cap, as I live!" said he; "only I shall have to wear it on my thumb, instead of my head--

too small entirely," said he, shaking his head gravely. 

"Come, you saucy boys," said Aunt E., entering briskly, "what are you teasing Ella for?" 

"Why, do see this lot of things, aunt! What in the world is Ella going to do with them?" 
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"O, I know!" 

"You know! Then I can guess, aunt, it is some of your charitable works. You are going to make a 

juvenile Lady Bountiful of El, eh?" 

Ella, who had colored to the roots of her hair at the expose of her very unfashionable Christmas 

preparations, now took heart, and bestowed a very gentle and salutary little cuff on the saucy head that 

still wore the purple cap, and then hastened to gather up her various purchases. 

"Laugh away," said she, gayly; "and a good many others will laugh, too, over these things. I got them 

to make people laugh--people that are not in the habit of laughing!" 

"Well, well, I see into it," said Will; "and I tell you I think right well of the idea, too. There are worlds 

of money wasted, at this time of the year, in getting things that nobody wants, and nobody cares for 

after they are got; and I am glad, for my part, that you are going to get up a variety in this line; in fact, 

I should like to give you one of these stray leaves to help on," said he, dropping a ten dollar note into 

her paper. "I like to encourage girls to think of something besides breastpins and sugar candy." 

But our story spins on too long. If any body wants to see the results of Ella's first attempts at good 

fairyism, they can call at the doors of two or three old buildings on Christmas morning, and they shall 

hear all about it. 

 

 

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day 

  

https://americanliterature.com/short-story-of-the-day
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East Africa rain and floods linked to disproportionate effects of climate change 

By AJ Dellinger 

Most of the conversations that take place about climate change focus on what the future might hold if 

we don't act, but the fact of the matter is we are already experiencing the effects of past inaction. Look 

no further than countries like South Sudan, Kenya and Somalia in East Africa, which are experiencing 

unprecedented levels of rain. According to the BBC, the extreme weather events have led to flash floods 

that have affected more than three million people, pushing hundreds of thousands from their homes 

and resulted in more than 250 deaths. 

These African nations are nowhere near the top contributors to climate change, producing very little 

greenhouse gas emissions that have contributed to the rising temperature of the planet. But they have 

not been spared from the effects of the behaviors of countries like China, India and the United States. 

Much of the region has been exposed to unrelenting rainfall that their landscape and infrastructure are 

not suited to deal with. The result is often devastation. People's homes have been washed away, entire 

crops have been destroyed and roads into cities have straight up disappeared. In a country like Kenya, 

where many of the crops are rain fed and rely on a fairly predictable pattern of weather, these events 

can have long-lasting effects that are difficult to calculate in the moment. The sudden rains also come 

after a long-running severe drought that damaged the region earlier this year and left as many as 8.7 

million people without proper access to food and other resources, according to the International Rescue 

Committee. 

https://www.mic.com/profile/aj-dellinger-17944492
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-50633017
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-50633017
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-50628420
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/23/world/africa/kenya-floods.html
https://www.rescue.org/press-release/drought-and-conflict-leave-87-million-people-hungry-somalia-and-south-sudan
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Flooding does happen in East Africa, but not like this. Typically, these events come slowly and are the 

result of river levels rising above their banks. Those events happen more slowly and often give time to 

prepare. The floods currently hitting the African nations occur quickly, sometimes without warning. 

They happen literally in a matter of minutes and can carry with them other dangerous environmental 

hazards. In Kenya, for instance, the floods have resulted in massive mudslides. A single mudslide that 

pushed through the village of Takmal earlier this year took the lives of 17 people, and as many as 29 

people have been lost to similar occurrences, according to Kenya interior cabinet secretary Fred 

Matiangi. The mudslides also make parts of the country next to impossible to navigate, leaving 

authorities with little means to help those who have been left stranded as a result of the weather events. 

 

TONY KARUMBA/AFP/Getty Images 

For those affected by the rainfall and all that comes with it, relief does not appear to be on its way. The 

unrelenting rains are expected to continue through December and could last until January. It's not the 

first time that the region has experienced so called "long rains," though this particular instance has 

been worse than others in the past. When similar weather events struck Kenya in 2016 and 2017, it sent 

the nation spiraling into a food crisis as crops were all but destroyed and cattle starved to death. More 

than one million people within the country were left food insecure as a result of the rain. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/23/world/africa/kenya-floods.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/23/world/africa/kenya-floods.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/23/world/africa/kenya-floods.html
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-50628420
https://reliefweb.int/report/kenya/kenya-2017-long-rains-season-assessment-report
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-kenya-drought/drought-to-intensify-in-kenya-in-2017-new-early-warning-system-shows-idUSKBN1421WH
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These types of extreme weather events have become commonplace in parts of Africa. According to a 

recently published report by Save the Children, as many as 33 million people in southern and eastern 

Africa have been effected by environmental events this year, including over 16 million children. The 

organization also found that more than 1,200 people have died in the region as a result of cyclones, 

floods and landslides. Another one million people have been displaced from their homes entirely by 

weather, and that is without factoring in the recent rainfall currently flooding much of eastern Africa. 

While countries continue polluting and emitting greenhouses gases because the effects have yet to truly 

effect them, Africa has largely borne the brunt of the planet's rising temperature. According to the 

United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, temperatures in subtropical regions of 

southern Africa have been rising at about twice the global rate over the last five decades. The result are 

drastic and damaging weather events that many of the nations are not equipped to deal with, resulting 

in devastating short- and long-term effects. 

 

TONY KARUMBA/AFP/Getty Images 

 

It is likely that many of the extreme weather events Africa is facing will only continue to get worse. As 

the temperature of the earth continues to rise, we are projected to experience more outlier weather 

https://www.savethechildren.net/news/2019-climate-shocks-claim-more-1200-lives-across-east-and-southern-africa
https://www.mic.com/p/extreme-weather-has-displaced-over-7-million-people-already-this-year-new-report-says-18750170
https://www.mic.com/p/extreme-weather-has-displaced-over-7-million-people-already-this-year-new-report-says-18750170
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/sites/2/2019/06/SR15_Chapter3_Low_Res.pdf
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occurrences. That means more droughts and more rainfall, more heat waves and colder winters. While 

it's difficult for scientists to tie a single weather event's entire occurrence to climate change directly, it 

can typically be said that climate change makes these events worse. It's not difficult to see the results of 

these increasingly intense events in action, either. The Internal Displacement Monitoring Center 

estimated earlier this year that more than seven million people have been displaced from their 

homes due to weather. That would already put 2019 as one of the worst years on record, and the 

estimate only accounted for the first half of the year, prior to the floods in Africa and other weather 

disasters like Hurricane Dorian. 

These events are likely to keep coming and devastation will continue to follow them. That is in part 

because most countries, while committed to addressing climate change, are failing to meet the 

benchmarks needed to drastically lower the amount of greenhouse gas emissions they are producing in 

a timely manner. The United Nations recently warned that there is a "point of no return" when it 

comes to climate change and we are rapidly approaching it. Other scientists have warned that we might 

already be there. Some scientists believe that by already allowing the planet's temperature to rise to the 

levels it has, we have contributed to what will be irreversible environmental change — that we are 

already past the tipping point when it comes to ice collapse and the loss of coral reefs. Regardless of if 

we already have one foot over the ledge or we are just simply rapidly approaching it, climate change 

requires drastic and global action. Failure to do so will likely result in devastation worldwide, and 

Africa will likely get the worst of it first. 

https://www.mic.com/p/east-africa-rain-floods-linked-to-disproportionate-effects-of-climate-change-

19420724 

  

https://www.edf.org/climate/climate-change-and-extreme-weather
https://www.mic.com/p/extreme-weather-has-displaced-over-7-million-people-already-this-year-new-report-says-18750170
https://www.mic.com/p/extreme-weather-has-displaced-over-7-million-people-already-this-year-new-report-says-18750170
https://www.mic.com/p/hurricane-dorians-impact-on-the-bahamas-united-states-will-last-long-after-the-storm-has-gone-18723884
https://www.mic.com/p/the-paris-climate-agreement-in-2019-where-countries-stand-on-curbing-emissions-18798245
https://www.mic.com/p/the-paris-climate-agreement-in-2019-where-countries-stand-on-curbing-emissions-18798245
https://www.mic.com/p/un-secretary-general-climate-change-is-reaching-the-point-of-no-return-19417915
https://www.mic.com/p/scientists-warn-we-may-have-already-passed-some-climate-tipping-points-19410960
https://www.mic.com/p/scientists-warn-we-may-have-already-passed-some-climate-tipping-points-19410960
https://www.mic.com/p/scientists-warn-we-may-have-already-passed-some-climate-tipping-points-19410960
https://www.mic.com/p/scientists-warn-we-may-have-already-passed-some-climate-tipping-points-19410960
https://www.mic.com/p/east-africa-rain-floods-linked-to-disproportionate-effects-of-climate-change-19420724
https://www.mic.com/p/east-africa-rain-floods-linked-to-disproportionate-effects-of-climate-change-19420724
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Death 

by Rainer Maria Rilke 

 

Issue no. 82 (Winter 1981) 

There stands death, a bluish distillate 

in a cup without a saucer. Such a strange 

place to find a cup: standing on 

the back of a hand. One recognizes clearly 

the line along the glazed curve, where the handle 

snapped. Covered with dust. And Hope is written 

across the side, in a faded Gothic script. 

The man who was to drink out of that cup 

read it aloud at breakfast, long ago. 

What kind of beings are they then, 

who finally must be scared away by poison? 

Otherwise would they stay here? Would they keep 

chewing so foolishly on their own frustration? 

The hard present moment must be pulled 

out of them, like a set of false teeth. 

Then they mumble. Then they go on mumbling. . . 

O falling star, 

once seen into from a bridge—: 

Not to forget you. To endure. 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not read … 

 Margaret Drabble’s 2019 essay detailing her decision to learn German in her seventies in order 

to read Rilke in the original? 

 The rest of Issue 82, featuring a special series on the poetry of Rilke? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=cbbf327de6&e=d538c8f2e0  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=cbbf327de6&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=af85a078be&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=1b401baa00&e=d538c8f2e0
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The peculiar bathroom habits of Westerners 

 

 

 

Many Westerners take morning showers, toilet tissue and sitting toilets for granted. But in much of the 

rest of the world, these habits are rather strange – and may be less hygienic. 

 

By Christine Ro 

 “As Arabs we have to make sure we have three things when we pack: our passports, a bunch of cash, and a 

handheld portable bidet,” joked Egyptian comedian Bassem Youssef during his debut UK performance in 
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June. He waved around a portable spray hose, also known as a shattaf or “bum gun”, as a prop. “I don’t get it: 

you guys are one of the most advanced countries in the world. But when it comes to the behind, you’re 

behind.” 

Plenty of people would agree with Youssef. The penchant in many Western countries for wiping after using 

the toilet – rather than rinsing off – is a source of puzzlement around the world. Water cleans more neatly than 

paper: at the risk of inspiring an “ew!”, imagine trying to remove chocolate pudding from your skin with 

tissue alone. Plus, while toilet tissue may not be as harsh as pieces of ceramic (used by ancient Greeks) or 

corn cobs (used by colonial Americans), we can all agree that water is less abrasive than even the softest five-

ply. 

Residents of many nations have long been ending a toilet visit with water. And that isn’t just true of the non-

Western world. The French of course gave the world the word bidet, and even though the devices are fading 

away from France, they remain standard in Italy, Argentina, and many other places. Meanwhile, Youssef’s 

beloved “bum gun” is commonly found in Finland. 

Still, much of the West relies on toilet tissue – including the UK and US. And compared to anywhere else in 

the world, these two nations have had the greatest influence on modern bathroom culture, notes 

architectural historian Barbara Penner in her book Bathroom. In fact, Anglo-American bathroom trends 

became so widespread that, in the 1920s, they were even dubbed “sanitary imperialism”. 

Story continues below 

 

Anglo-American bathroom trends are so widespread, in the 1920s they were dubbed ‘sanitary imperialism’ 

(Credit: BBC/Getty Images) 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/toilet-tissue-anthropologists-uncover-all-the-ways-weve-wiped/?redirect=1
https://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/05/27/are-americans-too-obsessed-with-cleanliness/lessons-in-cleanliness-between-french-and-americans
https://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2013/05/27/are-americans-too-obsessed-with-cleanliness/lessons-in-cleanliness-between-french-and-americans
https://books.google.co.uk/books?id=oG2XAwAAQBAJ&pg=PA33&lpg=PA33&dq=until+very+recently,+Britain+and+the+United+States+have+been+the+two+most+influential+shapers+of+modern+bathroom+culture&source=bl&ots=0x8k17zRgq&sig=ACfU3U31pnNv2_bgmm0c4yKGQ00UzL3K0Q&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj0vcGi6v3iAhXTh1wKHTTyCH4Q6AEwAHoECAkQAQ#v=onepage&q=until%20very%20recently%2C%20Britain%20and%20the%20United%20States%20have%20been%20the%20two%20most%20influential%20shapers%20of%20modern%20bathroom%20culture&f=false
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Even so, those trends didn’t penetrate everywhere. Water is preferred, for example, in a number of majority-

Muslim countries, as Islamic teachings include the use of water for cleaning. (Turkey’s Directorate of 

Religious Affairs did however issue a fatwa in 2015 specifying that Muslims can use toilet paper if water isn’t 

available.) And the famously whiz-bang modern Japanese toilets, which simultaneously reflect technological 

ingenuity and shame about bodily functions, offer both wetting and drying options. 

One person who’s been interested in the water-or-paper debate is Zul Othman, a project officer for the 

Australian government who has researched cultural and historical attitudes towards toilet facilities. As 

Othman’s research shows, some Muslim Australians have adapted to Western-style bathrooms by using 

both toilet paper and then showering, filling a jug of water, or installing handheld bidets next to their toilets. 

This is the case for people of non-Islamic religious backgrounds too. Astha Garg, a data scientist from Navi, 

Mumbai who has been working in the San Francisco Bay area for the last two years, says she looked high and 

low for a bath mug for her toilet. (To the uninitiated, this resembles a plastic measuring jug used for baking, 

with a handle and a spout for pouring water onto one’s nether regions.) Eventually she had to go to an Indian-

owned store. 

“Some Indians do adapt to toilet paper, but a lot of us like to stick to water whenever possible,” she 

comments. “Whenever visiting an Indian friend in the US, I can almost always count on them having a plastic 

water bottle or a mug beside the toilet.”  

 

It may have been the French who gave the world the word bidet, but water is also preferred in many majority-

Muslim countries, among other places (Credit: BBC/Alamy/Getty) 

https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/toto-on-japan/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/style/article/toto-on-japan/index.html
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095263516300322#!
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095263516300322#!
https://www.flipkart.com/milton-plastic-bath-mug/p/itme3qcruqduzuk7
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Othman has witnessed the stubborn Western insistence on using some form of paper. One of his classmates in 

Sheffield, UK ran out of toilet paper and ended up using a £20 note to wipe. 

Meanwhile, the family of podcaster and metal guitarist Kaiser Kuo have adopted a hybrid solution. Three 

years ago they moved from Beijing to the US – where, like many new arrivals, they retained some Chinese 

habits and picked up some American ones. Kuo was shocked at how much loo roll his kids started going 

through in keeping with Americans’ status as, by far, the world’s foremost consumers of toilet paper. 

Garg found toilet paper baffling as well. “It was not at all obvious that it was to be thrown in the toilet bowl,” 

she says. In addition to the financial and environmental costs, “it chokes toilets. It seems to me that every one 

in four toilets has plumbing issues”. 

 

Americans are, by far, the world’s foremost consumers of toilet paper (Credit: BBC/Alamy) 

Toilet paper also is commonly used in China, where, after all, paper was invented. But US manufacturers and 

advertisers were the ones who aggressively pushed toilet paper use in the 20th Century, especially certain 

kinds. For instance, Brits were still mostly using hard toilet paper in the 1970s, as they distrusted the soft 

paper being purveyed by Americans. 

Kuo’s family now use less toilet roll, followed by flushable wet wipes. It’s a kind of American 

acknowledgement of what people in other countries have known for centuries: that moisture cleans better. 

http://fortune.com/2019/02/28/us-toilet-paper-consumption-canada-forests/
https://www.cbc.ca/radio/undertheinfluence/now-splinter-free-how-marketing-broke-taboos-1.4149558
https://wellcomecollection.org/articles/XOsAeBEAAEMRUqpd
https://wellcomecollection.org/articles/XOsAeBEAAEMRUqpd
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Sit or squat? 

Kuo’s family have also compromised on that fascinatingly divisive topic: sitting vs squatting. Both types of 

toilets were used during the Han Dynasty (206BC–220AD), and there have been regional differences within 

China in this preference, although the squatting variety now predominates in public toilets nationwide. 

 Even today, it’s estimated that two-thirds of the world squats 

Even today, it’s estimated that two-thirds of the world squats. Yet many Westerners remain resistant to a 

model that’s arguably more logical and more convenient than the porcelain throne. Consider that a majority 

of British women have admitted to crouching or hovering in public toilets in order to avoid direct contact 

with the seats. The squat toilet neatly avoids excessive bum-to-seat intimacy. 

Anatomically, squatting is the better posture too, as the angle allows for smoother passage. Bowel 

movements are faster and less straining is involved. This doesn’t even get into the many health benefits of 

squatting in general – a practice (and display) of strength and flexibility where elderly Chinese generally put 

young white folks to shame. 

Americans have turned this longer toilet time into a form of leisure. There’s a large market for books to read 

while sitting on the toilet, which generally involves trivia, short stories or jokes. That still strikes Kuo as odd. 

“What all Chinese parents will tell you is: don’t read on the toilet. You’ll get haemorrhoids.” 

 

Sitting instead of squatting can make for longer toilet time – which Americans have turned into a form of 

leisure (Credit: BBC/Alamy/Getty) 

https://www.sixthtone.com/news/1001550/seats%2C-squats%2C-and-leaves-a-brief-history-of-chinese-toilets
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2095263516300322#!
https://obgyn.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1471-0528.1991.tb10372.x
https://obgyn.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1471-0528.1991.tb10372.x
https://theconversation.com/whats-the-best-way-to-go-to-the-toilet-squatting-or-sitting-63991
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2018/03/can-you-do-the-asian-squat/555716/
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2018/03/can-you-do-the-asian-squat/555716/
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Kuo’s family has come up with a halfway solution for their Chinese American household. “We keep a little 

footstool in front of the toilet, so when you’re doing your business, putting your feet up on that stool sort of 

emulates the squatting position,” he says, laughing. “I think my wife’s a genius for having discovered that.” 

Several companies have rushed to monetise this kind of compromise, with devices like Squatty Potty 

tailored to Western markets. Garg owns one. 

Another kind of compromise is giving people an option. Facilities in certain countries provide both seated and 

squat toilets. As Othman says of his home country of Malaysia, “In retail and shopping areas, they normally 

will allocate 1/3 or the available public toilets as squatting toilets.” His research suggests that Muslim 

Australians are comfortable with switching from squat to seated toilets – but that they retain a preference for 

water over toilet paper. 

Weird washing 

Bathing also varies culturally. “There is a tendency to expect early showering in Western societies, or getting 

wet every day, and that’s weird,” reflects Elizabeth Shove, a sociologist at the University of Lancaster who 

researches water and energy consumption practices. 

One key influence was the global advertising boom that accelerated after the world wars: products included 

Lifebuoy carbolic soap in Zimbabwe and Ivory soap in the US. Even soap operas got their name from the 

heavy advertising, on radio and then television, by American soap manufacturers. 

Using special kinds of soap on the body and face, rather than catch-all cleaning products that could also 

work on clothing, remains a fairly recent invention 

Today, the idea of using special kinds of soap on the body and face, rather than catch-all cleaning products 

that could also work on clothing, remains a fairly recent invention partly attributable to marketing. This 

manufactured need was linked to a general trend toward more frequent bathing. 

Another relatively recent, and now nearly ubiquitous, concept in the West is the normalcy of the daily shower. 

Shove notes that just two generations ago, it was standard in the UK for people to bathe once a week. Of 

course, in many places around the globe today – as in the UK in decades past – water supplies are unreliable, 

and many people don’t have a choice about the frequency of bathing. 

https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/nov/30/bowel-movement-change-the-way-you-poo-squatty-potty-toilet
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/nov/30/bowel-movement-change-the-way-you-poo-squatty-potty-toilet
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l1nwi2wuAh4
https://gizmodo.com/how-clean-was-sold-to-america-1685320177
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Whether you wash in the morning or evening may have more to do with your cultural practice – and with 

marketing – than hygiene (Credit: BBC/Getty) 

But the availability of water isn’t the only factor affecting this. Frequent bathing is common even, for 

instance, in low-income parts of Lilongwe, Malawi, whose residents might take bucket-based baths two or 

three times a day despite intermittent water access. 

Many Ghanaians, Filipinos, Colombians and Australians, among others, also bathe multiple times a day. 

This may not include washing the hair each time, and there might be supplementary foot washing in 

cultures where this is important. Multiple bucket baths might actually use up less water overall than a single 

high-pressure shower. But the habit is only partly related to a hot climate: some Brazilians take multiple 

showers even on winter days. 

Today’s typical routine of a morning shower is partly a reflection of contemporary notions about how to 

structure the day, which is more rigorously ordered than in the past. (Today’s Westerners feel they have less 

free time than ever before, even though working hours are shorter, partly because so much of their time is 

scheduled.) 

There’s also a stronger sense now of showering as a way of making yourself presentable to others, rather than 

washing away the day’s grime. It reflects the change in the types of labour done, too: fewer Westerners are 

now involved in the kinds of manual or agricultural work that would call for rinsing off dirt. 

Scheduling sensibilities aside, is it more hygienic – or helpful – to shower daily, and to do so in the morning 

or the evening? Not always. Frequent hot showering can dry out the skin and hair (leading to the trend of 

women washing their hair just once or twice a week). Evidence also is mixed about the benefits of a morning 

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/0956247817700291
https://www.theatlantic.com/health/archive/2015/02/how-often-people-in-various-countries-shower/385470/
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20160909-why-you-feel-busy-all-the-time-when-youre-actually-not
https://www.newsweek.com/do-hot-showers-dry-your-skin-96379
https://www.businessinsider.com/showering-how-often-2017-11?r=US&IR=T
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or evening shower. Some swear by the alertness brought about by a morning jolt of water, but an evening 

bath, as is common in Japan, can help with relaxation of muscles before bed. 

 

An evening bath, as is common in Japan, can help you relax before bed (Credit: BBC/Alamy/Getty) 

Of course, there’s a huge amount of variation within any country, so there are exceptions to all of these 

trends. And the history of hygiene habits suggests that none of these is permanently locked in place – it all 

could change alongside cultural and technological developments. 

In the future, perhaps, people in the West might signal their eco-virtue by announcing that they shower only 

once a week, or have traded in their power showers for the bucket-and-cup method. Or some might also 

choose to install bidet hoses next to their toilets after seeing how useful people from other countries find 

them. 

Bathroom habits may seem to be a matter of common sense, but they’re the result of a great deal of social 

conditioning. After all, everyone has to be taught how to use a sauna, a bidet, a shower or even – as parents 

potty training an infant are keenly aware – a toilet. 

Weird West 

This article is part of our Weird West series. Back in 2010, a team at the University of British Columbia 

pointed out that psychology research contains a major flaw: much of it is based on samples entirely from 

Western, Educated, Industrialised, Rich and Democratic – or Weird – societies. The researchers often 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/22/well/showering-morning-night.html
http://www.bbc.com/future/story/20140826-why-your-toilet-needs-reinvention
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1601785
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assumed that their findings would be applicable to people anywhere. But when they did a review, the 

university team found that from reasoning styles to visual perception, members of Weird societies are, in fact, 

“among the least representative populations one could find for generalising about humans”.  

From the mainstream media to academia, however, it remains common to see the Weird as “normal” – or at 

least as a “standard” against which other cultures, and people, are judged. In this series, we dig into what this 

looks like in everyday life. What habits and ways of thinking are common in Weird societies that people 

living elsewhere in the world might find, well, weird? And what does this tell us, not only about cultural 

differences, but about ourselves? From when we shower to how we shop, this series re-examines the 

behaviours often taken for granted – and explores how the “standard” is rarely the best, or only, way. 

 

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20191004-the-peculiar-bathroom-habits-of-westerners?xtor=ES-213-

[BBC%20Features%20Newsletter]-2019October11-[Future%7c+Image] 

  

https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20191004-the-peculiar-bathroom-habits-of-westerners?xtor=ES-213-%5bBBC%20Features%20Newsletter%5d-2019October11-%5bFuture%7c+Image%5d
https://www.bbc.com/future/article/20191004-the-peculiar-bathroom-habits-of-westerners?xtor=ES-213-%5bBBC%20Features%20Newsletter%5d-2019October11-%5bFuture%7c+Image%5d
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Ancient rock formations in the Pilbara. (richiewato/iStock) 

NATURE 

A Mind-Blowing Study Just Confirmed Earth Had Living Organisms 3.5 Billion Years Ago 

MICHELLE STARR 

26 SEP 2019 

In the search for the earliest life on Earth, it can be hard to tell whether you're looking at an actual fossil, or 

crinkles in the rock itself. Such doubts have long shadowed the 1980s discovery of 3.5 billion-year-old fossils 

in the Australian desert. Now, scientists think they have finally put the matter to bed. 

In ancient fossilised microbe formations called stromatolites, found in the Dresser Formation fossil site of the 

Pilbara region, researchers have finally detected traces of organic matter. 

"This is an exciting discovery - for the first time, we're able to show the world that these stromatolites are 

definitive evidence for the earliest life on Earth," said geologist Raphael Baumgartner of the University of 

New South Wales (UNSW) in Australia. 

You may remember the time scientists claimed to have found 3.7 billion-year-old fossils in Greenland. Later 

research determined that these fossils were just plain old rocks, and the crown was returned to the Pilbara 

fossils. 

But, although everyone was pretty sure the Pilbara fossils were the real deal, it hadn't actually been 

conclusively proven. They had the shape and structure of microbial stromatolites, but no evidence of organic 

matter to back it up. 

https://www.sciencealert.com/nature
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stromatolite
https://pilbara.mq.edu.au/wiki/Dresser_Formation
https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/science-tech/earliest-signs-life-scientists-find-microbial-remains-ancient-rocks
https://www.sciencealert.com/doubt-raised-over-current-record-holder-oldest-fossil-sign-of-life
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There's more riding on this than a tiara and a sash reading "Most oldest fossils." It's deeply relevant to one of 

the fundamental questions about our very existence: When and how did life develop on this sloshy blue 

marble? 

So, Baumgartner and his team went digging. Not literally, though; they analysed previously drilled core 

samples from deep underground, below where the rocks could have been affected by weather. 

This means these samples were much better preserved than those from the surface; in their paper, the team 

said the preservation was "exceptional". 

(Baumgartner et al., Geology, 2019) 

The researchers analysed the samples in thin slices using multiple techniques, including scanning electron 

microscopy and scanning transmission electron microscopy; energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy and 

Raman spectroscopy; nano-scale secondary ion mass spectrometry; and stable carbon isotope analysis.  

If that seems like overkill, well, it's not really. If one of those lines of enquiry showed a positive result and the 

rest didn't, it would mean much shakier ground for drawing a conclusion. But things looked good across the 

board. 

The team's analyses revealed that the stromatolites are predominantly made up of a mineral called pyrite, 

riddled with nanoscopic pores. And in the pyrite are inclusions of nitrogen-bearing organic material, as well 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Core_sample
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Core_sample
https://pubs.geoscienceworld.org/gsa/geology/article-abstract/573756/nano-porous-pyrite-and-organic-matter-in-3-5
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as strands and filaments of organic matter that closely resemble the remnants of biofilms formed by microbe 

colonies. 

"The organic matter that we found preserved within pyrite of the stromatolites is exciting - we're looking at 

exceptionally preserved coherent filaments and strands that are typically remains of microbial 

biofilms," Baumgartner said. 

"I was pretty surprised - we never expected to find this level of evidence before I started this project." 

Previously, a different team of UNSW researchers found evidence of 3.48 billion-year-old microbes in hot 

spring deposits in the Pilbara. Because those deposits are about the same age as the crust of Mars, it's thought 

that they could tell us how to find potential fossils on Mars - especially since there's evidence the Red Planet 

once had hot springs too. 

Indeed, NASA has been investigating the Pilbara to try to learn the possible geological signatures that could 

indicate the presence of stromatolites. 

"Understanding where life could have emerged is really important in order to understand our 

ancestry," Baumgartner said. "And from there, it could help us understand where else life could have occurred 

– for example, where it was kick-started on other planets." 

The research has been published in Geology. 

Learn More 

1. Effect of a surfactant-based gel on patient quality of life 

Kevin Woo et al., Journal of Wound Care, 2018 

2. Biofilms: their importance in veterinary medicine 

Sue Paterson, Companion Animal, 2017 

1. Infection control in aesthetic medicine and the consequences of inaction 

Helena Collier, Journal of Aesthetic Nursing, 2018 

2. Fossils and old bones 

Marianne Sargent, Early Years Educator, 2016 

https://www.sciencealert.com/those-3-5-billion-year-old-fossils-in-australian-rocks-really-are-fossils-new-

study-finds 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Biofilm
https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/science-tech/earliest-signs-life-scientists-find-microbial-remains-ancient-rocks
https://www.sciencealert.com/the-earliest-signs-of-life-on-land-have-been-found-in-3-48-billion-year-old-australian-rocks
https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms13554
https://www.nature.com/articles/ncomms13554
https://mars.nasa.gov/news/8505/scientists-explore-outback-as-testbed-for-mars/
https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/science-tech/earliest-signs-life-scientists-find-microbial-remains-ancient-rocks
https://pubs.geoscienceworld.org/gsa/geology/article-abstract/573756/nano-porous-pyrite-and-organic-matter-in-3-5
https://www.magonlinelibrary.com/doi/full/10.12968/jowc.2018.27.10.664?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_Wound_Care_TrendMD_1
https://www.magonlinelibrary.com/doi/full/10.12968/coan.2017.22.11.659?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Companion_Animal_TrendMD_1
https://www.magonlinelibrary.com/doi/full/10.12968/joan.2018.7.7.352?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Journal_of_Aesthetic_Nursing_TrendMD_1
http://www.magonlinelibrary.com/doi/full/10.12968/eyed.2016.17.12.x?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Early_Years_Educator_TrendMD_1
https://www.sciencealert.com/those-3-5-billion-year-old-fossils-in-australian-rocks-really-are-fossils-new-study-finds
https://www.sciencealert.com/those-3-5-billion-year-old-fossils-in-australian-rocks-really-are-fossils-new-study-finds
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Admonitions To A Special Person 
by Anne Sexton 

Issue no. 79 (Spring 1981) 

Watch out for power 

for its avalanche can bury you, 

snow, snow, snow, smothering your mountain. 

Watch out for hate, 

it can open its mouth and you’ll fling yourself out 

to eat off your leg, an instant leper.  

Watch out for friends, 

because when you betray them, 

as you will, 

they will bury their heads in the toilet 

and flush themselves away. 

Watch out for intellect, 

because it knows so much it knows nothing 

and leaves you hanging upside down, 

mouthing knowledge as your heart 

falls out of your mouth. 

Watch out for games, the actor’s part, 

the speech planned, known, given, 

for it will give you away 

and you will stand like a naked little boy, 

pissing on your own child-bed. 

Watch out for love, 

(unless it is true, 

and every part of you says yes including the toes,) 

it will wrap you up like a mummy, 

and your scream won’t be heard 

and none of your running will run. 

Love? Be it man. Be it woman. 

It must be a wave you want to glide in on, 

give your body to it, give your laugh to it, 

give, when the gravelly sand takes you, 

your tears to the land. To love another is something 

like prayer and can’t be planned, you just fall 

into its arms because your belief undoes your disbelief. 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5bd3482de2&e=d538c8f2e0
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Special person, 

if I were you I’d pay no attention 

to admonitions from me, 

made somewhat out of your words 

and somewhat out of mine. 

A collaboration. 

I do not believe a word I have said, 

except some, except I think of you like a young tree 

with pasted on leaves and know you’ll root 

and the real green thing will come. 

Let go. Let go. 

O special person, 

possible leaves, 

this typewriter likes you on the way to them, 

but wants to break crystal glasses 

in celebration, 

for you, 

when the dark crust is thrown off 

and you float all around 

like a happened balloon. 

March 24, 1974 

 

If you enjoyed this poem, why not  … 

 read another poem by Anne Sexton, “The Poet of Ignorance,” published in Issue 60, Winter 1974? 

 listen to the trailer for Season 2 of The Paris Review Podcast—a season that will include an Anne 

Sexton poem? 

 

https://theparisreview.us17.list-

manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5bd3482de2&e=d538c8f2e0 

  

https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=b63abaddc0&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=56f49c4972&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5bd3482de2&e=d538c8f2e0
https://theparisreview.us17.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b6c161007733f0d4c084f3fde&id=5bd3482de2&e=d538c8f2e0
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VIA WILLIAM MORROW 

When Stephen King is Your Father, the World is Full of Monsters 

Joe Hill on Standing in the Shadow (and Light) of His Famous Dad 

By Joe Hill 

 

October 10, 2019 

We had a new monster every night. 

I had this book I loved, Bring on the Bad Guys. It was a big, chunky paperback collection of comic-book 

stories, and as you might guess from the title, it wasn’t much concerned with heroes. It was instead an 

anthology of tales about the worst of the worst, vile psychopaths with names like The Abomination and faces 

to match. 

My dad had to read that book to me every night. He didn’t have a choice. It was one of these Scheherazade-

type deals. If he didn’t read to me, I wouldn’t stay in bed. I’d slip out from under my Empire Strikes 

Back quilt and roam the house in my Spider-Man Underoos, soggy thumb in my mouth and my filthy comfort 

blanket tossed over one shoulder. I could roam all night if the mood took me. My father had to keep reading 

until my eyes were barely open, and even then, he could only escape by saying he was going to step out for a 

smoke and he’d be right back. 

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062200679/full-throttle/
https://lithub.com/author/joehill/
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I loved the subhumans in Bring on the Bad Guys: demented creatures who shrieked unreasonable demands, 

raged when they didn’t get their way, ate with their hands, and yearned to bite their enemies. Of course I 

loved them. I was six. We had a lot in common. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

My dad read me these stories, his fingertip moving from panel to panel so my weary gaze could follow the 

action. If you asked me what Captain America sounded like, I could’ve told you: he sounded like my dad. So 

did the Dread Dormammu. So did Sue Richards, the Invisible Woman—she sounded like my dad doing a 

girl’s voice. 

They were all my dad, every one of them. 

Most sons fall into one of two groups. 

There’s the boy who looks upon his father and thinks, I hate that son of a bitch, and I swear to God I’m never 

going to be anything like him. Then there’s the boy who aspires to be like his father: to be as free, and as kind, 

and as comfortable in his own skin. A kid like that isn’t afraid he’s going to resemble his dad in word and 

action. He’s afraid he won’t measure up. 

It seems to me that the first kind of son is the one most truly lost in his father’s shadow. On the surface that 

probably seems counterintuitive. After all, here’s a dude who looked at Papa and decided to run as far and as 

fast as he could in the other direction. How much distance do you have to put between yourself and your old 

man before you’re finally free? 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

The father, in truth, doesn’t throw a shadow at all. He becomes instead a source of illumination, a means to 

see the territory ahead a little more clearly. 

And yet at every crossroads in his life, our guy finds his father standing right behind him: on the first date, at 

the wedding, on the job interview. Every choice must be weighed against Dad’s example, so our guy knows to 

do the opposite . . . and in this way a bad relationship goes on and on, even if father and son haven’t spoken in 

years. All that running and the guy never gets anywhere. 

The second kid, he hears that John Donne quote—We’re scarce our fathers’ shadows cast at noon—and nods 

and thinks, Ah, shit, ain’t that the truth? He’s been lucky—terribly, unfairly, stupidly lucky. He’s free to be 

his own man, because his father was. The father, in truth, doesn’t throw a shadow at all. He becomes instead a 

source of illumination, a means to see the territory ahead a little more clearly and find one’s own particular 

path. 

I try to remember how lucky I’ve been. 

Nowadays we take it for granted that if we love a movie, we can see it again. You’ll catch it on Netflix or buy 

it on iTunes or splurge for the DVD box set with all the video extras. 
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But up until about 1980, if you saw a film in the theater, you probably never saw it a second time, unless it 

turned up on TV. You mostly rewatched pictures only in your memory—a treacherous, insubstantial format, 

although not entirely lacking in virtues. A fair number of films look best when seen in blurry memory. 

When I was ten, my father brought home a Laserdisc machine, forerunner of the modern DVD player. He had 

also purchased three films: Jaws, Duel, and Close Encounters of the Third Kind. The movies came on these 

enormous, shimmering plates—they faintly resembled the lethal Frisbees that Jeff Bridges slung around 

in Tron. Each brilliant, iridescent platter had 20 minutes of video on each side. When a 20-minute segment 

ended, my dad would have to get up and flip it over. 

All that summer we watched Jaws, and Duel, and Close Encounters, again and again. Discs got mixed up: 

We’d watch 20 minutes of Richard Dreyfus scrabbling up the dusty slopes of Devil’s Tower to reach the alien 

lights in the sky, then we’d watch 20 minutes of Robert Shaw fighting the shark and getting bitten in half. 

Ultimately, they became less like distinct narratives and more a single bewildering quilt of story, a patchwork 

of wild-eyed men clawing to escape relentless predators, looking to the star-filled sky for rescue. 

When I went swimming that summer, and dived beneath the surface of the lake, and opened my eyes, I was 

sure I’d see a great white lunging out of the dark at me. More than once I heard myself screaming underwater. 

When I wandered into my bedroom, I half expected my toys to spring to antic, supernatural life, powered by 

the energy radiating from passing UFOs. 

And every time I went for a drive with my father, we played Duel. Directed by a barely 20-year-old Steven 

Spielberg, Duel was about a nebbish everyman in a Plymouth (Dennis Weaver), driving frantically across the 

California desert, pursued by a nameless, unseen trucker in a roaring Peterbilt tanker. It was (and still is) a 

sun-blasted work of faux Hitchcock and a chrome-plated showcase for its director’s bottomless potential. 

When my dad and I went out for a drive, we liked to pretend the truck was after us. When this imaginary 

truck hit us from behind, my dad would stomp on the gas to pretend we’d been struck or sideswiped. I’d fling 

myself around in the passenger seat, screaming. No seat belt, of course. This was maybe 1982, 1983? There’d 

be a six-pack of beer on the seat between us . . . and when my dad finished one can, the empty went out the 

window, along with his cigarette. 

Eventually the truck would mash us, and my dad would make a screaming-shrieking sound and weave this 

way and that along the road, to indicate we were dead. He might drive for a full minute with his tongue 

hanging out and his glasses askew to indicate the truck had schmucked him good. It was always a blast, dying 

on the road together, the father and the son and the unholy Eighteen-Wheeler of Evil. 

* 

I had a fear when I started out that people would know I was Stephen King’s son, so I put on a mask and 

pretended I was someone else. But the stories always told the truth, the true truth. I think good stories always 

do. The stories I’ve written are all the inevitable product of their creative DNA: Bradbury and Block, Savini 

and Spielberg, Romero and Fango, Stan Lee and C.S. Lewis, and most of all, Tabitha and Stephen King. 
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The unhappy creator finds himself in the shadow of other, bigger artists and resents it. But if you’re lucky—

and as I’ve already said, I’ve had more than my fair share of luck, and please God, let it hold—those other, 

bigger artists cast a light for you to find your way. 

__________________________________ 

 

Adapted from Full Throttle by Joe Hill. Copyright Joe Hill 2019, provided courtesy of William 

Morrow/HarperCollins Publishers. 

fathers and sonsFull ThrottleJoe HillStephen KingWilliam Morrow 

 

 Joe Hill 

Joe Hill is the author of the New York Times bestsellers Horns, Heart-Shaped Box, and NOS4A2. He is also 

the Eisner Award-winning writer of a six-volume comic book series, Locke & Key. He lives in New 

Hampshire. 

https://lithub.com/when-stephen-king-is-your-father-the-world-is-full-of-monsters/ 

https://www.harpercollins.com/9780062200679/full-throttle/
https://lithub.com/tag/fathers-and-sons/
https://lithub.com/tag/full-throttle/
https://lithub.com/tag/joe-hill/
https://lithub.com/tag/stephen-king/
https://lithub.com/tag/william-morrow/
https://lithub.com/author/joehill/
https://lithub.com/when-stephen-king-is-your-father-the-world-is-full-of-monsters/
https://lithub.com/author/joehill/
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"Twist fridges" could cool down by unraveling fibers 

By Michael Irving 

 

Researchers have shown that untwisting fibers could make for a new cooling and refrigeration technique 

University of Texas at Dallas 

VIEW 1 IMAGES 

As vital as they are, refrigeration and air conditioning are known to consume huge amounts of electricity, 

inspiring engineers to come up with new ways to improve efficiency. To help with that, researchers have 

developed an unusual new technique that could lead to "twist fridges", which cool by unravelling fibers that 

are tensely twisted. 

The new design is based on a principle called elastocaloric cooling. In simple terms, a rubber band will heat 

up when it’s stretched, and then cool down again when it’s allowed to relax. The same seems to apply to 

twisting and untwisting the material, which the researchers call “twistocaloric cooling.” 

https://newatlas.com/author/michael-irving/
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“This elastocaloric behavior of natural rubber has been known since the early 1800s,” says Ray Baughman, 

corresponding author of the study. “But to get high cooling from a rubber band, you have to release a very 

large stretch. With twistocaloric cooling, we found that all you have to do is release twist.” 

In tests, the researchers stretched out rubber fibers, then twisted them so much they became “supercoiled.” 

They found that by quickly releasing the twist, they could cool the surface of the rubber by as much as 15.5° 

C (27.9° F). When they released both the twist and stretch at the same time, that cooling effect was bumped 

up to 16.4° C (29.5° F). 

But it’s not just rubber – the team found that the twistocaloric cooling effect also worked on materials like 

fishing line and nickel titanium wire. Releasing the stretch of a coiled piece of fishing line cooled the surface 

by 5.1° C (9.2° F). The nickel titanium performed better, achieving a maximum cooling of 17° C (30.6° F) by 

untwisting a wire. This could be pushed even further by unplying bundles of wires – a bundle of four nickel 

titanium wires, for instance, cooled the surface by 20.8° C (37.4° F). 

Next, the team demonstrated how the effect could cool neighboring substances, not just the surface of the 

material itself. Unplying a bundle of three nickel titanium wires inside a device cooled a stream of water by 

up to 7.7° C (13.9° F). 

The team says that devices that cool using this technology – which they dub “twist fridges” – could be a 

possibility in the future, but there are plenty more hurdles to leap over before then. And by coating fibers in 

thermochromic paint – which changes color as the temperature changes – sensors could be made that monitor 

strain and twist in materials. 

“Many challenges and opportunities exist on the path from these initial discoveries to the commercialization 

of twist fridges for diverse large- and small-scale applications,” says Baughman. “Among the challenges are 

the need to demonstrate refined devices and materials that provide application-targeted cycle lifetimes and 

efficiencies by recovering part of the inputted mechanical energy. The opportunities include using 

performance-optimized twistocaloric materials, rather than the few presently studied commercially available 

candidates.” 

The research was published in the journal Science. The team demonstrates the work in the video below. 

Movie s2-edited 

Source: University of Texas at Dallas 

We recommend 

1. On the problem of heat generation in bone cutting. Studies on the effects on liquid cooling 

S Toksvig-Larsen, The Bone & Joint Journal, 1991 

2. FRACTURE MECHANICS 

https://science.sciencemag.org/content/366/6462/216
https://www.utdallas.edu/news/research/nano-twist-fridges-2019/?WT.mc_id=NewsHomePageCenterColumn
https://online.boneandjoint.org.uk/doi/10.1302/0301-620X.73B1.1991747?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=The_Bone_%2526_Joint_Journal_TrendMD_1
https://online.boneandjoint.org.uk/doi/10.1302/0301-620X.43B1.162?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=The_Bone_%2526_Joint_Journal_TrendMD_1
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Michael Alms, The Bone & Joint Journal, 1961 

3. A biomechanical study of the effects of growth hormone in experimental fracture healing 

MD Northmore-Ball, The Bone & Joint Journal, 1980 

1. Partial rupture of the anterior cruciate ligament of the knee 

MA Farquharson-Roberts, The Bone & Joint Journal, 1983 

2. Osteochondral fractures of the lateral femoral condyle: a result of indirect violence to the knee 

MH Matthewson, The Bone & Joint Journal, 1978 

3. Rotator cuff function in the impingement syndrome 

M Watson, The Bone & Joint Journal, 1989 

 

https://newatlas.com/materials/twist-fridges-cool-down-unraveling-fibers/ 

  

https://online.boneandjoint.org.uk/doi/10.1302/0301-620X.62B3.7410474?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=The_Bone_%2526_Joint_Journal_TrendMD_1
https://online.boneandjoint.org.uk/doi/10.1302/0301-620X.65B1.6822597?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=The_Bone_%2526_Joint_Journal_TrendMD_1
https://online.boneandjoint.org.uk/doi/10.1302/0301-620X.60B2.659464?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=The_Bone_%2526_Joint_Journal_TrendMD_1
https://online.boneandjoint.org.uk/doi/10.1302/0301-620X.71B3.2722921?utm_source=TrendMD&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=The_Bone_%2526_Joint_Journal_TrendMD_1
https://newatlas.com/materials/twist-fridges-cool-down-unraveling-fibers/
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What Japan can teach us about cleanliness 

One of the first things visitors to Japan notice is how clean everywhere is – yet there are hardly any 

litter bins and street sweepers. What's the secret behind this contradiction? 

 By Steve John Powell & Angeles Marin Cabello 

The students sit with their satchels on their desks, eager to get home after another long day of seven 50-

minute classes. They listen patiently as their teacher makes a few announcements about tomorrow’s timetable. 

Then, as every day, the teacher’s final words: “OK everybody, today’s cleaning roster. Lines one and two will 

clean the classroom. Lines three and four, the corridor and stairs. And line five will clean the toilets.” 

A few groans arise from line five, but the children stand up, grab the mops, cloths and buckets from the 

broom cupboard at the back of the classroom, and trot off to the toilets. Similar scenes are happening at 

schools across the country. 

Most first-time visitors to Japan are struck by how clean the country is. Then they notice the absence of litter 

bins. And street sweepers. So they’re left with the question: how does Japan stay so clean? 

The easy answer is that residents themselves keep it that way. “For 12 years of school life, from elementary 

school to high school, cleaning time is part of students’ daily schedule,” said Maiko Awane, assistant director 

of Hiroshima Prefectural Government’s Tokyo office. “In our home life as well, parents teach us that it’s bad 

for us not to keep our things and our space clean.” 

Including this element of social consciousness in the school curriculum helps the children develop an 

awareness of, and pride in, their surroundings. Who wants to dirty or deface a school that they have to clean 

up themselves?  

“I sometimes didn't want to clean the school,” recalled freelance translator Chika Hayashi, “but I accepted it 

because it was part of our routine. I think having to clean the school is a very good thing because we learn that 

it’s important for us to take responsibility for cleaning the things and places that we use.”  

On arriving at school, students leave their shoes in lockers and change into trainers. At home, too, people 

leave their street shoes at the entrance. Even workmen coming to your house will remove their shoes and pad 

around in their socks. And as the schoolchildren grow, their concept of what constitutes their space extends 

beyond the classroom to include their neighbourhood, their city and their country. 
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Some examples of extreme Japanese cleanliness have gone viral, like the seven-minute Shinkansen train-

cleaning ritual that has become a tourist attraction in its own right. 

Even Japan’s football supporters are cleanliness-conscious. In World Cup football tournaments in Brazil 

(2014) and Russia (2018), the national team’s fans amazed the world by staying behind to pick up rubbish 

from the stadium. The players also left their dressing room in immaculate condition. “What an example for all 

teams!” tweeted FIFA’s general coordinator Priscilla Janssens. 

“We Japanese are very sensitive about our reputation in others’ eyes,” Awane said. “We don’t want others to 

think we are bad people who don’t have enough education or upbringing to clean things up.” 

Similar scenes unfold at Japanese music festivals. At the Fuji Rock festival, Japan’s biggest and oldest 

festival, fans keep their rubbish with them until they find a bin. Smokers are instructed to bring a portable 

ashtray and to ‘refrain from smoking where your smoke can affect other people’, according to the festival 

website. How different to 1969’s Woodstock festival, where Jimi Hendrix played to a handful of people amid 

a vast morass of trash. 

We don’t want others to think we are bad people who don’t have enough education or upbringing to clean 

things up 

Examples of social awareness abound in daily life too. Around 08:00, for instance, office workers and shop 

staff clean the streets around their place of work. Children volunteer for the monthly community clean, 

picking up rubbish from the streets near their school. Neighbourhoods, too, hold regular street-cleaning 

events. Not that there’s much to clean, because people take their litter home. 

Even banknotes emerge from ATM’s as crisp and clean as a freshly starched shirt. Nevertheless, money gets 

dirty, which is why you never put it directly into someone’s hand. In shops, hotels and even in taxis, you’ll 

see a little tray to place the money. The other person then picks it up. 

Invisible dirt – germs and bacteria – are another source of concern. When people catch colds or flu, they wear 

surgical masks to avoid infecting other people. This simple act of consideration for others reduces the spread 

of viruses, thereby saving a fortune in lost work days and medical expenses. 

So how did the Japanese become so clean-conscious? 

It certainly isn’t a new thing, as mariner Will Adams found when he anchored here in 1600, thus becoming 

the first Englishman to set foot in Japan. In his biography of Adams, Samurai William, Giles Milton notes 

‘the nobility were scrupulously clean’, enjoying ‘pristine sewers and latrines’ and steam baths of scented 

wood at a time when the streets of England ‘often overflowed with excrement’. The Japanese ‘were appalled’ 

by the Europeans’ disregard for personal cleanliness. 

In part, this preoccupation is born of practical concerns. In a hot, humid environment like Japan’s, food goes 

off quickly. Bacteria flourish. Bug life abounds. So good hygiene means good health. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kt92-ZDm-HM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kt92-ZDm-HM
http://www.gilesmilton.com/samurai-william
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But it goes deeper than that. Cleanliness is a central part of Buddhism, which arrived from China and Korea 

between the 6th and 8th Centuries. In fact, in the Zen version of Buddhism, which came to Japan from China 

in the 12th and 13th Centuries, daily tasks like cleaning and cooking are considered spiritual exercises, no 

different from meditating. 

“In Zen, all daily life activities, including having meals and cleaning the space, must be regarded as an 

opportunity to practice Buddhism. Washing off the dirt both physically and spiritually plays an important role 

in the daily practice,” said Eriko Kuwagaki of Shinshoji Temple in Fukuyama, Hiroshima Prefecture. 

Washing off the dirt both physically and spiritually plays an important role in the daily practice 

In Okakura Kakuro’s The Book of Tea, his classic book about the tea ceremony and the Zen philosophy that 

infuses it, he writes that, in the room where the tea ceremony is held “…everything is absolutely clean. Not a 

particle of dust will be found in the darkest corner, for if any exists the host is not a tea master.” 

Okakura wrote those words in 1906, but they still hold true today. Prior to a tea ceremony at the Seifukan tea 

house in Hiroshima’s Shukkeien Garden, you’ll see the tea master’s kimono-clad assistant on her hands and 

knees dabbing the tatami floor with a roll of sticky brown-paper tape, picking up every speck of dust. 

So why aren’t all Buddhist nations as zealously clean as Japan? Well, long before the arrival of Buddhism, 

Japan already had its own indigenous religion: Shinto (meaning ‘The Way of The Gods’), said to enshrine the 

very soul of the Japanese identity. And cleanliness lies at the heart of Shinto. In the West, we are taught that 

cleanliness is next to godliness. In Shinto, cleanliness is godliness. So Buddhism’s emphasis on cleanliness 

merely reinforced what the Japanese already practiced. 

A key concept in Shinto is kegare (impurity or dirt), the opposite of purity. Examples of kegare range from 

death and disease to virtually anything unpleasant. Frequent purification rituals are necessary to ward off 

kegare. 

“If an individual is afflicted by kegare, it can bring harm to society as a whole,” explained Noriaki Ikeda, 

assistant Shinto priest at Hiroshima’s Kanda Shrine. “So it is vital to practice cleanliness. This purifies you 

and helps avoid bringing calamities to society. That is why Japan is a very clean country.” 

This concern for others is understandable in the case of, say, infectious diseases. But it also works on more 

prosaic levels, like picking up your own rubbish. As Awane put it: “We Japanese believe we shouldn’t bother 

others by being lazy and neglecting the trash we’ve made.” 

Examples of ritual purification abound in everyday life. Before entering a Shinto shrine, worshippers rinse 

their hands and mouth in a stone water basin at the entrance. Many Japanese take their new car to the shrine to 

be purified by the priest, who uses a feather duster-like wand called onusa that he waves around the car. He 

then opens the doors, bonnet and boot to purify the interior. The priest also purifies people by waving the 

onusa from side to side over them. He will even use it to purify land on which new building is about to 

commence. 

http://pdf-objects.com/files/Book-Of-Tea.pdf
http://visithiroshima.net/things_to_do/attractions/parks_and_gardens/shukkeien_garden.html
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If you live in Japan, you soon find yourself adopting the clean lifestyle. You stop blowing your nose in public, 

make use of the hand sanitizers provided for customers in shops and offices, and learn to sort your household 

rubbish into 10 different types to facilitate recycling. 

And, like Will Adams and his castaway crew back in 1600, you find your quality of life improves. 

Then, when you return to your homeland, you’re shocked by barbarians who sneeze and cough in your face. 

Or stomp into your house in dirty shoes. Unthinkable in Japan. 

But there’s still hope. After all, it also took a while for Pokémon, sushi and camera phones to sweep the 

world. 

 

http://www.bbc.com/travel/story/20191006-what-japan-can-teach-us-about-cleanliness?xtor=ES-213-

[BBC%20Features%20Newsletter]-2019October11-[Travel%7c+Image] 

  

http://www.bbc.com/travel/story/20191006-what-japan-can-teach-us-about-cleanliness?xtor=ES-213-%5bBBC%20Features%20Newsletter%5d-2019October11-%5bTravel%7c+Image%5d
http://www.bbc.com/travel/story/20191006-what-japan-can-teach-us-about-cleanliness?xtor=ES-213-%5bBBC%20Features%20Newsletter%5d-2019October11-%5bTravel%7c+Image%5d
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NEW ENGLAND GOTHIC, AND THE UNCANNY MAKING OF A MYSTERY 

"All novels are mysteries"—especially in New England. 

BY NEIL OLSON 

VIA HANOVER SQUARE PRESS 

 

 

Like most writers, I hate being asked about themes in my work. I am never conscious of having a theme. An 

obsessive preoccupation with a subject (an old master painting, let’s say) or character type (a thief or a 

spiritual seeker), sure.  If I have a theme, it is perceived only later, and by someone else. My wife, for 

instance. “That’s easy,” she says, when the questions arises. “Things are not what they seem.” I dismissed this 

answer for years as too clever, but lately it strikes me as an elegant concision of what all fiction—and 

mysteries especially—should try to address. 

In her hypnotic and haunting debut In the Woods, about a murder at an archeological site adjoining a wild 

patch of forest, Tana French presents two mysteries, past and present. And to the frustration of many readers 

(myself included), solves only one of them. Unless, of course, the solution to the second is right there in front 

of us and we simply resist it. The net effect is a conflicted sense of satisfaction and unease. We have 

discovered a killer, and plumbed the damaged psyche of our protagonist to the level his will allows. But the 

close approach to some magical realm of primal wonder and terror, never quite grasped, or grasped and 

forgotten, suppressed, torments the reader long after putting down the book. A crime is solved, but an 

atmosphere of impenetrable mystery remains. In an interview with Gawker, French has said that, “…it’s not 

murder, or even crime in general, that fascinates me—it’s mystery.” 

https://crimereads.com/author/neilolson/
https://www.harlequin.com/shop/books/9781488051159_before-the-devil-fell.html
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ALL NOVELS ARE MYSTERIES. WE READ TO FIND OUT WHAT HAPPENS, EVEN IF THE 

RESOLUTION OCCURS ONLY IN A CHARACTER’S MIND. 

All novels are mysteries. We read to find out what happens, even if the resolution occurs only in a character’s 

mind. Most of us enjoy the occasional thriller with stock characters and swift action. Justice prevails, or 

vengeance does, or at least there is a finality to the story. Life is a trickier game, and more thoughtful fiction 

reflects that truth, while still giving us some sense of closure. Contrary to popular belief, classic mystery 

writers like Agatha Christie often produced murderers of sympathetic or at least conflicted character (in The 

Murder of Roger Ackroyd, for instance, or Ordeal by Innocence) whose motives may be comprehensible to 

non-homicidal readers. We can imagine knowing the person. More precisely, we can imagine having thought 

we knew him, or her, only to uncover hidden wounds, grudges, reckless desires—quirks of personality 

beyond easy understanding or judgment. It’s a short step from there to questioning your fixed idea of the flesh 

and blood characters in your life. People are not what they seem. Well-made tales of crime, even while 

resolving a particular episode of wrongdoing, reinforce this sense of human complexity. 

Then there are mysteries that can never be solved, nor would we necessarily want them to be. Faith in unseen 

powers depends upon this mystery. Even the fiercely logical among us are often drawn to unanswerable 

questions. Does the soul, or some vestige of it, survive our physical demise? Are we alone in the universe? 

Are there ancient entities with which we once had contact, when our species was younger perhaps, or in our 

own childhoods, and might we, under extraordinary circumstances, come into contact with those beings 

again? These veiled but provocative ideas are common and very proper territory for works of crime and 

mystery to go wandering. If good fiction helps us resist easy answers and expands our sense of possibility, 

then it follows naturally—or it did for me—to edge our stories up against the supernatural, leaving room for 

all faiths. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

* * * 

I grew up in a part of the world saturated by the arcane. Salem and Danvers, where the infamous witch trials 

occurred, were neighboring towns, the former home to the Salem Witch Museum and The House of Seven 

Gables, made famous by the Gothic novel of Nathaniel Hawthorne, another local boy. The shadow of H.P. 

Lovecraft hovered over Marblehead, Gloucester, and Newburyport, just a few towns away. I read Hawthorne 

in high school, without much pleasure, but I never forgot the ghostly dread that permeates “The Minister’s 

Black Veil” or “Rappaccini’s Daughter,” or even The Scarlet Letter. My father put me onto Lovecraft, and I 

spent many a rainy afternoon creeping myself out over “The Colour Out of Space” or “The Shadow over 

Innsmouth.” 

I was not aware of knowing witches, unless you count my Greek grandmother—a good witch if there ever 

was one, with the ability to cure headaches with potato slices, and to always know when one of us was in 

trouble. Yet the old WASP culture of my town seemed a different and mysterious world. I was a public-

school kid, my classmates were the children of Irish, Italian, or Polish families who had arrived later, but now 

populated the shopkeeper class, police force, even the Mayor’s office. Childless Old Yankees like our 

immediate neighbors, who spoke with an odd accent, were a dying breed. More wealthy variants lived in 

unseen mansions at the end of long gravel driveways. Drinking sherry and mummifying, or so my Lovecraft-

colored imagination perceived it. All of this is exaggeration, and I had friends my age—ordinary kids—from 
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these old clans, some of whom still live in that town. But the idea of a secret and cursed collection of families 

with its own history and rituals, living apart from the rest of us, persisted in my imagination. 

I backed into writing mysteries. If God is kind, my early efforts at novels will never see the light of day. It 

was not until I twinned my fascination with Eastern Orthodox faith and art with the question of who would 

want to steal an ancient Byzantine icon—an object at once aesthetic, spiritual, and monetary—that I created 

my first publishable work. False leads are pursued, friends and enemies trade places, culprits are unmasked, 

and the icon’s power to heal is proven, disproven, or not definitely answered, depending upon the character, 

or the reader. My last novel posited a portrait by Francisco de Goya so dreadful and desolate in aspect as to 

cause death or madness upon viewing. And death occurs, from myriad sources known and unknown, though 

the fascination for me was what it teaches my young art scholar Teresa about her family and herself. 

My new novel, Before The Devil Fell, returns at last to those creepy fascinations of my childhood, adding a 

dose of Arthur Miller’s deadly mass hysteria to the mix. Will Conner’s desperate—and therefore suspect—

rationality is put to the test by returning to his hometown on Cape Ann, Massachusetts. Death has come for 

several members of his mother’s “spirit circle,” and may be coming for Will and his witchy pal Samantha, if 

they persist in dredging up the past.  Just as Tana French claims to know what happened to those children in 

the woods, I have my own ideas about the presence or absence of demons in Will’s hometown. Like her, I 

cannot say what my characters cannot know, and I’m more interested in how the seeker solves the puzzle of 

himself. If the reader is left satisfied and uneasy, and perhaps mistrustful of the next false friend to cross her 

path, I’ll be well pleased. 

* * * 

 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

https://www.harlequin.com/shop/books/9781488051159_before-the-devil-fell.html
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HawthorneNew EnglandSalemTana FrenchThe CrucibleThe Scarlett LetterWASPswitch trialsYankee culture 

 

 

 

Neil Olson 

Neil Olson is the author of The Icon, a novel of art theft and family intrigue, and the play Dealers. He lives in 

New York City with his wife and works in the publishing industry. His latest novel is Before the Devil Fell. 

 

https://crimereads.com/new-england-gothic-and-the-uncanny-making-of-a-mystery/ 

  

https://crimereads.com/tag/agatha-christie/
https://crimereads.com/tag/arthur-miller/
https://crimereads.com/tag/cape-ann/
https://crimereads.com/tag/eastern-orthodoxy/
https://crimereads.com/tag/faith/
https://crimereads.com/tag/gothic-fiction/
https://crimereads.com/tag/h-p-lovecraft/
https://crimereads.com/tag/nathaniel-hawthorne/
https://crimereads.com/tag/nathaniel-hawthorne/
https://crimereads.com/tag/new-england/
https://crimereads.com/tag/salem/
https://crimereads.com/tag/tana-french/
https://crimereads.com/tag/the-crucible/
https://crimereads.com/tag/the-scarlett-letter/
https://crimereads.com/tag/wasps/
https://crimereads.com/tag/witch-trials/
https://crimereads.com/tag/yankee-culture/
https://crimereads.com/author/neilolson/
https://crimereads.com/new-england-gothic-and-the-uncanny-making-of-a-mystery/
https://crimereads.com/author/neilolson/
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THE QUIET HORRORS OF READING LIANE MORIARTY IN THE SUBURBS 

Good neighbors, pretty lawns, but what's really going on in suburbia? 

OCTOBER 18, 2019 BY BRENNA EHRLICH 

 

 

The silver car rolled by like clockwork each day during recess. At first, one or two kids noticed it, but, soon, 

the teachers did, too. Then the parents were told. Someone was casing the playground, it seemed, and all of 

Dean’s Mill Elementary School was in a frenzy.  

Kids stayed inside during recess, parents called infuriated—until someone’s dad finally stepped forward and 

informed everyone that the car was his, that he and his wife were going through a divorce and he missed his 

kid. The mania died down after that, but, in retrospect, I wonder why. Sure, strangers equal danger, but how is 

a desperate dad any safer? Suburbia may fear its interlopers, but homegrown horrors are no less horrific. 

I was reminded of this long-lost memory when my husband and I moved from Queens, New York, to 

Hackensack, New Jersey, after purchasing our new house. I was in the midst of a hectic binge of the books of 

Liane Moriarty, which make monsters out of everything from secretive husbands to decorative fountains, and 

although I loved my quiet little tree-lined neighborhood, I couldn’t help but see the dark side. 

Cities are full of horrors—of course they are. Random stabbings and rapes and robberies. But does that make 

them any scarier than the suburbs, really? What the ‘burbs lack in quantity, they make up for in intimacy. My 

new neighborhood is decidedly safer than New York City, of course. We have two sex offenders within the 
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immediate radius, compared to the hundreds listed for our old neighborhood in Queens. Still, does quantity 

really matter that much? Or is it more terrifying to know exactly where those men live? 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

Moriarty’s books are full of these intimate horrors. 2014’s Big Little Lies finds us in the aftermath of a 

murder that occurred at a kindergarten trivia night. Over the course of the novel, (spoiler), we discover that 

successful businessman Perry Wright was the victim, pushed to his death by a kindergarten mother, Bonnie 

Carlson. But Wright isn’t innocent: he raped a woman named Jane Chapman years before, and victimizes his 

wife, Celeste, regularly. Bonnie pushes Perry to save Celeste, who the man is on the brink of beating to death. 

Those who have read the book or watched the HBO adaptation know that there’s a lot more to the story, but 

the thrust of it is this: the baddies aren’t always outsiders, they’re husbands, wives, fathers and mothers. And 

they don’t do bad things randomly. 

2013’s The Husband’s Secret thrums along a similar wire. Cecilia Fitzpatrick finds a letter from her husband 

only to be opened upon his death. Of course, she ends up opening it—even though he’s very much still alive. 

As it turns out, he was accidentally involved in the unsolved murder of a local girl that rocked their little 

community years before. His actions lead to another attempted murder decades later, and all manner of 

heartache and pain. Again, there are no murderous strangers wandering through town—serial killer style—

with a thirst for blood: just local people, doing local things and making local mistakes. 

I feel safer in my neighborhood than in the city, sure; I know all of our neighbors’ names and a few of the 

dogs (Joy and Jolly and Cara Mia), but does that mean I know what’s going on beyond their pretty lawns? 

Probably nothing; they all seem very nice. But you never know. 

* * * 

The suburbs have changed the way I see—and listen. My husband likes to joke that, in the city, if there’s 

someone in your basement raising a ruckus and drinking, you just have to deal with it (it’s probably the 

landlord). In the suburbs, if there’s someone in your basement, you can shoot them. Gone are the days when a 

distant scream goes unnoticed or a siren on a sidestreet means misfortune for someone you don’t know. You 

don’t just share trash routes with your neighbors, you share worries, too. 

ESCHEW THE PEOPLE LIVING NEXT DOOR, AND NO ONE WILL HEAR YOU SCREAM. 

2016’s Truly Madly Guilty is a pretty accurate, and terrifying, representation of this mindset. A neighborhood 

BBQ almost turns to tragedy when a little girl nearly drowns in a fountain while the adults drinks and chat—

and the only one to notice is a grumpy next door neighbor. He ends up falling down his stairs and dying while 

trying to get to the girl—and no one notices for weeks, since he’s not all that engaged a member of the 

community. The book grapples with these twin horrors: belong, and enter into a neighborly bond of guilt and 

horror. Eschew the people living next door, and no one will hear you scream. 

ARTICLE CONTINUES AFTER ADVERTISEMENT 

* * * 
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Despite differing storylines and characters, one element remains consistent in Moriarty’s books: the location. 

And that location acts as its own beast, its own specter. The suburbs represent comfort and success, but they 

also represent, in some ways, giving in: giving in to one’s lot in life, giving in to aging. And what’s scarier 

than that? 

Moriarty’s 2011 novel, What Alice Forgot, rang eerily true for me one evening as my husband and I drove to 

a strip mall wine store after dinner at a lackluster local Mediterranean place. We had spent the first week after 

moving to New Jersey agog at all the things the suburbs had on offer (Costco! Big grocery stores! Trees!), but 

tonight we were sniping at each other for one reason or another.  

“I don’t want to live a TJ Maxx existence!” my husband growled at me, a direct dig, as earlier I had 

rhapsodized to him about visiting the discount store with my mom as a child. 

WHAT MY HUSBAND SAID CUT DEEP, EVEN IF HE WAS VOICING HIS OWN CONCERNS, 

TOO. 

Driven, artistic people who have a hard time sitting still, my husband and I were a bit worried about how we’d 

fare in the ‘burbs; for my part, I had lived in NYC for 11 years and would have likely been voted “Least 

Likely to Get Married and Move to Jersey” by my old friends. What my husband said cut deep, even if he was 

voicing his own concerns, too. 

What Alice Forgot mirrored my experiences in some ways: 29-year-old Alice wakes up on a gym floor one 

day to discover that she’s actually 39, hates her husband and has become some kind of terrifying super mom. 

She has forgotten 10 years of her life, during which she has become horrifyingly suburbanized.  

Of course, the book goes deeper than that, and she comes to understand the hows and whys of who she is 

now—and even to accept and like that person—but the book pretty much encapsulated what I was afraid of. 

That the suburbs would change me. That they would suck away my life-force and replace it with a Costco 

card.  

* * * 

Despite the quiet horror of the suburbs in Moriarty’s books, I’m not moving any time soon. I like my yard and 

my basement and my sunroom. I have my own office where I can write my essays and my thrillers.  

And, in a way, what I took away from Moriarty’s books the most isn’t a fear of the next stage in my life—but 

an excitement. After all, the author is a mother and a wife who lives, for all intents and purposes, in the 

suburbs. You can write what you know without wholly becoming it—and scare the hell out of people in the 

process. 
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December Morning in the Desert 

  

Alberto Ríos 

  

The morning is clouded and the birds are hunched, 

More cold than hungry, more numb than loud, 

  

This crisp, Arizona shore, where desert meets 

The coming edge of the winter world. 

  

It is a cold news in stark announcement, 

The myriad stars making bright the black, 

  

As if the sky itself had been snowed upon. 

But the stars—all those stars, 

  

Where does the sure noise of their hard work go? 

These plugs sparking the motor of an otherwise quiet sky, 

  

Their flickering work everywhere in a white vastness: 

We should hear the stars as a great roar 

https://academyofamericanpoets.cmail19.com/t/y-l-ujkrukd-ilzgdjkh-o/
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Gathered from the moving of their billion parts, this great 

Hot rod skid of the Milky Way across the asphalt night, 

  

The assembled, moving glints and far-floating embers 

Risen from the hearth-fires of so many other worlds. 

  

Where does the noise of it all go 

If not into the ears, then hearts of the birds all around us, 

  

Their hearts beating so fast and their equally fast 

Wings and high songs, 

  

And the bees, too, with their lumbering hum, 

And the wasps and moths, the bats, and the dragonflies— 

  

None of them sure if any of this is going to work, 

This universe—we humans oblivious, 

  

Drinking coffee, not quite awake, calm and moving 

Into the slippers of our Monday mornings, 

  

Shivering because, we think, 

It’s a little cold out there. 
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About this Poem 

  

“Arizona is much in the news of late, as is my hometown, but they’ve both been conflated 

and renamed ‘the border.’ I wanted to write about the border but not the wall. Instead, I 

wanted to write about the full spectrum of borders that work to make this place a home—

the distinction between evening and sunrise, spring and autumn, happiness and struggle. 

But more immediately, I wanted to convey the surprise of cold in the desert and even a 

perceived sense of Sonoran desert snow, the full stage of stars in the open range of deep 

night and immense sky—all borders, too, in this actual place, but which don’t get reported 

in the news.” 

—Alberto Ríos 
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